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Foreword
A Future Defined is the fourth volume prepared by the National Archives of Canada in its
major exhibition series titled Records of Our History. It illustrates many of the significant
events and developments of the Confederation era when modern Canada, as we know it
today, took shape.
Canada has a rich and varied past. The records of that past are preserved by the
National Archives so that all Canadians have access to them. Through these records, which
serve as windows into by-gone years, we can all savour the life of our ancestors,
vicariously re-live their hardships and joys, delve into their minds and hearts: in brief, we
can better understand how our country came into being and what forces and personalities
shaped it. Knowing the past is of inestimable benefit to Canadians as they search for
answers to many fundamental problems of modern life.
The maps and drawings, photographs, works of documentary art, rare printed items and
manuscript material selected for this publication are all drawn from the fonds and
collections of the National Archives, the repository of the nation's memory. Virtually all of
the documents are contemporary to the years covered by this exhibition and catalogue
(1849-1873)- Most of them, as unique items existing in single copy, are beyond price; all of
them, in their instructive value about Canada's past, are priceless. The documents are
arranged broadly by theme and chronology, to provide the reader with an awareness of
significant developments in Canada's history as they unfolded over time. The text that
accompanies each item explains its creation, provides the historical context in which it was
produced, and comments on its significance as an archival document.
Whether people read A Future Defined from start to finish, or browse through it, reading
only what they choose, I sincerely hope they find the catalogue both interesting and
stimulating. I hope, moreover, that the publication instills an increased awareness of the
influence of the past upon our lives, and that Canadians from all corners of our vast
country come to better appreciate and use our nation's archival legacy housed in the
National Archives of Canada.
Jean-Pierre Wallot
National Archivist
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Introduction
Historical processes are continuous. People, however, in their effort to better understand
historical development, treat history in more manageable blocks of time, in historical
periods marked off by outside dates which often reflect signal events.
The outside dates for this exhibition are 1849-1873- I have taken 1848 as the terminal
year of the preceding era — the rebellions and struggle for responsible government — and
hence commence this exhibition with the year 1849- Confederation was perhaps not
inevitable with the coming of responsible government. But the increasing self-management
of British North American colonial governments and Confederation did develop
simultaneously, as if two sides of the same coin. Hence the closing date of the exhibition,
1873, by which time all former British colonies in North America except Newfoundland —
which would join Canada only in 1949 — were in Confederation.
This pre-Confederation period is a time of remarkable and fundamental change. Were a
traveller to have visited the British North American colonies in 1849, and then to have
returned in 1873, he would have been struck by the sweeping changes that had occurred.
From disparate political entities, the British colonies and the Northwest (formerly Prince
Rupert's Land administered by the Hudson's Bay Company and territories beyond), had
been federated into a new state entity, the Dominion of Canada. Much of the interior and
peripheries of the British North American land mass had been known only to aboriginal
inhabitants and voyageurs, unstudied and unsurveyed by European immigrants to the New
World; by the early 1870s various expeditions had opened much of the interior, and the
Dominion survey was laying out land for occupation and agriculture in the Northwest. New
relationships between whites and aboriginal peoples were established through a treaty
system that was based on land reserves and subsidies, and traditional Indian ways of life
and well-being was subjected to forced change.
Agriculture, in the first half of the nineteenth century, was still largely characterized by
traditional, manual operating methods; by the 1870s an agrarian revolution was well under
way. And an industrial revolution was also in the making in the Montreal area and at the
head of Lake Ontario, in the Hamilton-Toronto region, with factories employing up to
several hundred persons. With industrialization, of course, urbanization quickened, and
towns began to take on a more modern character, with gas-lighting, water-works and
sanitation systems. Government-funded welfare institutions, regularized public education,
labour legislation and organized sports — attributes of modern life as we know it — all
appeared at this time.
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The most significant development of this era, however, which changed the character of
life, was the revolution in communications, behind which lay the development of
technology. Telegraph lines snaked out from metropolitan centres to hinterlands and tied
colonies together; in 1866 North America was joined to Europe through the trans-Atlantic
cable. Better roads (macadamized, i.e. built of properly-layered, well-drained gravel of
various sizes) appeared in this era; and many roads, especially colonization roads into areas
newly-opened for settlement, were cut and laid down. Improvements to the Welland Canal
and the St. Lawrence locks continued, raising the efficiency of water transport. The
ubiquitous lake and river steamer came to ply interior waters. The postal system,
transferred to colonial management in the 1850s, steadily improved. These critical
developments in communications helped to overcome distance in the vastness of British
North America — but none of them were as revolutionary as the railway.
This period is the era sans pareil of the railway. As the railway network began to
burgeon, it tied towns to hinterlands and opened areas to settlement and development. The
railways overcame distance and inclement weather; they expedited the movement of
people; and they bound regions, and later colonies, into ever-larger economic units. They
both fired economic development, and threatened urban and provincial governments with
ruin as these overextended themselves to fund the colossal capital costs of railway building.
The railways were a significant factor in promoting Confederation. Merchants and
politicians hoped that they would bind the colonies into a single economic entity, which
spurred Confederation. But in a sparsely settled land, only the Dominion government could
successfully underwrite their construction. Hence the prominence of railways in
Confederation — New Brunswick and Nova Scotia both demanded completion of the
Intercolonial, and British Columbia and Prince Edward Island called for railways, as
conditions of entry into Confederation. Railways were the primary agency of the political
conquest of geographic space.
A new political order, a great opening of the interior and peripheral lands elsewhere for
occupation, an agrarian revolution, early industrialization, rising urbanization, a
communications revolution — these and other developments of the pre-Confederation era
support the notion that this period was a time of fundamental change when the shape of
modern Canada, as we now know it, was drawn.
This exhibition seeks to convey this idea. It is not dedicated solely to the politicians of
the era, nor exclusively to the political intricacies of achieving Confederation. Rather, it
strives to reflect the life of the pre-Confederation era, and the signal developments in
economic, social and cultural spheres of life in the British North American colonies. It also
notes the influence of international factors upon the colonies, so important to the
attainment of Confederation. These factors forced choices upon Britain's North American
subjects and their politicians, choices about future directions.
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The leaders of the colonies could choose to maintain the status quo, and some,
particularly in the Maritimes, preferred this. Not so the leaders of the United Province of
Canada, created in 1841 through union of Canada West (previously Upper Canada) and
Canada East (formerly Lower Canada). The two halves of the United Province had learned
accommodation to a degree. However, strained cultural relations between French and
English, and resultant political paralysis, made a new order imperative. The French of
Canada East sought a new way to secure their identity and customs; and the English of
Canada West, with a more possessive and continental vision, feared American occupation
and seizure of the Northwest. Both elements in the province were disposed to look for a
new future, either through separation of the two halves or through a general Confederation
of all British colonies in North America.
Many Maritimers, their views ably expressed by Joseph Howe, held to another vision —
complete and unflinching loyalty to the motherland, full autonomy in the colony, and
perhaps even representation in an Imperial Parliament. There was recurring talk of a
Maritime Union. Other Maritimers felt the pull of American annexation, as did some of the
Grits of Canada West, some of the merchants of Montreal and the Parti rouge of Canada
East. To a significant number of inhabitants of the colonies, it was only a matter of time
before the British colonies were drawn into the American union.
Separation, annexation, local union, general confederation — these various views were
about, and people made and argued their choices. The choices that political leaders,
merchants, capitalists and visionaries made, argued and fought for; the course of economic
and technological developments in the colonies; and the key influences of outside players,
of Britain and the United States — all came together in this era to produce Confederation,
and to define the future of Canada.
Hence the title selected for this exhibition, A Future Defined. In both domestic and
external developments it seems to best express the Zeitgeist, the historical movement and
character of the period 1849-1873.
The items selected for this publication and exhibition, as well as the mass of historical
records and documents housed at the National Archives, reflect the above processes and
events. Without such records, our understanding of our past would be gravely
compromised, if at all possible. In this lies the significance of the National Archives of
Canada, without which we could know ourselves only very imperfectly.
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Responsible
Government
The attainment of responsible government was a significant step in the maturation of the
British colonies in North America. While it came peacefully to other colonies, this was not
the case in the Province of Canada. There it was accompanied by anger and rioting, though
the actual causes of these disorders lay elsewhere.
While in some ways the achievement of responsible government was the culmination of
the pre-1849 period, in other respects- it opened a new era in Canada's achievement of
control over her own destiny.
Responsible government introduced British cabinet government into the colonies, and
gave colonials fiscal responsibility. But it was not a grant of self-government. In
international matters London continued to determine policy. All colonial acts required royal
assent; any act deemed contrary to British interest or practices could be disallowed by the
British Parliament. Only in 1865 did the Colonial Laws Validity Act provide that no colonial
law could be challenged by the Home Parliament unless it contravened an Imperial statute
made expressly for a given colony.
At the same time, though, the Colonial Laws Validity Act was the capstone of the British
policy of devolution of self-management to the colonies throughout the 1850s and 1860s.
The management of canals, the postal service, clergy reserves, Indian affairs, currency,
crown lands, military reserve lands, immigration — these and other responsibilities were
delegated by Britain to her colonies in British North America. Britain's support of
Confederation was the culmination of this steady policy of devolution from the time of the
granting of responsible government.

1

I

"Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia"
This map, executed by Sydney Hall of Longman and Co., and later published in Hall's
General Atlas, represents the mainland British North American colonies, Prince Edward
Island and the far western coast of Newfoundland in 1849. It is striking how little territory
was enclosed within colonial borders, and how vast a land mass was administered by the
Hudson's Bay Company which, by its charter of 1670, exercised authority over all lands
drained by rivers flowing into Hudson Bay. The Company, through later licenses, also came
to manage lands drained by Arctic rivers, as well as the west coast. In fact, in 1849 the
British Crown granted the colony of Vancouver Island to the Company, which in turn was
to colonize and administer it.
The map reveals how thinly the colonies were settled; most occupied points hugging
shorelines or river banks. The northern reaches of the two Canadas were largely unknown;
even Lake Abitibi's shores are imperfectly represented. While the Maritime colonies were
already organized into counties, this map reflects the old district structure of the United
Province of Canada. A statute of 1849 introduced a county structure into the province
(except in Quebec's seigneurial parishes) which, although modified by recent regional and
metropolitan reorganizations, is still the basis of administrative divisions in both Ontario
and Quebec.
There is a notable anomaly to this map. In 1849 the British colonies only had several
short railway lines (such as the one from Montreal to Lachine). Hall's map represents the
equivalent of the Great Western, Grand Trunk and Intercolonial railways as completed or
under construction. Perhaps the mapmaker intended to designate these railways as
intended. Misinformation is possible, even in "historical" documents.
Hall's colourful map reflects the general outlines of the British North American colonies
at the dawn of responsible government.

Sydney Hall.

ca 1849.
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National Archives of Canada,
Cartographic and Audio-Visual Archives Division,
NMC-10330.

41.8 cm x 50.8 cm
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"Destruction of the Parliament House,
Montreal, April 25TH, 1849"
This handcoloured lithograph, based on an eye-witness sketch by E. Hides, was produced
by George Matthews, a Montreal lithographer and is among the earliest prints made in
Canada.
The burning of the House of Parliament in 1849 was a result of Britain's grant of
responsible government to the North American colonies, first realized in Nova Scotia in
1848. Until the 1840s, the motherland-colonies relationship had been characterized by
rather close political control of the colonies, and their economic integration into a closed
mercantilist system. Significant economic changes in Britain rendered this arrangement
obsolete and uneconomical. Free trade carried the day in Britain, and throughout the 1840s
the British Parliament repealed various laws which inhibited free trade. A new Liberal
administration, which came to power in Britain in the latter 1840s, was prepared to
countenance a much looser political, as well as economic, relationship with Britain's North
American colonies.
In 1848 the Crown instructed its governors in the British North American colonies to
adhere to the principles of responsible government. Governors were to select to cabinet
men who enjoyed the majority support of their legislature, and to approve legislation
passed by such legislatures (insofar as it did not contravene existing British laws),
regardless of governors' personal views. The first exercise of responsible government
occurred with little difficulty in Nova Scotia in 1848; by 1855 all British colonies in North
America were governed by responsible cabinets.
Responsible government came to the colonies peacefully, except in the Province of
Canada. In 1848 the Governor-in-Chief of Canada, Lord Elgin, had confirmed the BaldwinLafontaine Reform ministry in office. That ministry pushed through the Rebellion Losses Bill
in early 1849. The bill intended to compensate individuals in Lower Canada (some of them
former patriotes of 1837) for property losses incurred during the uprising. The same had
already been done earlier for victims of losses in Upper Canada. This act enraged the
English merchants of Montreal. Then suffering through depressed times and the loss of
protected commercial staples markets in Britain, they saw the passage of this bill as their
final desertion by a motherland prepared to compensate former "traitors" for losses. Elgin
adhered to the wishes of Parliament and assented to the bill on 25 April 1848, thereby
demonstrating that responsible government had arrived. Riots followed, and in the evening
an enraged English-speaking crowd sacked the Houses, tearing up gas mains in the
process, which resulted in the conflagration.
The anger of the English merchant class of Montreal was the result of economic
dislocation as metropolitan and hinterland relations were changing dramatically. They
expressed this anger at a bill distasteful to them. The bill was possible only because of a
new political relationship between the motherland and the colonies. It was indeed a time
of root changes, during which the colonies of British North America would strive to define
for themselves, singly or together, a new future.

E. Hides, artist; George Matthews, lith.

1849.
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National Archives of Canada.
Documentary Art and Photography Division,
C-10721.
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"From Her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Colonies to the
Right Honourable the Earl of Elgin"
The passage of the Rebellion Losses Bill, which led to the burning of the Houses of
Parliament in Montreal, also disposed many Montreal merchants to openly champion
annexation to the United States. On 11 October 1849, a broadside entitled An Address to the
People of Canada, reflecting this new political direction, appeared in the streets of
Montreal.
The address argued that Britain had taken from her North American colonies their
protected market, and thus brought economic ruin upon them. Of six possible courses of
future action available, only annexation to the United States made any sense. Annexation
would open great markets for colonial staples. It would bring in American capital and, with
waterpower and excess manpower available in Canada, manufacturing would develop
along the St. Lawrence. The great waterway, now stilled by economic recession, would
spring back to life. Piqued at Britain's desertion of her loyal subjects, the authors of the
address expressed gloomily that the British population of the colony was far too small to
allow for market development, and that sooner or later, by threat or blandishment, the
colony would inevitably become part of the United States.
Within one week, approximately 1,000 persons, many of whom would later contribute
significantly to the political and economic developments leading to Confederation, signed
an annexation manifesto. Lord Elgin was swift in dismissing anyone who signed from
government service. The dispatch shown here, from Lord Grey, the Colonial Secretary,
approved of Elgin's measures, reaffirmed Britain's connection to Canada, and authorized
Elgin to bring before courts of law any individuals guilty of treason.
The Annexation Manifesto did not find much support. The majority of Upper Canadian
farmers, Grit in political inclination, approved of responsible government. The francophone
mass of Lower Canada did not wish to lose themselves in an English-speaking sea to the
south. But annexationism in principle did not die. After 1849, as before, the question of
Canada's relationship with the United States would loom large. Self-management through
responsible government, new trading relationships based on free markets, new political
and economic relationships to be established among the colonies themselves, Britain and
the United States — all these concerns manifested themselves in the year of 1849. How the
British North American colonies would respond to these issues would shape the course of
future events.

Henry George, Lord Grey.

1850.
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DESPATCH
FROM

H E R MAJESTY'S

SECRETARY

OF STATE

FOR T H E COLONIES

TO T H E

RIGHT HONORABLE T H E EARL OF ELGIN.

DOWNING
MY

S T R E E T , 9th JANUARY,

1850.

LORD,

I have to acknowledge your Despatches of the dates and numbers quoted in the margin :
[Nos. 114, 19th Nov. 1S49. — 127, 3d Dec. 1849. — 129, 3d Dec. 1849. — 134, 14lh Dec. 1849.]
2. I havo laid these Despatches before Her Majesty, and also the Address of the Warden and
Councillors of the Municipal Council of the District of Gore : of the Lt. Colonel and Officers of Militia
of the 1st and of the 8th Battalions of the Regiment of Dorchester: of the Officers of the 4th Battalion
of the Regiment of Kamouraska, and the inhabitants of the Parish of Sto. Anne de la Pocatiero : and of
the Officers of Militia and Lieut. Colonel Commanding Battalions of the Regiment of Quebec, enclosed
in the two first of these Despatches, which Her Majesty has been pleased to receive very graciously.
It has afforded Her Majesty great satisfaction to receive these expressions of that loyalty and attachment
to the British Crown which she trusts is generally felt by Her Canadian subjects.
3. With regard to the Address to the people of Canada in favor of severing the Province from the
British Dominions, for the purpose of annexing it to the United. States, which forms the subject of the
third of these Despatches, 1 have to inform you that Her Majesty approves of your having dismissed from
Her Service those who have signed a document which is scarcely short of treasonable in its character.
H E R M A J E S T Y CONFIDENTLY
SUBJECTS,

RELIES ON T H E LOYALTY OF T H E G R E A T MAJORITY OF H E R CANADIAN

AND SHE IS T H E R E F O R E D E T E R M I N E D TO EXERT ALL T H E AUTHORITY WHICH BELONGS TO

H E R FOR T H E PURPOSE OF MAINTAINING T H E CONNECTION O F CANADA W I T H THIS COUNTRY,

BEING

PERSUADED THAT T H E PERMANENCE O F T H A T CONNECTION IS H I G H L Y ADVANTAGEOUS TO BOTH.

4. Your Lordship will therefore understand that YOU ARE COMMANDED BY H E R M A J E S T Y TO
RESIST, TO T H E UTMOST O F YOUR P O W E R , A N Y A T T E M P T W H I C H
T H E SEPARATION

O F CANADA FROM T H E B R I T I S H

DOMINIONS,

MAY B E M A D E T O BRING

ABOUT

and to mark in the strongest manner

Her Majesty's displeasure with all those who may directly or indirectly encourage such a design.
5. And if any attempt of this kind should take such a form that those who are guilty of it may,
according to such advice as you may receive from your Law Advisers, be made responsible for their
conduct in a Court of Justice, you will not fail to take the necessary measures for bringing them to
account.
1 am, my Lord, your most obedient Servant,
Right Honorable
(.Sigatd,)
GREY.
THE
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Exploration and
Communication
Exploration of the northern British half of the continent caught the imagination of both the
public and the government of the Province of Canada. The British (and American) search
for Sir John Franklin in the Arctic continued, and grew into a gripping saga. The
government of the Province of Canada itself sent expeditions into Rupert's Land, desirous
of accumulating evidence for its claim to the patrimony of the Hudson's Bay Company. The
Geological Survey of Canada undertook exploratory activity and amassed information about
the geography, geology and nature of the relatively unknown interior.
The acquisition of such knowledge about the vast expanses of land lying back of the
thin pale of settlement along the St. Lawrence and what would be southwestern Ontario
went hand-in-hand with the development of communications. Where good arable land and
profitable timber stands were discovered, there went colonization and logging roads.
Settlement and economic development followed, and often a railway.
Exploration, knowledge, surveying, settlement, communications, economic development
— these were necessary and sequential steps in opening the interior. At the same time,
colonial governments did not forget about water communications, developing both interior
ports and canals, and coastal ports and navigational beacons and lighthouses.

9

II

"Noon in Mid-Winter (Pt.Leopold). H.M.S. Ships Enterprise and
Investigator in Winter Quarters, Port Leopold, North Somerset
— Noon in December. Last Plate in W.H.J. Browne's Ten
Coloured Views Taken During the Arctic Expedition of Her
Majesty's Ships Enterprise and Investigator, under the
Command of Captain SirJames C Ross, R.N., K.T., F.R.S."
This coloured lithograph was published in 1850, when the Franklin search phenomenon
was near its peak. William Henry James Browne served as second lieutenant on HMS
Enterprise, a ship of Captain James C. Ross' squadron sent in search of Franklin in 18481849. During that winter, as the ships lay locked in the winter ice, Lt. Browne led a sledge
party that traversed the sea-ice from Port Leopold to the coast of Prince Regent's Island. He
made many sketches of what he saw during this sojourn through the Arctic.
Based on one of Browne's sketches, this lithograph is a dramatically effective
representation of Arctic winter. From the right side comes a white-pinkish glow, the Arctic
"noon," while light plays off jagged ice formations. The sheeted sails, the spars and rigging
of the vessels, are all caked in ice, while the distant ship stands shrouded in an opaque
blue. The lithographer (Charles Haghe), modelling his image upon Browne's sketch,
captures the sense of isolation, desolation and numbing cold of the Arctic, and effectively
conveys what winter meant to men who ventured into the distant Canadian North.

After Lieutenant William Henry James Browne.

(London; Ackermann and Co., 1850).
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Journal of HMS Assistance
To the north and west of the British North American colonies stretched trackless expanses
of land traversed by Indians, fur-traders and explorers, but unknown to most whites.
Further beyond lay the Arctic extremity of the future Dominion of Canada. Inhospitable to
all but the Inuit who knew it, the Arctic reaches drew explorers who sought the Northwest
Passage, a variation on Columbus' original dream of finding the passage to India.
In search of this passage went the renowned English explorer, Sir John Franklin. He and
his party disappeared in the Arctic in the winter of 1845-1846. The British admiralty
launched one of its greatest search-and-rescue operations, sending four search missions to
the Arctic over the next decade. In addition, Lady Franklin sent three missions, the
Hudson's Bay Company participated in one, and the United States also sent three.
This journal was kept by Lieutenant Walter May of HMS Assistance and probably dates
from when Sir Edward Belcher searched for Franklin in 1852-1854. The diary contains
information about climate and weather, about American whalers who latched onto the
expedition and their operations in the Arctic approaches, and about the rigours of
navigation through ice. The entry for "Friday 16" recalls how an American whaler struggles
to stay afloat, and how a crew member of the Assistance, having spotted a polar bear,
attempts to shoot the animal. An interesting historical record, the diary brings home the
adventure of Arctic exploration and illuminates the great search for Franklin which
captured popular imagination over several decades.

Lieutenant Walter May.

1852-1853.
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"Arctic Seas Shewing the North-West Passage, the Coasts
Explored by the Several Searching Expeditions, and the Spot
Where the Remains of Sir John Franklin have been discovered"
Knowledge about the Canadian Arctic gained by various expeditions sent out in search of
Franklin is perhaps best expressed in this attractive map published in 1854.
The search for Franklin drew many explorers and rescuers, as evidenced by this map's
legend which names the various commanders leading whole expeditions or partial
squadrons in search of the lost explorer and his party. As squadrons raced to locate the
missing expedition, they explored and charted the Canadian Arctic coast and islands. With
such new information, mapmakers could fill in many of the grey areas on maps of the
Arctic.
This map reflects such new knowledge. There are virtually no blank or shaded regions
left. Islands and coasts are clearly demarcated. The Northwest Passage has been determined
(which Captain Robert McClure discovered, and for which he received an Admiralty prize
of £10,000 sterling in 1854). Am "X" on King William Island fairly accurately denotes the
spot, as determined by Captain John Rae, where Franklin and most of his men perished
(for this achievement Rae also received an Admiralty prize of £10,000 sterling).
The manuscript annotations on the map make it all the more valuable as an archival
document, providing additional information on the Franklin expedition and naming native
tribes on the mainland, evidence of how knowledge was acquired as men searched for
Franklin and his crew.
The map is clean, legible and attractive, a visual summation of the exploration of the
Canadian Arctic, and of a great drama played out in a cold and demanding climate as brave
and curious men went in search of one of their comrades, of reward and of glory. The
Arctic Islands came into Confederation in 1880, when Britain transferred sovereignty to the
Dominion government in Ottawa.

William and Alexander
Keith Johnston.

1854.
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"Encampment on the Red River
[Henry Youle Hind Expedition, 1857-58]"
This photograph was taken by Humphrey Lloyd Hime, an Irishman born in 1833 who
migrated to Canada in 1854. After settling in Toronto, he worked as a surveyor on the
Bruce Peninsula survey in 1855-1856, and also took up photography. From the 1840s on,
photography was used in expeditionary and exploratory work, to record in images the
topography, flora and items of interest in unknown regions. By then, the medium had
developed to the point where multiple paper copies could be made as illustrations of
things seen, and assumed a greater significance in exploration. Hime was chosen official
photographer for the Hind expedition into the Red River country.
The Hind expedition, sent by the Province of Canada, paralleled the Palliser expedition
sent into Rupert's Land by the British government. While the Palliser expedition operated
on a much broader mandate, the Hind expedition was instructed to explore the area from
Lake Superior westward, and to lay out the best communications route traversing wholly
British territory from Canada to the Red River settlements, and to arable land beyond.
The Hind expedition was preparatory to Canada's staking out her claim to Rupert's Land
(roughly the future Prairie provinces), then administered by the Hudson's Bay Company
under license from the British Crown. The license was due to expire in 1859, at which time
hearings would be held on its renewal. Canada wished to extend its jurisdiction into
Rupert's Land and so neutralize the threat of American expansion into this region. Also,
with its best farmland already occupied, the colony wished to open up arable lands for
settlement. The Hind expedition went westward to gather geographical, geological,
meteorological and other data, on the basis of which Canada could better argue her claim.
This photograph was taken by Hime as part of the expedition as it camped along the
Red River. The canoe is prodigious in size, the canot du maitre, to allow for transport of
extensive supplies. Along with the white men in the photo, there are several Metis, possibly
local guides. The Indians in the photograph may very well be some of the 14
Caughnawaga Iroquois who were hired on as canoe men for the Red River journey.
The Hind expedition achieved its objective. Colonel Simon James Dawson laid out the
famous "Dawson Road" from Lake Superior to the Red River; and Henry Youle Hind
returned with proof that there were both tillable soil and an agreeable climate in Rupert's
Land, stimulating in the Province of Canada an even greater interest in the region. Armed
with this knowledge, a new, "confederated" Canada would, ten years later, successfully
argue its case for Rupert's Land before an accommodating British Crown.

Humphrey Lloyd Hime.

1858.
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"A General Map of the Routes in British North America
Explored by the Expedition Under Captain John Palliser
During the Years 1857, 1858, 1859, I860"
John Palliser, an Irish adventurer born in 1817, became intrigued by the New World as a
result of several big-game hunting expeditions in 1847-1848 in Missouri. He persuaded the
Royal Geographic Society to underwrite an expedition into Rupert's Land, to explore the
territory from the Red River to the Rocky Mountains along the unsurveyed 49th parallel.
The Society expanded this original design, and then applied to the British government for a
subvention to help defray costs.
British governmental authorities responded keenly to the application. Britain was then
very much concerned about American expansionism; the loss of the Oregon Territory in
1846 was a lesson well learned. American expansion northward could drive a wedge
between the British colonies in the eastern half of the continent and the colonies west of
the Rockies.
Britain realized as well that the amorphous authority exercised by the Hudson's Bay
Company in Rupert's Land (granted to it by charter), and in the Northwest and British
Columbia (by license), could neither restrain American expansion nor secure these regions
through settlement. With hearings on renewal of the Company's license due in 1859, the
Crown wished to inform itself as fully as possible about these lands. Thus it willingly cosponsored the expedition and further broadened its mandate. The expedition was to
explore not only the plains lying between the 49th to 54th parallels and to search for
southern passes through the Rockies. It was also to examine the old Nor'westers' canoe
route west of Lake Superior with a view to developing communications between western
and eastern British colonies in North America, by which immigrants could settle the interior
of the continent and thus assert British sovereignty.
The expedition was staffed by geologists, naturalists, astronomers and other scientists
instructed to study the flora and fauna of the territory, its climate, its soil types, its forest
and underground resources and so on.
This map, prepared to accompany the expedition's final report, is a visual summation of
its most significant findings. There are comments on significant topographical and
geological features, existing waterways and can trails (land routes were measured out by
odometers), timber and vegetation, and Indian tribes and their location. The map reflects a
wealth of information about Rupert's Land and the Northwest. Along with the report it
accompanied, the map for many years served as the definitive source of knowledge about
this great expanse of British North America.
The expedition accomplished much. It flew the British flag throughout the vast
Northwest. It determined that communication throughout wholly British territory was
difficult and costly; but it also surveyed six passes through the Rockies, including the
Kicking Horse Pass, through which eventually the Canadian Pacific Railway would go. It
dispelled forever the contention that the Northwest could not sustain agriculture; beyond
the semi-arid region (Palliser's Triangle) reaching northward across the border from the
United States, there lay a very fertile belt suited for agriculture and stock raising. Both
Britain and the British colonies learned the true wealth of the interior, and that it was worth
keeping and settling.
Once Rupert's Land and the Northwest passed to the new Dominion, most government
policy decisions regarding this territory — on the settlement and use of prairie land (The
Dominion Lands Act), on the construction of a transcontinental railway, on the
establishment of provincial and territorial boundaries, on the establishment of the Northwest Mounted Police, on treaties with prairie Indians — all these fundamental decisions
were made on the basis of the Palliser report and its maps.
Captain John Palliser.
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"Manitoulin Island, Showing Portions Ceded"
Exploration, whether in the Arctic periphery, in Rupert's Land or closer to settled areas, had
as one of its primary objectives the acquisition of knowledge about the physical nature of
British North America. One of the most notable explorers of this era was Robert Bell, who
prepared this manuscript map. Born in Toronto in 1815, Bell spent all his summers as a
young man with field staff of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC). He was interim
professor of natural sciences at Queen's University, 1863-1867, and from 1869 onwards was
employed full-time by the GSC, participating in a number of northern and western
expeditions which mapped rivers draining into Hudson Bay, and reconnoitering routes for
a transcontinental railway.
Because much of Canada's best farmland was already occupied, settlers from Canada
West had begun to move westward, and to spill over onto Manitoulin Island. Hence, in
1862, the province purchased portions of Manitoulin Island from the Indians resident there,
and dispatched Bell both to determine boundaries of the ceded portions, and to prepare
analyses of the island's topography and soil conditions. Such information was necessary for
legal and promotional purposes, so that settlement of the island could proceed in an
orderly fashion.
Bell prepared this map for the GSC, established in the province in 1842 with a mandate
to amass and disseminate knowledge about the geological base of the province with the
intention of promoting mining. Headed by William E. Logan, later knighted for services, the
GSC began operations with a questionnaire addressed to all farmers throughout the breadth
of the province, from Niagara to Gaspe. By 1853 it had accumulated enough geological
knowledge to publish Logan's Geology of Canada. Following Confederation, the GSC
continued its work on a continental scale.
In this preliminary manuscript version of his map, Bell provides information useful to
the government in directing settlement of the island. He describes the terrain, makes note
of lines of communication, records peculiar geological formations and provides intriguing
information on Indians and their agricultural practices. The map not only demonstrates the
art of map-making, but tells us much about the era — about land-hunger and the pressure
to migrate, about the drive westwards, and about the imperative of legal transfer of land
title from aboriginal people to the Crown. These dynamics would remain central to
Canadian growth well into the twentieth century.

Robert Bell.

1862.
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"Reports of Professor Bell For the Year 1865
on the Grand Manitoulin Island"
While a professor of chemistry and natural science at Queen's University, Robert Bell
continued to work for the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) in the summers. He
continued his explorations and studies of Manitoulin Island. This document is a preliminary
copy of his report to Sir William E. Logan, Director of the GSC.
In this report Bell provides a brief history of the settlement of the island which, until the
1830s, was only sporadically inhabited. At that time it became the centre of Indian
administration in northern Upper Canada. Indians came there annually to receive their
"presents" from the Crown, and so began to settle it and to remain permanently. By 1862,
when the island was purchased from the Indians, white settlers were already present,
having begun farming, as well as logging and commercial fishing operations.
Bell goes on to provide geographical and geological descriptions of the island, assessing
its extent, describing its coasts, lakes and rivers, plateaux and highlands. While he explored
and surveyed, potential economic development was foremost in his mind as he noted what
rivers could drive mills, what timber was available and for what purposes it could be used,
and what portions of the island could be cultivated. In this latter regard he drew on the
experiences of the island's Indians, who had practised extensive farming there in the
preceding twenty years. Perhaps surprisingly, given the island's geographical location, he
found the "climate very well suited for growing all the usual crops of the other parts of
Western Canada." Even melons, according to Bell's evidence, never failed to ripen before
the frosts.
As this record demonstrates, Bell helped to open various regions for settlement
(Manitoulin Island being only one of many theatres for him). He contributed vastly to
knowledge about the future Dominion. He reported not only on the geography and
geology of regions he explored and saidied, but also on flora and fauna, on native ways
and folklore, on agricultural potential and forest reserves. He was, in his time, a universal
man — geographer and geologist, botanist and zoologist, ethnographer and historian, and
much more. A prodigious writer and tireless speaker, he never wearied of explaining the
natural and social history of a marvellous new land which, in his view, had before it a very
promising future.

Robert Bell.

1865.
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"Thunder Cape, Lake Superior"
A native of Dublin, William Armstrong emigrated to Canada in 1851 and settled in Toronto.
He was a rather unusual mix of engineer and accomplished artist. With several partners
(William M. Beere and Humphrey Lloyd Hime) he opened a photography studio and taught
art at the Toronto Normal School. Very popular in his day, Armstrong captured in prints
and paint the notable and newsworthy events of the day (such as the visit of the Prince of
Wales in I860), great engineering feats, sport boats on Lake Ontario and the life of natives,
painted in the style of Paul Kane. He also painted scenes of the Canadian wilderness.
"Thunder Cape" is one of his finest.
This depiction of "Thunder Cape" was based on sketches from Armstrong's trips to Lake
Superior. It is a dramatic watercolour which expresses the spirit of the Canadian north. The
sky is fired by a sun low on the horizon. Light plays about the rock and, through a break in
the clouds, illuminates the soaring face of the cliff, while the rest of the rock mass recedes
increasingly into shadow and darkness. Whether Armstrong so intended or not, his work is
a paean to the sublime power and splendour of nature, emphasized by the smallness of
man in the camp at the foot of the cliff, in the several minuscule canoes and the partially
hidden vessel (probably a York boat) whose sail we see.
To the Ojibway the Cape was home to their Creator, to the Cree the residence of their
chief spirit, the Thunderbird. In the shadow of this rock, which stood on the main
communications route into the interior, passed Indians in their travels, voyageurs in search
of furs, surveyors and explorers in the acquisition of knowledge, settlers on their way to
new homesteads and Wolseley's expedition into the Red River in 1870. So much of the
human energy of the era 1849-1873 was dedicated to Confederation, and one of
Confederation's primary aims was to secure for Canada both Rupert's Land and the Northwestern Territory, both of which lay beyond the rock. "Thunder Cape," painted by
Armstrong in so masterly a fashion, could rightly be described as the symbolic geographical
and historical hinge of Canada. It also reminds the viewer that, cities, towns and villages
aside, Canada was powerfully conditioned by a majestic and demanding nature which
never was — perhaps even now never is — very distant from us.

William Armstrong.

1867.
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Explorations in The Interior of the Labrador Peninsula.
The Country of the Montagnais and Nasquapee Indians
Not all exploration went into Rupert's Land; much remained to be done just north of the
existing borders of the Province of Canada. Henry Youle Hind, after participating in the
expeditions into the Red, Assiniboine and Saskatchewan River country (the expedition was
named after him because he prepared the final report of findings), turned his attention to
the Moisie River basin of Labrador.
Hind was born in England, and migrated to Canada in 1846. A geologist and naturalist,
he became second master of science and mathematics at the Toronto Normal School, and
in 1851-1863 served as professor of chemistry at Trinity College. Later, he worked as a
consulting geologist in the Maritime provinces. Closely identified with the Canadian
Institute, a loose association of engineers and scientists, Hind in 1852-1857 edited the
institute's Canadian Journal, which reflected a growing sense of supra-colonial, if not
national, spirit. He was a prolific publicist popularizing scientific knowledge about British
North America, and in response to a popular market, wrote about his explorations. This
work is of such a genre, appealing to people's sense of adventure and of the exotic.
Like Robert Bell, Hind was a universal man, a keen observer of nature and life. The
record of his Labrador expedition, Explorations in The Interior, conveys to the reader a
wealth of information. Scenery and vegetation, animal life, geological formation,
topographical observation, river currents and speeds, communications routes, corrected
maps of the area — the information is limitless. Like Bell also, Hind had an abiding interest
in ethnography; his work is replete with observations on the lifestyle, customs and habits of
Indians of the Moisie basin, including fascinating accounts of their natural forest medicines.
The book was illustrated by William George Richardson Hind, the author's brother, who
accompanied the expedition and captured in pencil, watercolour and oil the grandeur of
the Moisie River country.

Henry Youle Hind.

(London; Longman, Green, Longman.
Roberts, & Green, 1863).
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Geological Map of Newfoundland
This map was prepared by Alexander Murray and drawn by Robert Barlow of the
Geological Survey of Canada. Geologists of that early time wore many hats. First and
foremost, they were driven by the curiosity of the explorer, which took them into lands
traversed by few except aboriginal inhabitants. Often knowledgeable in a range of subjects
— geography, botany, zoology and anthropology, as well as in natural history — they
studied British North America in the rough.
This map of Newfoundland reflects the achievements of the Geological Survey of
Canada in its search for earth-sciences information about Canada. Alexander Murray, the
map's author, worked at the Geological Survey of Canada from 1843 to 1864, at which time
he transferred to the island's geological service; he later became the first director of the
Geological Survey of Newfoundland. Despite the fact that Canada, following Confederation,
forbade its geological service from dealings with its sister institution on the antiConfederation island, the fact that the map was drawn by Robert Barlow of the Geological
Survey of Canada indicates that professional interests and co-operation overcame political
divides.
Until the production of this map, Newfoundland's geology was almost unknown.
Anxious to promote mining and development, the island's government aimed for a map
that was informative, attractive and easy to read. Colour coding distinguishes the soil types
by geological era, while cross-sections across portions of "the Rock" explain
geomorphological formation of the sub-soil base. The map comments on Newfoundland's
topography: it bears notations such as "marshes and barrens," "innumerable ponds," and
the somewhat whimsical observation, "desolate country." The map also shows a "line of
railway survey" for future development, and notes the existing telegraphic line linking
North America with Europe. While aesthetically pleasing, the map's utility lies in the
information it holds on soil types and mineral reserves.
It is worth recalling that all this information was acquired by men of the Geological
Surveys of Newfoundland and Canada who, under arduous and sometimes dangerous
conditions, laboured in the field to inform the citizens of both the new Dominion and of
Newfoundland of the riches which nature had bestowed upon them.

Alexander Murray.

ca 1873.
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Portaging
Cornelius Krieghoff s name is synonymous with depictions of French Canadian rural life in
the 1850s and 1860s. Of German ancestry, he was born in 1815 in Amsterdam. He later
studied at the renowned Academy in the city of Dusseldorf, where he mastered genre
painting. In 1835 Krieghoff migrated to the United States; there he experienced the life of
an adventurer, fighting in the Seminole Wars of 1835-1836. In the 1840s he lived, at various
times, in Montreal, Rochester (NY) and Longueuil, and in this period he recorded on
canvas and paper the life of the French habitants. His works occasionally are anecdotal,
satirical and mischievous; they breathe mirth and humour, gossip and flirtation, wine and
good times. But habitants are not his sole subject; Krieghoff painted everyone, from officers
and gentlemen to aboriginal people.
In Quebec City from 1853 to 1863, he produced forest and hunting scenes, as well as
many of his well-known scenes of merrymaking in the cold Canadian winter, of sleighriding and of frozen waterfalls. People, nature, life in all its celebration — all was fair game
for his brush and pencil. He left Quebec City for Europe in 1863 or 1864, returning only in
1870. By then, however, his patrons were departed. Of the lumber barons, whose massive
lumber deals had floated yearly down the St. Lawrence to Quebec City, very few remained.
The British garrison officers had largely departed as Britain, following Confederation,
hastened to withdraw her military establishment from Canada. In Krieghoffs time, French
Canadians did not much care for his work, feeling that it was too patronizing, stereotyping
them into simple, jolly folk in stage-set venues that were not true to life. Krieghoff died
shortly after his return to Canada while visiting his daughter in Chicago.
In this pleasing watercolour over pencil, Krieghoff depicts several travellers portaging
over a height of land between rivers. The bright colours and the almost jaunty step of the
voyageurs do not convey the true burden of water travel and portage. It is important to
recall that water transport was still by far the most significant mode of travel in this era.
Corduroy, plank and macadamized roads, each in their turn, eased the burden of land
travel. The railways, with all their conveniences, were appearing. However, only a few
miles back from settled river frontages or developed concession roads, just in from main
colonization roads and King's highways, it was the river-lake systems which carried people
and freight, often by canoe. And travel by canoe almost always demanded the backbreaking toil of portage.

Attributed to Cornelius Krieghoff.

ca 1865.
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"City and Harbour of Montreal"
James Duncan was born in Ireland in 1806, emigrating to Montreal in 1830. An artist who
worked in oils and watercolours, he was a founding member in 1847 of the Montreal
Society of Artists. He is best known for scenes of his beloved Montreal.
By Confederation, Montreal was a significant manufacturing centre. Its development had
disproved the gloomy predictions of the Annexationists of 1849. Wheat and lumber mills,
tanneries, household goods and furniture manufactories, textile and footwear shops, glass
houses and iron foundries — such enterprises and more were producing various goods,
giving employment to a work force coming out of agrarian regions that could not sustain
the excess population produced by a high birth rate. Heavy machinery shops (locomotive
works) in St. Charles pointed to future industrial development.
But Montreal, given its strategic communications location, remained also a great
entrepot, a commercial centre. The produce and goods of the interior came to it both by
rail and water, and were then carried away, either by water down the St. Lawrence, or by
rail into the Eastern Townships and on to Portland (Maine) and its ice-free port. This print
captures the spirit of commercial Montreal. It should be noted that the print is a concocted
scene, with artificial packing of waterfront activity, an early exercise in Canadian printmaking of "boosterism." The print itself is poor in execution, perhaps because it is among
the early products of a printing industry just getting under way in the British colonies.
These reservations noted, however, the print has much to tell about Montreal. In the
foreground of this print floats a massive log raft, a reminder of the capital importance of
the timber trade. Probably harvested in the Ottawa River Valley, the felled logs, lashed
together, may well be on their way to Quebec City, there to be sold for shipment overseas.
Tens of vessels are docked along Montreal's waterfront, while others are in motion,
travelling both upstream and downstream. Interesting to note is the mix of vessels. To the
left is a side-wheeler, the Beaver, to the right is a sailing vessel under tow by a sidewheeler. Duncan's print captures the sense of transition, with steam and sail both
represented here, working busily in the harbour and waters of Canada's premier city.

After James Duncan, litho. by Roberts and Reinhold.

ca 1867-1872.
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"Plans of the Several Light Houses in
the Colony of New Foundland"
Born in 1824 in Quebec City, George Frederic Baillairge was a member of a notable
Quebec family which produced five generations of prominent architects, sculptors and
painters. He joined the old Board of Works of Canada, became a surveyor, later an
engineer, and finished his career as Chief Assistant Engineer of the Department of Public
Works. Like Samuel Keefer, he symbolizes the solid achievement of native Canadian
engineering.
These documents were prepared by Baillairge for the Department of Public Works of the
Province of Canada. Since Canadian shipping utilized the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the
province, in an effort to improve the safety of water communications, shared the costs of
proper navigational aids with the colony of Newfoundland. In connection with a new
proposal to erect additional lighthouses at the south-western extremity of Newfoundland,
the Canadian government sent Baillairge to St. John's in 1865, to assess the need for new
navigational lighting. While in St. John's, Baillairge copied out for his department the
records and plans of Newfoundland's lighthouses.
These documents describe the lighthouse at Cape Race, which stood at the southeastern
extremity of Newfoundland. To travellers making their way to the British colonies, the Cape
presented a desolate and stark image of flat-topped cliffs, hardly an inviting first glimpse of
the New World. Baillairge's record indicates that this lighthouse became operational in
1856, and that on a clear day its signal could be seen 17 miles out at sea. The drawings of
the lighthouse, showing various elevations and floor plans, are classically elegant, typical of
many of the working documents of this era.
Baillairge's notes and drawings of Newfoundland's lighthouses reflect the imperative
need felt by colonial governments to improve the safety of water communications, and to
co-operate among themselves in necessary ventures.
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"Chimney Cove Harbour, County of Inverness...
Cape Breton, NS"
As navigation developed, so did ports to accommodate water traffic. The 1850s and 1860s
saw the flowering of many ports along the Great Lakes and along major rivers. Coastal
ports as well were improved, with the addition of piers on which to handle goods and
breakwaters to better protect anchorages from tides and storms.
Prepared by G.F. Baillairge, this plan depicts such an improvement. Baillairge probably
prepared the drawing while working principally on the Bay Verte Canal project (18701872), intended to link the Bay of Fundy with the Gulf of St. Lawrence. In the vicinity of
Chimney Cove harbour were important coal mines opened in the 1830s; an improved
harbour would greatly facilitate the export of coal from Cape Breton.
This document consists of three units. There is a representation of the hydrographic
surface of the bay, showing soundings contours based on actual measurements of water
depths in the harbour, as well as the proposed location of a breakwater. The second unit is
a subsurface profile along the proposed breakwater. Such subsurface profiles are analogous
to surface elevation profiles prepared by railway engineers; unlike railway engineers,
however, hydrographic engineers could far less manipulate existing surfaces at that time.
The third unit locates Chimney Cove harbour in relation to other ports over a portion of the
Cape Breton Island coastline, with indications of beacon and lighthouse placement, a
responsibility of the federal government following Confederation.
The breakwater at Chimney Cove was never constructed. Of the four harbours which
Baillairge surveyed along that portion of Cape Breton Island, he finally recommended
development at Cheticamp. This document represents visually the level of hydrographic
engineering then achieved and the commitment to development of water communications.
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"Landing the Atlantic Cable in
Heart's Content Bay, Newfoundland"
and also
"The Great Eastern From the Foot of Hammond Street
[New York]"
This engraving, published in the London Illustrated News of 8 September 1866, is based on
a drawing by Robert Dudley, official staff artist aboard the Great Eastern during the laying
of the trans-Atlantic cable. In this depiction, while onlookers and several ladies on the pier
and on the log scaffolding cheer, sailors just several feet from shore draw the cable to land.
A first attempt to lay the cable in 1854, as well as several subsequent efforts, had failed. In
1865 a fourth attempt went awry; the cable snapped when the vessel laying it was just one
day out of Newfoundland.
But the consortium led by the British financier Cyrus Field persisted in its efforts, and in
1866 it made the historic connection between Valentia in Ireland and Heart's Content Bay
in Newfoundland. From these two terminal points cables laid earlier in the 1850s linked
back to continental mainlands. The Anglo-American Telegraph Company opened an
operations office in Heart's Content Bay, sending and receiving information at the rate of
eight words per minute. By means of the telegraph wires strung throughout the colonies,
which then linked into the cable, British North Americans could communicate almost
instantaneously with the motherland and Europe.
The Great Eastern, depicted in the stereograph, was a ship of colossal proportions, four
times as large as any ship then afloat. It was launched in Britain in 1858. Originally
designed as a passenger vessel capable of carrying 4,000 persons, the ship was 210 metres
in length. It was a vessel of the transitional period, powered both by sail (six masts) and
steam (two side-wheels and a seven-metre screw). For the cable-laying operation
shipwrights adapted its hold to contain almost 4,500 kilometres of a single, continuous
cable, which was played out over a drum at its stern. Only when advancing technology
had produced a vessel of such proportions could the trans-Atlantic cable be laid, and the
transmission of information between continents reduced from weeks to minutes.
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Postage Stamps
As early as the 1830s, recommendations were made for the transfer of control of domestic
postal services to the individual colonies of British North America. For the colonies of
Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick that recommendation was realized in 1851, when
Britain devolved the management of colonial postal services to local administrations.
Newfoundland received this right in 1857, while British Columbia and Prince Edward Island
were granted postal self-management in I860 and 1861 respectively. Until Confederation,
the colonies co-operated in the delivery of mails so effectively that the original intent of the
devolution of postal control was realized — mail moved more efficiently at much reduced
rates.
With control of their postal systems, the colonies all began to issue their own postage
stamps, a selection of which is displayed here. The issues from the Province of Canada
include the well-known three-pence "Beaver" (designed by Sandford Fleming), the colony's
first stamp and one of the world's first pictorial stamps. The stamp was engraved by the
security printing firm of Rawden, Wright, Hatch and Edson of New York; all colonial stamps
were engraved and printed abroad.
Among the New Brunswick issues shown here are the interesting geometric pence issues
(the colony's first stamps), and the one cent and twelve and one-half cent issues bearing
images of a train and a steamship, reflecting key communications developments of the era.
There is also the five-cent "Connell" stamp, which was never circulated. Postmaster Charles
Connell of New Brunswick arranged for the printing of a stamp bearing his portrait. Public
anger at such presumption forced him to resign, and most of these "Connell" stamps were
destroyed.
The early Newfoundland stamps merit interest because of their geometric design, and for
the first colonial triangle. The two-cent salmon and five-cent seal are among the earliest
representations on stamps of fish and animals, while the thirteen-cent issue shows a sailing
vessel, so central to the commerce and fishing industry by which Newfoundland lived.
At Confederation, provinces ceased printing their own stamps, which were replaced by
the "Large Queen" issue shown here.
These colonial stamp issues are not only colourful and pleasing; they are also records of
their time. They reflect important developments, such as the growth of communications in
the colonies, the shift from British Stirling to American-style decimal sytems in 1859 and
increasing self-management in colonial life — a step on the road to colonial maturity and
Confederation.
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Postal Covers
The first of the covers shown here is a steamboat mailing of 19 October 1855, from
Montreal to Toronto. It was put aboard the Montreal steamer that day, and probably
removed at Kingston for overland transport by rail to Toronto, where it arrived on 21
October. Mail was carried by steamboat from 1809 onwards. By the 1860s steamboats
delivered mail all along the St. Lawrence River, on the Great Lakes, and along lesser rivers
and lakes where there was a need for mail service. They interconnected with terminals
from which mail was then shipped overland by coach, sleigh or train. Some coastal steam
packets performed the same service in the Maritimes.
But the era of steamboat mail was fast coming to a close in the 1860s. From the late
1850s on, as a railway network began to establish itself, the postal departments in the
colonies began to move mail by train. Trains were much less affected by weather, and so
the mail moved with much more regularity and far fewer losses. As soon as railways
reached areas serviced by steamboats, postal agreements with steamboat operators were
terminated, and mail movement contracted out to railway companies.
The sorting and distribution of mail en route first occurred on the Niagara-London route
in 1854. Within several years there were specially designed mail cars, mobile post offices in
which mail to and from destinations along the route was processed by hand and stamped.
In this and many other respects, railway delivery procedures were adaptations with minor
changes from methods developed for mail steamboat operations. The second of the covers
displayed was stamped aboard a train on the Montreal and Quebec Grand Trunk Railway
line in 1858.
The third cover represents mail delivered overseas by contract with the Allan Line. The
line was founded in 1819 by Captain Alexander Allan of Scotland; his sons developed a
very successful shipping operation. Hugh Allan (1810-1882), one of the sons, settled in
Montreal. He became president of Montreal's influential Board of Trade. Through this office
and political connections, Hugh Allan convinced the government of the Province of Canada
to subsidize regular trans-oceanic communication by the award of mail contracts to
shippers. In 1856 his newly-incorporated Montreal Ocean Steamship Company won the
government contract to carry the mails from Montreal to Liverpool. The line prospered and
became legendary for its innovative ships and ever-faster movement of people, cargo and
mails between the old world and British North America.
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"Winter Mail"
The artist who painted this watercolour is unknown; the work is attributed to a member of
the Ottawa branch of the Goode family.
The watercolour bears the inscription "Daniel Goode on the Road to Kingston, Dec. 16,
1851." It purportedly represents the first overland winter mail run from Ottawa to Kingston,
which occurred on the date given in the inscription. By "first" is meant, of course, the first
winter delivery of mail between these two centres following the assumption of
responsibility for the mails by the colonial government. It is interesting to note that the
sleigh is appropriately light, for fast travel, and the pair of horses drawing it of a finer breed
than common farm horses.
In all likelihood the mail route ran through a number of villages and towns where the
courier would stop at post offices or designated way stations, deliver and pick up mail,
change horses, spend the night if required and then continue on his way. In this
watercolour, the people in the back of the covered sleigh appear to be bundled in furs
against the cold.
Like steamboat mail in the pre-Confederation period, overland bulk mail delivery by
coach or sleigh faded away wherever the railway appeared.
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Notice of Public Meeting to Discuss Building of
Local Railway Line (Sorel-Drummondville)
Both Sorel and Drummondville were dynamic towns at this time. Drummondville, located
on the St. Francois River as it flowed out of the Piedmont Appalachians on its way to the
St. Lawrence, was founded in 1815. It was beginning to experience incipient
industrialization, as sawmills, tanneries and forges opened. Sorel, founded in the mideighteenth century in the original seigneury of Saurel, stood on the south shore of the St.
Lawrence, at the mouth of the Richelieu. By the mid-nineteenth century it had become a
shipping terminal for vessels plying the Richelieu River, and benefitted from the MontrealQuebec City river trade as a port-of-call.
The two towns, strategically located on commercial routes and experiencing an
economic upturn, were caught up by the railway mania of the time. In the 1850s virtually
every town of any consequence in the British North American colonies strove either to
entice the larger railway companies to include their town on planned routes, or to build
their own railways, to open up and develop their own hinterlands and to connect with
commercial centres. This notice reflects the great enthusiasm aroused by the coming of
railways, and the initiative demonstrated by citizens who sought to link their towns with
the developments of the future.
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"The Great International Railway Suspension Bridge Over the
Niagara River Connecting the United States and Canada"
This engraving, made by De Lay Glover, is based on a painting by Ferdinand Reichardt,
who himself based his work on a daguerreotype image of the suspension bridge over the
Niagara River. Daguerreotypes were the first form of widely-available and widely-used
photographs. Reichardt was born in Denmark in 1819, and trained there as an artist. He
came to New York in the early 1850s and earned a reputation as a painter of note,
especially for his masterful depictions of falling water in such paintings as "Montmorency
Falls" and his many views of Niagara Falls and the Gorge.
This engraving, fully in the spirit of positivism, celebrates man's mastery over nature.
The geometric majesty of John Roebling's bridge, the regularity of spacing of struts, the
half-ellipses of the main support cables — all this and more induces wonderment at how
the structure defies gravity, and refuses to fall. Under the bridge, though, Nature's power
manifests itself in the Gorge's walls which rise ruggedly upwards, in the river's waters
which rage and roil, and in the clouds of mist that soar into the sky. The guy wires that
drop downwards to stabilize the bridge look pathetically weak and sadly out of place.
Perhaps it is less the idea of man's mastery over nature, which the engraving projects, but
more the notion that man has learned, like a spider with abilities particular to him, to
weave his own web in nature out of newer materials.
The building of this bridge was a marvellous feat of engineering. As the legends at
bottom right and left indicate, the open span between the two towers was 800 feet. The
bridge was suspended 245 feet above the river. The four main cables, each 10 inches in
diameter, consist of 3,640 strands of #9 wire, braided for strength. And the bridge is twotiered, to allow for non-railway traffic on the lower level. The bridge took four years to
build, opening in 1854 shortly after the Hamilton-Windsor branch of the Great Western
Railway (GWR) was completed. Soon thereafter, Toronto was linked into the GWR system
and the market beyond the bridge. The structure itself was jointly managed by the New
York Central and the GWR.
The Great Western was one of the very few Canadian railways that was ever financially
solvent, largely because of its access to the United States heartland through the
International Bridge and through the Windsor-Detroit corridor. The bridge opened in the
first year of the Reciprocity Treaty, and the Great Western profited immensely, winning a
large portion of the American midwest winter trade as every year winter closed down
waterways. Railway expansion and bridge engineering were changing the tempo of
economic life.
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"Ontario, Simcoe and Huron Union Railroad. Afterwards
Northern Railway of Canada. 'Toronto No. 2'. Built by James
Good May 1853. First Locomotive Built in Toronto"
James Good, a machinist and manufacturer, emigrated from Ireland in 1832, settling in York
(Toronto). He acquired the Union Furnace Company, a large foundry. Hence he was wellplaced to bid on contracts for locomotives when railway building began in earnest in the
United Province of Canada.
Running north out of Toronto, the Ontario, Simcoe and Huron Union (OS&H) Railroad
intended to link the three lakes after which it was named. The railway was Toronto's
outreach into its northern hinterland, especially to the rich timber reserves north of the city.
Also, it followed the age-old "Toronto Passage," the geographically most convenient
overland route between Toronto and the Upper Great Lakes, which had been used by
Indians long before Europeans came. The inaugural trip on this line occurred in May 1853;
the train was drawn by the locomotive 'Toronto No. 2,' built in the Toronto Locomotive
Works owned by James Good. This run, from Toronto to Machell's Corners (later Aurora),
initiated the first regular train service in Canada West (in the same year that the important
Montreal-Portland link was completed).
The 'Toronto No. 2,' depicted in this photograph, was the first locomotive built in the
colonies (perhaps in all of Britain's colonies). The locomotive is in the "American" style.
The earliest Canadian railways, laid down by British engineers, had originally employed
British locomotives. These, however, soon proved themselves unequal to the task of heavy
hauling over difficult terrain and under taxing climatic conditions. A simpler and heavier
model more suited to North American needs had evolved in the United States throughout
the 1840s. Good based his 'Toronto,' and the other eight locomotives which he built for the
OS&H Railroad between 1853 and 1855, on this American model.
Behind the historic locomotive depicted in this photograph was Good's foundry,
indicative of the stimulus that railway building imparted to colonial manufacturing. Good's
foundry, the Grand Trunk Railway shops in Montreal (St. Charles) and other locomotive
works that developed at this time in Hamilton and elsewhere are indicators of a quickening
pulse of colonial economic development, and a diversification into new economic activity
outside the production of staples which presaged entry into the industrial era.
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"View of Victoria Bridge under Construction"
"From Below North Abutment, 1st November 1859"
"Bridge in Progress from Point St. Charles"
These photographs of the Victoria Bridge were taken by William Notman, a Scots merchant
who left his homeland following business failures, and settled in Montreal in 1856. After
ventures into business, he turned to photography. With a background in fine art, he
became a renowned portrait photographer, acquiring for his studio international fame.
Notman and his staff were also contracted by the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Geological
Survey of Canada and the Grand Trunk Railway (GTR) to photograph exploratory surveying
and engineering activity. These photographs of the GTR's Victoria Bridge in various stages
of construction were such contract photographs.
The two stereographic prints of the bridge are among the early Canadian stereos.
Stereography developed in the 1850s and remained very popular right through to World
War I. In its own right it was a revolutionary development in visual communication. When
two slightly offset photographic images were viewed through a stereoscopic viewer, they
leaped into a three-dimensional image. Viewers could, in their own home, experience the
marvels of the world as if almost there. And the Victoria Bridge was indeed a marvel.
The Grand Trunk Railway was a relatively straight-forward engineering accomplishment,
except for this bridge. In its time, the bridge was a monumental achievement. It took five
years to complete, and employed 3,000 workers, including Cauhnawaga Indians, at the
height of its construction. Unlike the suspension bridge over the Niagara Gorge, this
structure was a squared tube of wrought iron, of girders and plates riveted together. The
design gave the bridge spans strength, and protected the rails from snow and ice.
The bridge rested on two terminal abutments, one on each bank of the St. Lawrence,
and on 24 piers of solid masonry. The piers were built of stones from 5 to 20 tons in
weight, designed to withstand both the strong current of the St. Lawrence and the pressure
of ice shoves during freeze and melt. Of the 25 spans of the bridge, 24 are approximately
240 feet in length each (the central span is larger, to allow for safer navigation). More than
2,700,000 cubic feet of masonry were used in its construction, while 1,500,000 rivets bound
the iron plates and girders into squared tubes. Over 2,000 metres in length, the bridge in its
time was the longest in the world.
The fact that the bridge was financed and engineered from Britain did not detract from
the colonials' great sense of achievement once the bridge was completed, and officially
opened by the Prince of Wales on his successful Royal Tour of 1860. The construction of
the bridge was of colossal significance to colonial communications, and to Montreal's
primacy in the carrying trade. From the southwestern end of Canada West and the
American heartland beyond, to Montreal, and out of Montreal into the Eastern Townships
and the United States, trains ran unhindered. They linked Canada East and Canada West,
tied in with American markets at eastern and western termini, and were poised to connect
with the Maritimes.
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"Island of Montreal and Isle de Jesus and Part of the Line of
Communications with Carillon. Specification of Bridges"
As the American Civil War broke out in 1861, Britain rushed reinforcements to the colonies.
British officers, hastily trained in the rudiments of surveying, initiated a military survey of
strategic stretches of the colonial borders with the United States. In this context William
Warren, an ensign with the 4th Battalion, 60th Rifles, produced this map, at a time when
the victorious North was ill-disposed towards Britain and her colonies, and when the
American-based Fenian Brotherhood was making its presence felt along the border with
the United States.
Interesting as a record of colonial response to a possible military threat, this map has
much greater historical value beyond the original purpose of its creation. For example, it
provides information on cultivated land and on soil types, on bush lots and quarries, on
creeks and streams. The land contours allow the viewer to almost sense the surface relief
of the islands on which Montreal stands. One can understand why military men would be
interested in such information. For us today, however, it is not so much the military value
of this knowledge which elicits interest, but simply the overall commentary on the physical
environs of Montreal.
The map imparts to the viewer a sense of Montreal as a crucial strategic, as well as
communications, centre. The St. Lawrence canal system had been expanded, and the
channel to Quebec City deepened; hence Montreal was a principal seaport. It was the
eastern terminus of the Grand Trunk Railway; but it was also the hub of a railway system
with other railways branching out into its hinterland. The great Victoria Bridge took the
Grand Trunk across the St. Lawrence, into the Eastern Townships and to the United States.
Roads, railways, canals and waterways all converged on Montreal and exited from it,
reflecting the very rapid developments in transportation and communications in this time.
Communication was still difficult. Many of the roads described on the map were
unsurfaced, dirt roads. The number of bridges linking islands and mainland was small and,
as the legend indicates, most were not substantial. Reflecting the technology of the day,
they were wooden bridges standing on piers of stone encased in wooden cribs. When
using them might be dangerous, ferries would come in as an alternative; and overall, many
ferry crossings, both inconvenient and at times dangerous, were in constant service.
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Grand Trunk Railway Train Snowed Up at Chaudiere.
March 1869
Thomas Coltrin Keefer was a prominent civil engineer of the period. His engineering
activity involved railway work, and also hydraulic engineering as he, over his career,
managed successively the urban waterworks of Montreal, then Hamilton and, finally,
Ottawa. In 1849 he published a very popular and influential work, The Philosophy of
Railroads, in which he wrote that, in winter,
...an embargo which no human power can remove is laid on all our ports. Around
our deserted wharves and warehouses are huddled the naked spars — the blasted
forest of trade — from which the sails have fallen like the leaves of autumn.... The
animation of business is suspended, the life blood of commerce is curdled and
stagnant in the St. Lawrence — the great aorta of the North.... [Blockaded and
imprisoned by Ice and Apathy we have at least ample time for reflection — and if
there be any comfort in Philosophy may we not profitably consider the
PHILOSOPHY OF RAILROADS.
The pamphlet made a great impression and contributed amply to the pervasive railway
mania of the time. This photograph captures Reefer's challenge to winter. When the
waterways froze solid, commerce and traffic truly could move by rail.
In this photograph there are four locomotives coupled in sequence to power the snow
plow. One can see how deep the snow lies (probably eight to ten feet) by comparing the
snow bank to the telegraph poles in the background. Perhaps this was not the norm, but
the result of an extraordinary snow fall. At all events, the tracks had to be cleared. Along
the top of the snow bank is strung out the shovelling brigade, for the nature of plowing
was laborious. At times shovelling crews went ahead of the locomotives, carving out and
heaving away the gross accumulation of snow. Only once this was done could the plow
thrust itself against the remaining snow and ice and, pushing it as far as possible — at
times not very far, as high snow banks, almost tunnel-like, closed in along both sides of the
track and allowed little lateral removal of snow — the shovelling brigade would again
commence its back-breaking labour. Transportation was maintained; but winter did not
surrender easily, and nature exacted a heavy toll in human labour to keep the arteries of
commerce open.
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"ICR Grade at Smith's Brook, N.B."
and also
"Miramichi Bridges, North West Branch, Dredge Pumps
in Operation in Foundation of Pier X, Newcastle, N.B.,
16 May, 1873"
These two photographs record aspects of work on the Intercolonial Railway, which
commenced only in 1867, following Confederation. A railway linking the Maritimes with
the Province of Canada had been rumoured as early as the 1840s. To this end surveys were
effected and deputations sent to Britain to solicit Imperial loan guarantees. When this
failed, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick attempted local lines, but could finance only short
stretches. In 1863, discussions between Canada and the Maritimes led to a decision on
surveying out and financing the proposed railway. However, political sectionalism and
paralysis in Canada stymied the project, enraging Maritimers who saw in this action a great
betrayal.
Finally, however, the imperative of defence of the British colonies against the American
North, which had just defeated the Confederate states, and against the Fenians, a radical
Irish brotherhood dedicated to winning independence for its homeland from Britain,
convinced the British colonies to get on with the building of the Intercolonial Railway. Sir
Sandford Fleming surveyed out the route, choosing the less economical but strategically
more defensible Chaleur Bay-Matapedia Valley-St. Lawrence route. Made a condition of
Confederation, work on the Intercolonial commenced in 1867.,
As these photographs indicate, work on the Intercolonial required considerably more
labour and engineering skill than had been expended on earlier railways, which more or
less traversed flat land or rolling valleys. The Notman photograph, taken by a photographer
in Notman's employ, depicts the "cut and fill" method of laying out railway lines to avoid
steep grades in the rougher countryside of New Brunswick. Engineers would survey out
routes where cutting and filling could sequentially complement each other; what was cut to
reduce grade was thus most economically moved the shortest distance possible to serve as
fill. It was also important to get the slopes of cuts and fills so stable that neither rockfall nor
washout would threaten the line. Given the nature of the tools and equipment available,
and the fact that locomotive power was restricted to men and animals, the grade depicted
here was no small achievement.
The photograph of bridge construction addresses another area of engineering
achievement in tne building of the Intercolonial. Chronic underfunding to this time had
forced Canadian railway engineers to use wood in the construction of their bridges. They
had adapted quickly to this limitation; in fact, they had earned a world reputation for their
timber trestles. However, Sir Sandford Fleming, feeling that the Intercolonial was close to
economical water transport, which would cheapen the transport of iron bridge components
to bridge sites, and intending to take advantage of changing technology, broke with this
practice. He sought to build the Intercolonial's bridges using "wrought iron bridge spans."
The political row that this caused reached right to the British government which, as
guarantor of the financing of the Intercolonial, had the final say; and the British Privy
Council came out in support of Fleming.
In addition to their "wrought iron spans," Fleming's bridges also stood on piers of
masonry, not on the usual rock-in-wooden-crib piers. In this photograph taken by an
anonymous photographer, the donkey and steam engines may very well have pumped
water out of pier caissons so that workers could prepare both pier foundations and the
piers themselves. Thus the bridges on the Miramichi marked a significant engineering
departure in bridge construction.
Attributed to Notman Studios.
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"Town Line Road Bridge. Station 220 East. Grand Trunk
Railway. Toronto and Sarnia Section. Guelph Division"
This document is a working drawing of its day, akin to the modern blueprint, as evidenced
by the free-hand notations inscribed on it, probably by engineers working on the
construction of this bridge. Colour-coding of the materials renders the drawing prettier, but
there is a functional significance to it as well.
The design is a bridge typical of its day, constructed of materials readily available in
Canada, i.e. wood and stone, with relatively little iron. In the Canadian context, this
approach was both adaptable and economical. In fact, even as material availability and
economy affected the character of British and European railways, which could both afford
and had available much more iron, the same factors influenced bridge-building in Canada.
Hence the dominance of wooden bridges over the countless streams, creeks, rivers and
ravines of the British colonies in North America.
It is interesting to note the careful selection of wood for functions, based on wood's
natural properties. The bridge surface was planked with oak, a hard wood which
weathered well. The rest might have been spruce, renowned for longevity in wet
conditions, or pine. Even as engineers utilized readily available material, they also designed
with a view to locally available labour skills. The bridge roadbed is supported by trusses
very suggestive of barn trusses; and often the same people who trussed barns were
employed in erecting bridge structures.
The truss-work of this bridge calls for iron. Quite likely this bridge was to replace an
original built wholly of wood for reasons of economy when the line was first laid down in
the early 1850s, and which by the 1870s had either become structurally unsound or even
burned down. A record of the early railway age, this drawing not only tells much about the
development of communications, but also tells it through an aesthetically attractive
document.

Grand Trunk Railway.

ca 1872.
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"GWR. Harrisburg and Brantford Branch
Brantford Passenger House"
As railways spread out, the ubiquitous railway station began to dot the iron lines of
commerce and communication. The advent of the railways led to new service arrangements
for travellers. For example, the old hostels and inns, spaced a day's coach ride apart, began
to die away, replaced in major towns by railway stations for passengers.
This passenger house contract plan, showing side and front elevations as well as floor
plan, represents a typical railway station of the time. It is long and narrow (84 feet long by
24 feet wide), its length strung parallel to the railway track. The large, overhanging eave
provided protection against snow and rain, and shade against a hot summer sun. The
relatively mild winters of southwestern Ontario allowed large windows admitting as much
natural light as possible. Out of sanitary considerations, water closets were set off in a
separate outbuilding; but engineers, perhaps out of thoughtfulness for passenger
"emergencies," or out of Victorian gentlemen's concern for the "fairer sex," allowed for a
water closet in the main building. De rigueur in Victorian Canada, ladies and gentlemen
were provided with separate waiting rooms.
Much as with bridges, Canadian engineers used readily available materials for railway
stations. This plan describes a wooden structure, both in frame and in cladding and
shingling. Recognizing the properties of their materials, the engineers called for a cedar
base under the platform, where moisture-resistant materials were needed.
Railway stations of such a design appeared in the towns and large villages of the pre1867 British North American colonies and in Canada of the post-Confederation era. Though
wholly utilitarian, there is something very pleasing, even elegant, in the simple lines and in
the geometric harmony of this archetypal structure.

Great Western Railway.

1871.
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Life in British North
America / Canada
The aboriginal population of British North America experienced serious dislocation and
suffering in this era. In certain regions, Indians legally ceded title to their lands; in other
areas, they were simply displaced with no compensation. Additionally, new ways
introduced by white immigrants harmed their lifestyles, while diseases introduced by white
settlers, against which aboriginal people had no immunity, decimated many tribes. Many
present-day native Canadian grievances stem from this period.
Colonial society experienced cultural and economic growth. Educational facilities —
schools and universities — grew and improved. Newspapers multiplied, various meeting
halls opened, often with their own libraries, where lectures were read. Both French- and
English-language authors contributed to the cultural development of the future Canada,
particularly as they sought to understand and explain the past and to create a new vision of
the future.
Immigration, though on a far smaller scale than to the United States, continued, and new
regions, such as the Eastern Townships and the Ottawa River valley, were more widely
opened for settlement. Agriculture and logging, as before, provided staple products for
export abroad, while the Maritimes gloried in the high noon of shipbuilding and the
carrying trade. The petroleum industry, a harbinger of the future, made its appearance.
Trade with the rest of the world, not only with the United States, increased. Though
generally a time of extreme economic vicissitudes, this era was also characterized by
significant economic development.
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"Petition of the Subject Algonquins and Nipissing of the Lakeof-Two-Mountains to His Excellency the Governor-General"
In this petition to the Govemor-in-Chief, 24 Indian family heads of the reserve at Lac des
Deux Montagnes appealed to Lord Elgin for aid. By way of introduction, they recounted
that they had accepted Christianity, had allied themselves with Europeans against invaders
and, since the British conquest, had remained loyal to the British Crown. After forced
wandering about the Isle de Jesus, they had been established at Two Mountains, and had
resided there for 150 years under the protection of the Seminary of St. Sulpice. They had
lived peacefully and obeyed all laws. But now, neither government authorities nor
neighbouring inhabitants showed any signs of either Christian or civilized conduct toward
them.
Their lands at Two Mountains and along the Ottawa River, the Indian petitioners pointed
out, were being seized and occupied; hence their livelihood, the hunt, was being
destroyed. Because they were inexperienced in the ways of whites, they were subjects of
fraud. The demarcation of new townships along the north shore of the Ottawa River
threatened their ownership of lands and compromised their livelihood. While in Upper
Canada Indian lands were alienated through legal purchases, the petitioners continued, in
Lower Canada the Indians were subjected to depredation, and the Church gave them no
protection. By this petition, they called for legal confirmation of ownership of their lands in
the Seigneurie du Lac, and asked Lord Elgin, through laws and "liberal, Christian
civilization," to take the "savage" tribes of Lower Canada under his protection.
The Lac des Deux Montagnes and Kahnawake reserves near Montreal had been
designated, during the French era, as Indian lands for Algonquin and Iroquois. The
boundaries of their reserve land, however, had constantly been shifted away from the
expanding urban limits of Montreal. Missionaries had sought to keep the Indians removed
from the corrupting influences of the city. White settlers had encroached upon their land.
As reserve soil had become exhausted, the Indians had had no option but to move away in
search of productive land. By the early nineteenth century, as Indian lands and livelihood
came under pressure, and thanks to the connivance of Montreal merchants, illicit trade in
contraband goods across the Canada-United States border was already established in the
reserve lands as a means of survival.
The document reflects the difficulty of adjustment to the new ways imposed upon
aboriginal inhabitants by white society.

F. Papino et al.

1851.
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"Camp of Nesahee Indians and Hudson's Bay Company's
Post at NW River, Hamilton Inlet,
Labrador, Newfoundland, August 29, I860"
Conway Mordaunt Shipley, born in Britain in 1824, joined the Royal Navy in 1837. In the
naval service, he travelled the world until 1855, when he resigned for reasons of health. In
1859-1860 he journeyed to Greenland and Canada; on this trip, he produced the
watercolour shown here.
The Montagnais-Nascapi inhabited what would be northern and eastern Quebec and
Labrador. In the nineteenth century the designation "Nascapi" was loosely applied to
northern "unchristianized" Indians. In their own language, a dialect of Algonquin, the
Nascapi called themselves "the barren land people," from the nature of the terrain they
inhabited. They were a migratory people, living in easily transportable shelters of bark or
animal skins, and travelling light in search of food and seasonal game. Organized in family
groups, their possessions were few, and they manufactured their own implements.
Until the 1830s they relied on Cree intermediaries in trading with the Hudson's Bay
Company. Around that time, they cut out the Cree middlemen, coming directly to Company
posts, such as Fort Chimo and the North West River Post, to trade their fur pelts.
Subsequently, the Nascapi fell victim to diseases against which their bodies had no
immunity. Influenced by new ways, they deviated from their usual migrations in pursuit of
the caribou; hunger and starvation followed.
Shipley's watercolour depicts a small Nascapi camp, with shelters built of bark or skins,
outside the modest North West River post set in a rather harsh locale. The brownish tinge
of the watercolour evokes a sense of misty gloom on a dismal day when rain clouds seem
to touch the very earth. The effect is accidental, the result of over-exposure of the work in
bright light which caused colours to fade, creating a unique sombre ambiance.

Conway Mordaunt Shipley.

I860.
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"Eskimos, Little Whale River"
"White Porpoise, Eskimaux and Kayak and Seal Skin"
George Simpson McTavish was born in Canada in 1834. He joined the Hudson's Bay
Company in 1849, was assigned to the Southern Department in 1859 and, by 1875, was an
Inspecting Chief Factor. He was for a time stationed in the "eastern Main." These
photographs were taken there, along the eastern shore of Hudson Bay, near the delta of
the Little Whale River. Perhaps, like many Company men, he had an anthropological
interest, hence these photographs of Inuit.
The group photo probably depicts a family group, perhaps several families, in a small
band. Social structure was loose among the Inuit. Family units were grouped into regional
bands, which in turn constituted tribes of perhaps 500 to 1,000 individuals. The nature of
the terrain which the Inuit inhabited did not generally allow for large concentrations, and
as a rule they only congregated into larger groups for the winter seal hunt. In summer, the
Inuit would break into smaller family units, and go in search of food. They would hunt
game, especially the caribou, or fish the cold streams and rivers flowing into the Bay. Also
gatherers, they would seek out berries and birds' eggs.
The Inuit diet and economy were based largely on the sea-mammal hunt. The
photograph of the successful hunter, who has brought in a porpoise, depicts the effective
traditional technology of a people who had adapted to a most trying climate and terrain.
Bone, antler or horn and wood were fashioned into a harpoon. Mammal bladders were
often used as floats to mark the spot of a kill, though the float shown here is made of
sealskin. The kayak was created from bone or wood used for a frame, animal skins for
sheathing, and animal or mammal oils for waterproofing. In the making of their
implements, the Inuit used sinew or intestine for binding and securing.
Among our earliest photographs of the Inuit, these images constitute a significant visual
record of one of Canada's most resourceful aboriginal groups.

George Simpson McTavish.

ca 1865.
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"An Ojibway Squaw with Papoose"
"'Wigwam' an Ojibway Half-Breed"
While attached to the Hind Expeditions (1857-1858), Humphrey Lloyd Hime took a series
of photographs, two of which are shown here, documenting both the landscape and
inhabitants of the Assiniboine and Saskatchewan districts.
Hime's photographs of Wigwam and the Ojibway "squaw," taken in Red River in the fall
of 1858, have a very obvious historical value. While shot outdoors, a sense of the studio
permeates these images; the photographic process of the time made this unavoidable.
Wigwam sits on a buffalo robe, with his back to another robe. His clothing, both in
material and cut, is more-or-less European; but his beaver cap and his leggings mark him
as a man of the Indians. Both in his dress and in his physiognomy one can see the Indian
and European mix. The buffalo hunt gave the Metis their chief sustenance, and one of their
chief articles of trade with the Hudson's Bay Company — pemmican.
The Ojibway woman may also have been Metis, for in her clothing she shows more
European influence than Indian. Like Wigwam, she sits against the background of a buffalo
robe, perhaps no symbol more apt or respected by the Metis and Plains Indians. The
papoose, like any young child anywhere would have done, moved his head during the
time required to expose the photographic plate, hence the blurred face. Wigwam and the
Ojibway woman might have been man and wife.
There is much documentary commentary in these photographs on Metis and the
Ojibway woodland Indians. They are among the earliest surviving images that we have of
inhabitants of Rupert's Land. They were used to illustrate the Hind Expedition's report, and
reproduced in popular illustrated newspapers of the day.

Humphrey Lloyd Hime.

1858.
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Explorations along the Saskatchewan River
Father Jean L'Heureux was an intriguing figure in Canadian frontier history. Born in
L'Acadie (Quebec), in 1831, he died in Alberta in 1919. He studied for the priesthood at the
Academie de St. Hyacinthe. Expelled from that institution, he went west in the 1850s and, a
self-styled rogue missionary, wandered the west. For a while, in Montana, he passed
himself off as a Jesuit missionary, and later worked with the Oblate fathers in Alberta.
Always in communication with the Indians of the west, especially the Blackfeet, he came to
know them well; blending Christianity with Indian shamanism, he became a shaman-priest
of the Blackfeet, calling himself "Three Persons," i.e. the Trinity. Because of his substantial
knowledge of Indian lore, he was later employed as a translator by the Indian Department.
This manuscript reflects the type of information that L'Heureux occasionally sent to
Ottawa. The manuscript provides fascinating information about the North Saskatchewan
and Battle River region. L'Heureux describes the geographical features of the land (rivers,
valleys, hills and so on), and provides their Indian names. He writes of the flora and the
fauna, and of other notable phenomena, such as sulphur springs. He assesses the quality of
land for agricultural purposes, and describes mineral deposits. An amateur ethnographer
and anthropologist, L'Heureux tells of "old tumuli" where Indians find various flint objects
of great antiquity. He comments on dietary and religious practices of the Blackfeet; and he
details for us their tribal organization and numbers. Perhaps the most remarkable of all his
observations deals with "the vertebra of a powerful animal" which he had seen near the
river of "the Solitary Tree," in all probability a reference to dinosaur bones. To the Indians,
these were the bones of the "grandfather of the bison," and their location was the home of
the "spirit of the earth."
The eccentric L'Heureux and his observations do not quite fit the tradition of the learned
Jesuits and their Relations; but there is a parallel here. It is difficult to know what influence
his writings might have had in Ottawa. However, L'Heureux and others like him, the notso-great explorers, also contributed to the opening of the interior, and to the knowledge
that Canadians were acquiring about the immense tracts of the continental heartland which.
in 1870, came into the Dominion. Just as importantly, he recorded, for the benefit of later
generations, nomenclature in the Algonquin language of the Blackfeet, Indian values and
perceptions of life, Indian practices, lore and religion, thus helping to preserve some of the
legacy of the Plains Indians.

Father Jean L'Heureux.
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Observations on Plains Indians
Commissioned a lieutenant in the Royal Engineers in 1862, Valentine T. Rowe served on the
North American Boundary Commission in 1873-1874, as it laid out the 49th parallel
separating Canada and the United States. While on this assignment, he made notes of his
experiences there, and later, from them, wrote these intriguing observations about the
Indians of the Great Plains.
Rowe writes of the great Dacotah tribe, misnamed the Sioux. Before white settlers even
came into contact with them, they had a jaundiced and unkind view of the Dacotah. That
was, as Rowe points out, most unfair; the opinions of whites were shaped by the Ojibway,
a forest people and sworn enemies of the Plains Indians, who did their best to malign
them. Rowe's observations are an intentional corrective to this distortion.
In Rowe's view, "kindness, honesty and truthfulness" are the hallmarks of the Dacotah.
In truth, the Plains Indians were driven to desperation by the destruction of the buffalo, by
trespassers on their lands and by the traders who traversed the prairies dealing in worthless
trinkets and peddling deadly whiskey. The white man, Rowe argues, introduced "deceit,
drunkenness and death" to the Dacotah of the western plains.
There is much veracity in Rowe's commentary. As whites increasingly appeared in the
Northwest, native people experienced heightened suffering. In 1865, for example, the
Mackenzie and Yukon Valley Indians were decimated by scarlet fever, carried in by a
Hudson's Bay Company's employee. In 1869 a frightful smallpox epidemic, brought up
from the upper Missouri valley by American traders, killed thousands of Blackfeet,
Assiniboine, Cree, Blood and Piegan Indians, and hit the Metis as well. As whites
decimated the buffalo herds, Indians began to war amongst themselves for a declining food
source; in 1870, Cree and Assiniboine met in battle with Piegan and Blood Indians, with
the loss of over 500 Indian lives. In 1873 American whiskey runners and "wolfers." who
poisoned wolves with strychnine for bounty money, slaughtered 20 Assiniboine near Fort
Lethbridge. on the eastern edge of "whoop-up" country, for allegedly stealing one of their
pack animals.
Rowe's observations on the Dacotah are worthy of attention. He writes of their lore,
customs and habits, religion, inter-personal relations, and so on. But perhaps nothing
touches the reader as poignantly, and captures as effectively the Dacotah's sense of self,
honour and history, as the speech of Two Dogs, which Rowe reported verbatim, and which
is displayed here.

Lieutenant Valentine T. Rowe.
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"Indian Encampment on the Thompson"
Benjamin Baltzly was born in Ohio in 1835. After serving in the Union forces during the
American Civil War, he migrated to Montreal. He took this photograph when, as official
photographer, he accompanied the Canadian Pacific Railway-Geological Survey of Canada
Expedition to British Columbia in 1871. Baltzly was employed at that time by William
Notman, who paid all Baltzly's expenses; in return for this, Notman received all of Baltzly's
negatives, and Notman's studio was still selling images from this expedition twenty years
later.
The Indians encamped in this photograph are probably Salishan speakers, perhaps
members of the Shuswap or Thompson (now Atlakyapamulc) tribes. They are Plateau
Indians of the southern interior of British Columbia. Organized in egalitarian village
communities, they lived by hunting, fishing and gathering, cyclically migrating to where
food could be located. In the winter months, they dwelt in their semi-subterranean "pit
houses"; with the coming of spring they would leave the pithouses, and move in search of
sustenance.
The migratory nature of their existence was captured by Baltzly in this photo. Several
tents and a lean-to are their main shelter. In the background, on a platform raised to keep
them away from prowling animals, are their possessions and, possibly, food supply. There
is evidence of contact with Europeans in the clothing of the Indians, in the tents they use,
and in the fact that they have pitched camp at what seems to be a small settlement,
perhaps Bonaparte, perched on the edge of a road winding towards it from the hills. Some
distance back along the road can be seen covered wagons, making their way towards the
settlement and encampment.
The lands of these Salish Indians were first subjected to surveys in the 1870s, and
reserves were set aside. The Indians of the region, however, never accepted the land
settlement. Their land claims dispute continues to this day.

Benjamin F. Baltzly.

1871.
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"Songish Village Opposite Victoria Island, B.C."
In the early 1850s the colony of British Columbia was virtually devoid of permanent
European inhabitants. In the sister colony of Vancouver Island, only Victoria had a settled
white population, and then only several hundred persons. At the same time, the two
colonies were home to approximately 30,000 Indians, among them the West Coast Indians.
The West Coast Indians, while they existed by fishing, hunting and gathering, lived in a
lush and fruitful land, hence the dwellings and villages they constructed in fixed locations.
They were masters of elementary engineering, building substantial homes of post-and-beam
construction, sheathed with split-cedar planks. Skilled weavers, they fashioned clothing out
of cedar bark fibres, as well as ceremonial blankets out of either cedar bark fibre or various
admixtures of bark and dog or mountain-goat hairs. Their dug-out canoes, stable, balanced
and artistically decorated, could challenge the rollers of the Pacific Ocean.
The generosity of the land allowed them to acquire wealth, and they exercised control
of property, governed by strict custom, as evidenced in the potlatch. Their communities
were complex in structure, both internally within villages and externally in the relationships
amongst clans. Their conduct was guided by strict conventions, with appropriate rites
prescribed for the momentous events of life, such as birth, death, puberty and marriage.
Edward Parker Bedwell, active in 1851-1862, manages to capture something of this in his
watercolour. Bedwell was a military artist trained in a tradition long-established in the
British military. While in active service, he visited the west coast. Among his many
landscapes is this work, titled "Songish Village...." The Indian homes that he painted are
relatively large and stable structures; and on the still waters of the bay one can see lesser
versions of the famed dugout canoes. This village, described as "opposite Victoria," may
well have been one of the villages affected by the land treaties which James Douglas, Chief
Factor of the Hudson's Bay Company, negotiated with local Indians on Vancouver Island in
the vicinity of Fort Victoria. Since the Hudson's Bay Company received licences to manage
the fur trade of the west coast on condition that it settle the colonies, Douglas wished to
gain clear title to lands to be offered to settlers. Hence the treaties that he signed with the
Sooke, Songhee and Klallam tribes on Vancouver Island. For 371 blankets and one cap, the
Indians surrendered rights to much of their land. A small portion of ancestral land was
granted to them in ownership, and they retained the right to fish and hunt on alienated
lands as long as these remained unoccupied. Very few other treaties were ever signed in
British Columbia.
The life of the West Coast Indians took a sharp turn for the worse when gold was
discovered on the Fraser River in 1856. The large influx of outsiders — Americans,
Europeans and Chinese — brought diseases against which the natives had no immunity.
Drawn to Victoria and other settled points by trade, and into immediate contact with the
foreigners, Indians caught infectious diseases. By 1862, disease swathed mercilessly
throughout the West Coast tribes, killing thousands of Indians. For the native people of the
west coast, the gentle and satisfying life suggested by Bedwell's watercolour was no more.

Edward Parker Bedwell.
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Report on the Mission of the Capricieuse
Paul-Henri de Belveze, born in France in 1801, studied at the renowned Ecole
Polytechnique, after which he joined the French Royal Marines in 1823. He had a number
of important tasks entrusted to him, one of which was to resuscitate both cultural and trade
relations between France and the Province of Canada. Changes on the international scene
allowed such a development. Britain had, by the late 1840s, shifted to a policy of Free
Trade, the logic of which allowed her colonies to trade with any market they chose. Also,
France and England had drawn closer together in the Anglo-French Alliance of 1854 aimed
at the Russian Empire. It is not surprising then, that Britain had no qualms about a French
mission to Canada in 1855, at a time when both she and her ally France were engaged in
the Crimean War.
In command of the Capricieuse, de Belveze put in at Quebec City on 14 July 1855 to a
rousing welcome. The Capricieuse, after all, was the first French naval vessel to fly the
French flag on the St. Lawrence since 1760. De Belveze travelled by steamer and train to
Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto, and then back to Quebec City, which he departed on 25
August. On the basis of these visits and discussions with prominent people, he prepared an
account of his mission, of which the National Archives has a contemporary copy.
The report is a most interesting assessment of the economic, cultural and military
situation at that time in the Province of Canada. The mission achieved its objective; in 1859
a French consulate was opened in Quebec City, and, thanks to reciprocal tariff reductions,
trade improved between the Province of Canada and France.
As important, however, was the significance that some French-Canadians ascribed to the
mission of the Capricieuse. The mother once again had remembered and found time for a
forgotten daughter, who had remained faithful all the while that she had been ignored. De
Belveze dedicated a chapter of the report displayed here to the French language, the
struggle to survive anglicization and the imperative of establishing a representative of
France in Canada to secure the existence of the "French Nationality."

Captain Paul-Henri de Belveze.

1856.
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"To Commander de Belveze in Canada"
The visit of the Capricieuse so touched A. Chalifoux, a French-Canadian tailor of Montreal,
that he, despite his modest means, commissioned the photographer Thomas Coffin Doane
to prepare a special commemorative daguerrotype in honour of the event. Chalifoux
intended to present it to the Empress Eugenie of France, through Captain de Belveze, as a
symbol of the close and lasting bond between French Canada and France.
The daguerreotype recorded fundamental symbols of the French Canadian past. The
image consists of four children at the "Fetes nationales de Montreal," who represent "all the
religious and patriotic memories of the French Canadians." The first is dressed as St. Jean
Baptiste, the patron saint of French Canada. The second child represents Jacques Carrier,
the sixteenth-century discoverer of New France, who also brought the Holy Scriptures with
him. The third figure stands for the Indian chief of the village of Hochelaga who befriended
the first French arrivals. And, lastly, there is a young French Canadian in French military
dress. Holding the colours of France, he symbolically bridges the past represented by the
other three figures, and takes the image into 1855.
The significance of this daguerreotype lies not only in its evidentiary aspect, i.e. the
information it transmits to us about times past, but also in the medium itself. Daguerreotype
was the first practicable photographic process, formulated by Louis Jacques Mande
Daguerre in France. There was no negative stage in the process, which directly produced a
positive image. But the end product was so delicate that, for survivability, it was placed
under glass, and then mounted in a silk- or velvet-lined case. This daguerreotype is made
by one of Canada's best and best-known daguerreotypists, hence its extraordinary quality.

Thomas Coffin Doane.

1855.
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Haps and Hazards in North America
Travel accounts were a favourite literary genre of the time; hundreds of accounts were
published, recording the travels, travails and impressions of explorers, tourists, missionaries,
military men, artists, surveyors, administrators and their spouses. Walter Sinclair, a surveyor
and railway construction engineer, came to the New World to try his luck at railways. In
these memoirs, he recounts a trip of three years duration (sometime between 1853 -1858)
which took him from Liverpool to Canada via New York, and back again to England.
Sinclair's manuscript account is written in a direct style but with some grace and a lot of
humour. The book has two watercolours, as well as quaint chapter illuminations. In a bit of
self-deprecatory whimsy, on the title page Sinclair has inscribed that his account is
"Intended for Private Circulation and Public Education" (a bit of an oxymoron), and
"Published by the Society for the Issue of Private Trash."
The memoir is a wonderful recollection of life and mores in colonial Canada. Sinclair
describes work on the railways, and various shenanigans of unscrupulous railway
contractors. He recalls city life in Toronto, Montreal and Quebec City, and captures the
hustle and bustle of colonial towns trying to break out of mud streets and timber houses.
He comments on the life of the ordinary people: on the culinary and drinking habits of
labourers and habitants; on the dwellings they inhabit; on the great guard dogs kept in
every Quebec City yard; on the severity of North American winters, and the great potbellied stoves kept flaming red against the numbing frosts.
As a railway man, he reports knowledgeably on many aspects of transportation. He
writes about colonial roads and streets, many of which turned into mud flats in spring and
fall, and about Montreal's wooden sidewalks, which kept a person free of mud but posed
the threat of injury when boards underfoot would give way. He recalls crossing the St.
Lawrence on "ice bridges" which formed in late fall, a practice of the period that was both
usual and dangerous.
Sinclair's recollections of everyday society, of the values and attitudes, manners and
customs of the people, of communication developments and how they touched humans
directly, capture the flavour of colonial life, making his manuscript an important historical
source.

Walter Sinclair.
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Poem on Womanhood and Motherly Love
Rosanna Leprohon, nee Mullins, was born in Montreal in 1829, and died there in 1879. Of
Irish Catholic ancestry, she was educated at the Convent of the Congregation Notre Dame,
where she developed her talent for writing. Her first poems appeared in The Literary
Garland when she was only seventeen. In 1852 she married Jean-Lucien Leprohon, a
Montreal doctor of French-Canadian ancestry. Her married and family life thus straddled
two cultures, which influenced the subject matter and treatment of themes in her literary
career.
In the 1860s Leprohon wrote her most significant novels: The Manor House ofde Villerai;
a Tale of Canada under the French Domination, serialized in The Family Herald in 18591860; Antoinette de Mirecourt; or Secret Marrying and Secret Sorrowing. A Canadian Tale,
published in 1864; and Armand Durand; or, a Promise Fulfilled, published in 1868. The
novels realistically reflect French Canadian life before, during and after the conquest; and
they address the psychological problems of adjustment to new ways and the development
of new relationships between English and French. They were written with understanding
and sensitivity, which explains why they were almost immediately translated into French,
becoming significant contributions to both French and English literature in Canada.
While Leprohon was not a feminist beyond her time, she did believe that women had
more than a reproductive-housekeeping function in life. She valued education for women;
and she held that marriage, rather than meaning submission for women, was a partnership,
with each partner responsible for a necessary sphere of family life. The short poem
displayed here reflects Leprohon's religiously-based education in a convent school and her
views on a woman's role in life. The woman is the strength of the family, the home her
empire. Ruling that home with love would overcome all obstacles. In an earlier time, the
woman's moral strength — expressed through love in the kingdom of the home which she
managed — was, in Leprohon's view, a vital requirement to deal successfully with life's
harsher demands. The woman, through moral suasion, ruled the household, even as Queen
Victoria ruled her Empire. Intentional or not, the parallel is there.
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Manuscript on Pioneering
Catharine Parr Traill (1802-1899), nee Strickland, emigrated to Canada from Britain in 1831.
She settled with her husband in the Peterborough area of Upper Canada, where he had
received a military land grant. Traill belonged to a family of writers; even before her
emigration to Canada, she was already an accomplished and published writer herself.
In 1836 she published The Backwoods of Canada; Being Letters from the Wife of an
Emigrant Officer; Illustrative of the Domestic Economy of British America. The book
reflected the pioneering experiences of people new to a demanding, though also
rewarding, land. In 1854, she published The Female Emigrant's Guide, and Hints on
Canadian Housekeeping; the following year it was re-published as The Settler's Guide. The
Guide was immensely popular, judging from the fact that it went through some ten editions
by I860. Both the Guide and The Backwoods of Canada informed prospective settlers of
life in the British colonies, gave advice on practical matters and counselled women on what
to expect and how to cope with life where nature, the climate, economic development and
social mores were so very different from what they were leaving behind.
Throughout her life, Traill maintained an interest in the settlement and development of
Canada. In 1871, she sent two manuscripts, "suitable for publication as guides to immigrant
settlers," to the Department of Agriculture, in the hope that they might be published in
some paper as a guide. The document displayed here was likely a draft for one of those
updated guides. The manuscript points out how, in a new and rough land, a person is
forced to develop his head and hands, to become a jack-of-all-trades, to change, adapt, and
turn to new means and ways — this is a matter of survival. Life is difficult in the new land;
but in the new land, there is also human renewal and much gratification.
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Education of Blacks in New Brunswick
Individual blacks had appeared in the British colonies since the early days of trans-Atlantic
settlement; however, they came in large numbers only after the American Revolution. The
first influx accompanied the United Empire Loyalists. Over 3,000 came as free men, having
won their liberty through allegiance to the Crown during the American Revolution. Several
thousand more came as slaves of United Empire Loyalists, most of whom were freed within
several generations. Blacks also fled American slavery during the War of 1812, and several
thousand who found refuge behind British lines were mostly settled in Nova Scotia in the
years 1813-1816. Until the mid-part of the nineteenth century, most blacks in the British
North American colonies were concentrated in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
They faced many obstacles. Allowed small land grants on marginal soil, they could not
develop self-sufficient agriculture. Forced to work as day labourers, many fell victim to
exploitation and discrimination. Many colonials of European ancestry frankly encouraged
blacks to migrate elsewhere.
In the black communities of the Maritimes, schooling was a serious concern. While
Canada West and Nova Scotia had legally segregated public schools for blacks, and most
blacks had access to either such a public school or a school funded by some charitable
institution, New Brunswick did not at that time have a fully-structured public school
system. Many schools were funded direcdy out of the treasury, receiving grants annually
upon approval of their application for funding.
In this letter, J.W. Duval, teacher at the black school in Loch Lomond, appeals to
Leonard Tilley (then Provincial Secretary) to secure the school's grant for the upcoming
year. The black community is dedicated to improved schooling, proven by their successful
drive to raise money to build a new school house. However, local whites, through the
pretence of a proposed union, are trying to seize control of the school. Duval implores
Tilley to aid the black community, especially by continuing to fund its school out of the
public treasury.
Duval's letter is a reminder of the long black presence in the Maritimes, and touchingly
expresses the constraints blacks endured because of discrimination.
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Fugitive Slaves in Canada. Posters
William King was born in Ireland in 1812. After studying theology at the University of
Glasgow, he migrated to Louisiana where, through marriage, he came to possess slaves. As
a practicing Presbyterian minister, Reverand King could not countenance slavery. He freed
his slaves and led them north into Canada to escape the draconian Fugitive Slave Laws of
1850 (Britain had abolished slavery throughout the Empire in 1833). Once in southwestern
Canada, appeals to the Christian community and the government brought $18,000.00 and a
land grant of 9,000 acres in Raleigh township, near Buxton. He and his former slaves
founded a black settlement there, named Elgin in honour of their patron, Governor-in-Chief
of Canada, Lord Elgin.
Throughout the 1850s, as the slavery issue wrenched apart the American union, it found
a powerful resonance north of the border. Slavery then was a great moral issue —
churchmen, social leaders and politicians inveighed against this "abomination." A vocal
Anti-Slavery Society and George Brown's Globe waged an unrelenting campaign against it.
The publication of Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin heightened the campaign. In
the strongly anti-slavery environment of Upper Canada, Harriet Tubman, working from her
St. Catharines base, managed the "Underground Railroad" for a decade, a chain of safe
houses leading out of the United States into Canada which sheltered fugitive slaves as they
made their way north to freedom.
Perhaps 30,000 slaves reached Canada along Tubman's "railroad," settling in the
Windsor-to-Hamilton corridor. They founded other communities modelled after the Elgin
settlement, especially in the Buxton-Chatham-Dresden area. None of these later
communities, however, received free land grants, and thus many newly-arrived blacks
became day labourers. Set off in their own communities, blacks developed a sense of unity;
they also fell victim to an attenuated discrimination. Nonetheless, the 1850s were years of
achievement for blacks in Canada. Henry Bibb, for example, in 1851 began to publish out
of Windsor, The Voice of the Fugitive, the first black newspaper in Canada; and Mary Ann
Shadd did much to advance the cause of black education in the populous and vibrant
black communities of Upper Canada. At the close of the American Civil War, very large
numbers of blacks, including Tubman, left Upper Canada for the United States. Many were
drawn back by family ties; and many left after experiencing various hardships and
disappointments in a new land.
The anti-slavery movement, much like the Temperance movement, had been a great
moral crusade. The posters shown here reflect the black experience in Upper Canada in
the 1850s, and give evidence of the role played in this crusade by churchmen, including
Reverend King himself.
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Universities: Incorporations and Significant Events
Higher education in the British North American colonies came into its own in the 1850s
and 1860s, as the commemorative university medals shown here attest.
Of the universities commemorated by these medals, the University of New Brunswick
had the most established roots. Founded in 1785 as the Provincial Academy of Arts and
Sciences, after several reorganizations it became in 1859 the University of New Brunswick.
McGill University traced its origin back to 1813, to a rich endowment bequeathed by the
merchant James McGill to the cause of higher education. While McGill was chartered in
1821, the issue of tertiary education in Montreal was resolved only in 1852, when the Royal
Institution for the Advancement of Learning, founded in 1801 in response to a popular
demand for public education, finally amalgamated with McGill. The University of Toronto,
(although chartered in 1827 as King's College), was founded in 1842, but took final form
only in 1849-1850 after a furious debate over the role of the church in state-funded
education. Founded in 1843 by Joseph Mountain, Anglican Archbishop of Quebec, Bishop's
College won university status in 1853- Laval University opened in 1852, the first
francophone university in North America, named after Monsignor Francois de Laval, who in
1663 had established the Seminaire de Quebec.
Most colonial universities, at the time of their establishment, had been affiliated with
religious denominations. This era, however, saw the decline of church affiliation for
universities, particularly following the celebrated University of Toronto struggle. Bishop
John Strachan, Anglican Bishop of Toronto, pressed the case for the established Anglican
Church in education as in politics. He was opposed by A. Egerton Ryerson, a Methodist
minister, an educator and, from 1844 to 1876, Superintendent of Education for Canada West
and, later, Ontario. Ryerson advocated a Christian-based non-denominational common
education; but he furiously opposed the notion that government should publicly fund a
denominational (Anglican) University of Toronto. The result of this conflict produced a
secularized University of Toronto, based on the principle of separation of church and state
in all educational institutions funded out of the public purse. This development established
the pattern for future provincial universities, although privately funded denominational
universities did not disappear.
Secularization was not only politically advisable in a time when religious passions
burned hot in public and social life; it was a sign that colonial universities were coming out
of local parochialism, reflecting a broadening of horizons and a transition to modernity. In
Quebec, however, the church-state link in higher education would hold strong for another
century.
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Indian Treaty No. 148 (Robinson-Lake Huron)
As colonial populations grew through natural increase and immigration, as more land was
brought under the plow, it became more imperative to deal with the original occupants of
the land, the native peoples. This was particularly the case in Upper Canada, where, by
1850, a great deal of the good, arable land south of the Pre-Cambrian Shield had been
occupied. Also by 1850 a preliminary pattern of Indian land cessation had been established.
The pattern was premised on the Royal Proclamation of 1763, which had recognized
Indian ownership of land. Indian tribes could surrender ownership of land, but only to a
duly-appointed representative of the Crown.
This Treaty reflects the above developments. Farmers of Canada West were moving
northwest. Mining companies were also beginning their early activity in the Province of
Canada, opening mineral deposits near Sault Ste. Marie. In 1849, in fact, Indian resentment
against the operations of the Quebec Mining Company at Mica Bay on Lake Superior had
lead to a dangerous situation, with the conflict earning the name of the "Michipicoten War."
William B. Robinson, a former Commissioner of Public Works, was commissioned to
negotiate the transfer to the Crown of lands along the northern and eastern shores of Lake
Huron from Sault Ste. Marie to Penetanguishene (from the shoreline inland to the Hudson's
Bay Company's territory), including all islands in Lake Superior. Robinson concluded such a
treaty. For a lump sum payment of £2,000, and an annuity of £600, sixteen chiefs of
Ojibway bands ceded the lands affected to the Crown. The first clear definition of Indian
reserves appeared with this Treaty, securing at least a portion of former lands for Indian
bands. In what would also prove to be a common feature of future treaties, Indians were
permitted to hunt and fish in ceded lands, except when these were sold or leased by the
Crown. The Treaty established three Indian reserves. Equally important, it set a precedent
for a number of other significant treaties (Robinson-Superior in 1850, Saugeen in 1854, and
Manitoulin Island in 1862) which peacefully completed the transfer of non-Hudson's Bay
Company land to the Province of Canada.
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"The Attention of Emigrants, Old Settlers, and Others is Invited
By the Canada Company to their Huron Lands..."
The Canada Company was conceived as a colonization corporation by John Gait (17791839) of Scotland. Chartered in 1825, it was dissolved only in 1953. In 1826 it acquired
2,500,000 acres of land to settle, half of which were scattered throughout Canada, while the
other half were consolidated in the Huron Tract, which this promotional advertisement
describes. This company literature reflects an interesting experiment in organized
settlement of Canada.
Even allowing for promotional hyperbole, this publication contains interesting historical
data. For example, it touts the easy communications of the region, noting the existence of a
"Plank Road" between Hamilton, London and Port Stanley, other good roads, developed
harbours and ease of water communication, all of which would appeal to settlers. It
demonstrates the "push-pull" phenomenon of immigration, observing that new settlers
would often meet former old-country neighbours settled in Canada, and notes how ethnic
groups tended to settle in their own communities. It recounts that there was already at that
time a substantial number of Germans established in Canada. And it gives evidence of the
rapidly increasing population in Canada West, pointing out that in its Huron Tract the
population had increased fourfold in seven years, from 7,101 in 1842 to 26,000 in 1849.
The Company's achievements were spotty, its commitment to immigration and
colonization questionable. The verdict is still out on how effective such colonization
companies were; but, for better or worse, they did play a role in the development of
Canada.
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"London, Canada West"
London, a significant regional centre in Canada, began to experience discernible changes
from mid-century onwards. A large influx of settlers came to the London area in the 1830s.
Following the failed rebellions of 1837 it became a garrison town, which spurred its
growth. Improved communications through the 1840s and 1850s, best represented in the
appearance of the Great Western Railway in 1854, further stimulated development. By 1855,
incorporated as a city, London's future was assured. Railway construction in the area,
continued settlement of its fertile hinterland and an incipient oil boom to the west of the
city boded well for London, which by that time was a diocesan seat, and a budding centre
of finance, brewing and light manufacturing.
This print by Endicott & Co. of New York shows London in transition. There is much of
the pre-railway, pre-industrial era reflected here. Livestock grazes right up to the periphery
of the city, and waters in the Thames River. Worked fields stretch away on all sides. In the
foreground, people repose, or boat, or fish. Nature and agriculture, in bucolic serenity,
press right up against the city.
However, the city and its tempo of life are changing. From the mid-lower left a train
steams into London, on a highly banked up rail-bed; and the railway bridge, by
comparison to the other bridges, is a massive construction engineered of iron girders. Just
south of the railway tracks laid on the southern edge of town is a new growth area, where
industrial or manufacturing concerns are opening up to take advantage of the railway.
Throughout the city itself, smokestacks of factories or shops, at least ten of them, rear up.
And as indicated in the legend, the city had its own gas works, the main purpose of which
was to illuminate city streets.
Perhaps this scene should not to be taken literally. Edwin Whitefield may have packed
it, "condensing" rural well-being with comfortable urban prosperity to make a point. Some
of the smokestacks may have been added for effect. This admitted, however, fundamental
change is coming upon the city. Improved communications (roads, and then the railways)
and the rise of manufacturing concerns denote the entry of the city into a new era, into
industrial manufacturing. London never lost the agrarian connection with its hinterland, and
never became an industrial town of the first magnitude. But, as this print suggests, in an
experience it shared with many Canadian towns in the mid-nineteenth century, London
stepped out of an exclusively agrarian domination and into a new age.
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"Immigration Decrease and Remedies Suggested"
Until the mid-nineteenth century, the British colonies in North America were characterized
by slow and erratic settlement. In 1847-1848 came the waves of "Famine Irish," fleeing
famine in their homeland. The "Famine Irish" altered the former immigration pattern of
largely English and Scottish migrants — including the Protestant Irish, most of whom were
descended of Scots and English who had settled earlier in Northern Ireland — to the British
colonies in North America.
Though coming from an area of the United Kingdom and speaking English, differences
in religion, culture and outlook made the "Famine Irish" the first "foreign" migrants to come
en masse to British North America, and they were treated as such. They were Roman
Catholics in a largely Protestant society (save in Canada East); in an age when conformity
was required to prove loyalty to the British Crown, the Irish were thus already suspect.
They successfully took up farming when they could purchase land, which was no longer
freely granted in the colonies. They also worked as day labourers, digging canals, laying
down railway lines, logging the forests and working the dockyards of major colonial ports.
Some of this was seasonal work in the rough outback where men drank and brawled
lustily as they worked. This only reinforced the prevailing perception held by established,
Protestant colonial society that the Irish, suspect in religion and loyalty, were also migratory
drunks and brawlers, and a cheap labour force to be used and abused.
Irish working-class neighbourhoods appeared in most colonial cities and towns. By 1871
the Irish were the dominant ethnic group in every urban centre in Canada save Montreal
and Quebec City, and they constituted sizable wards in the major Maritime centres. They
also settled in the countryside, particularly in regions recently cleared of timber, and often
on marginal land. By the mid-nineteenth century, half a dozen counties in the Maritimes
and most of the counties east of Toronto to the Ottawa River valley had strong Irish
populations.
The arrival of the largely destitute "Famine Irish" led the colonies to legislate restrictive
laws to exclude the infirm, ill and impoverished. This slowed immigration; and yet the
colonies were very much in need of immigrants. The Irish, immigration restrictions, the
ongoing need for settlers — these concerns are reflected in the document displayed here,
prepared by Alexander Carlisle Buchanan.
Buchanan (1808-1868) was Chief Immigration Agent in the Province of Canada. His
work was hampered by the colonial governments inefficiency and lack of co-ordination in
immigration activity. Dedicated to his task, Buchanan strove to provide for and to protect
immigrants. He argued for a forward recruiting policy in Europe, which was realized only
in 1869, when the Dominion government finally opened a central immigration agency in
London.
This document is a record of the response to questions put to Buchanan by a committee
of the Legislature. He explains the dramatic fall-off of immigration, especially Irish, during
the 1850s; he demonstrates the much greater attraction of the United States over the British
colonies to immigrants (in fact, a majority of the "Famine Irish" resettled in the United
States); and he enumerates the various measures a concerned government has undertaken
to promote immigration to Canada, including agents abroad in foreign lands and
promotional literature in foreign languages.
It is worth noting that these considerations — selection of immigration source, the
powerful attraction of the United States, and governmental promotion of immigration —
still affect Canadian immigration to this day. Moreover, Buchanan's promotional program
foreshadowed the future policy of Sir Clifford Sifton in the 1890s, with the exception that
Sifton would turn to central and eastern Europe, as well as traditional sources, for
immigrants to Canada.
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"View on Barnaby River, New Brunswick"
and also
"New Clearing — 'Ireland' — Grenville"
The first photograph, taken by an anonymous photographer employed by Sir Sandford
Fleming on the Intercolonial Railway, shows railway men, probably a surveying crew, in the
Barnaby River valley; the Barnaby River flows into the Miramichi from the south, just
upstream of Newcastle. What is more interesting is how the photograph comments on
established agriculture. The land is cleared of stone; probably the river valley had easier soil
to work, relatively free of stone. In the background rich-looking fields undulate away
gently, and other farms are visible in the distance. Around the wood-frame house
constructed of sawn lumber in the mid-ground is a fine log fence. The whole scene depicts
well-established agriculture in a fertile river valley.
Alexander Henderson's photograph, on the other hand, reflects agriculture in the rough.
Henderson, born in Scotland in 1831, emigrated to Montreal in 1855. A man of means,
photography for him was a hobby; and even when he took it up professionally, his
economic independence allowed him to photograph as an artist, rather than have to
photograph what his clients paid for. His images, including the photograph "New Clearing,"
are a rich legacy of this era; the photograph was originally published in his Canadian
Views and Studies, an album produced for public sale in 1865.
"New Clearing" shows the establishment of agriculture in the Grenville area, on the north
shore of the lower Ottawa River valley, in Canada East. The land is decidedly hilly, while
the ground is carpeted with rocks and stones. Stumps still stand, and they, along with the
rock and stone, imply the magnitude of the task before the settlers' farming can begin. The
settlers have just raised their dwelling (note the fresh shingles and the roof boards still
protruding over the gable end of the home, yet to be trimmed away). The cabin is of
squared logs; the upper gable end, however, is of sawn lumber, indicating accessibility to a
saw mill nearby. To the right of the cabin is the hooded portable developing tent in which
this photograph's negative was developed. The technology of photography of that time
required immediate processing, which is why photographers on the road packed
exceedingly heavy loads of equipment and supplies with them.
The two photographs are a study in contrast in agriculture. On good soil or bad,
established or just clearing, more than half of the population of the colonies lived by
agriculture and, at the time of Confederation, more than 50 per cent of houses in Canada
were of log construction.
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Lower Canada and Upper Canada Agricultural Medals
Before 1850, local agricultural associations had come into existence in the colonies; in fact,
a Society for Promoting Agriculture in Nova Scotia had been founded as early as 1791.
However, it was only in mid-century, when agricultural life quickened and began to shed
its early pioneer practices and values, that agrarian organizations began to play more
significant roles in colonial life.
In the Province of Canada the Agricultural Association of Upper Canada and the Societe
d'agriculture du Bas Canada had been chartered in 1846 and 1847 respectively, to coordinate the activity of local societies. The provincial government also created the Board of
Agriculture of Upper Canada in 1851 and the Chambre d'agriculture du Bas Canada in 1852
as quasi-governmental institutions to provide leadership in the development of agriculture.
Such organizational activity was capped in 1852 with the creation of a Bureau of
Agriculture with its own minister.
These developments were a reflection of fundamental changes in agriculture, which
employed half of the population at that time. The above-named agencies, as well as the
local associations under them, were authorized to operate model farms and acquire new
model machinery, to purchase improved seed and animal stock, and to disseminate
scientific farming knowledge among their membership through the publication of journals,
discussion sessions and invitation of agronomists and various experts to address their
memberships.
All such activity was geared to increasing farm productivity through the application of
new knowledge. Agriculture was in the midst of a sea-change. Rationalized utilization of
time and the use of best seed and improved livestock, as well as improved machinery,
would maximize production and profits — so read the farm literature of the time, breathing
the entrepreneurial spirit which made the agricultural revolution possible, and which
agricultural associations wished to impart to farmers.
The medals displayed here were awarded to farmers at provincial agricultural fairs in
recognition of achievement. But they also strove to promote agriculture and scientific
farming by imparting to the agrarian calling a new dignity equal to the profession of arms,
for farmers also served monarch and men. This is well reflected in the Chambre
d'agriculture du Bas Canada medal, created by Armand A. Caque, engraver to Napoleon III,
who assembled pictorial representations of farm animals, activities and implements in a
shield, topped by two cornucopias from which flow sheaves of wheat. Above the shield, in
the centre, sits a somewhat emaciated beaver. The motto "Pratique avec Science" can be
translated as "Apply knowledge," encapsulating in several words the spirit underlying the
modernization of agriculture in the British colonies of North America.
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"Certain Improvements in the Method of
Constructing Threshing Machines"
In the mid-nineteenth century, agriculture in the British colonies of North America
underwent significant and increasingly rapid change. Until then, most agricultural
implements — such as hoes, rakes, scythes, flails and even plows — were fashioned from
wood, often home-made or crafted at a local smithy. Most agricultural activity was very
labour-intensive. The agricultural revolution — based, among other factors, on new,
mechanized modes of performing farm labour — led to much greater productivity.
Agriculture could thus free up hands for expanding factories, and could certainly produce
more than enough excess foodstuffs to feed growing urban centres and export large
amounts of grain overseas.
Many things made the agricultural revolution possible: new and better seed, better
breeding of farm animals, and, very importantly, the development of scientific husbandry
and the dissemination of sound agricultural practices through agricultural societies and
model farms. However, the appearance of new technology, itself based on the "iron
revolution," was key to the fundamental changes that appeared in agriculture at this time.
Whereas earlier the local smithy might have produced agricultural implements, now large
manufacturers produced them in factories, concentrated at the western end of Lake
Ontario. From here, through a burgeoning rail network, they had access to the rich
American and Upper Canadian agricultural markets.
One such manufacturer was John Abell (1822-1903). He migrated to Canada in 1845,
settling in Woodbridge. An inventive man, he turned his talents to mechanical improvement
of agricultural implements. By 1862 he had a large operation, employing more than'100
men. Abell won a reputation for his threshing machines. Until mechanization, the grain
harvested in fall was threshed on barn floors; the kernels were separated from the straw by
treading with farm animals or beating with flails. A mechanical thresher greatly eased the
operation. The threshing machine consisted of a cylinder with rasp bars that rotated against
fixed bars. Grain fed through the thresher would be shaken and abraded; under the impact,
seed would separate from straw. The document shown here is a patent application for one
of Abell's many inventions; it describes proposed improvements in the construction of a
threshing machine, and in the gearing mechanism for driving it.
Abell's Woodbridge works were destroyed by fire in 1874. Afterward he relocated to
Toronto, where his factory prospered. His machinery won very many prizes over the years.
This document attests to Abell's inventiveness, as well as to the fundamental changes
occurring in Canadian life, and the coming of the agrarian revolution, without which later
urban-centred and industrialized society would not have been possible.
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"Charlevoix and Chicoutimi Counties —
Roads. Malbaie and Grand Baie Roads"
This survey was prepared by G.F. Baillairge at the request of the Department of Public
Works of the Province of Canada. Baillairge was to locate the best route for a road leading
from Malbaie on the St. Lawrence to Grande Baie on the Saguenay, in country that was
being opened up for colonization in a land-hungry Canada East. The Department had
commenced a road into the region 15 years earlier; it now wished to determine if this
route, with 45 miles of it in various stages of construction, should not be abandoned for a
newer, easier route.
Once Baillairge had completed his investigations, he prepared this map as an
accompaniment to a report that he submitted to the Department in 1862. The document is
much more than a map. The manuscript text on the right-hand side and annotations
throughout the map portion actually recount a history of attempts to develop
communications into the region, and assess the region for its economic viability. Baillairge
comments on the nature of terrain and topography, noting the location of tillable land. He
reports on types of forests located along the roads, both existing and proposed. On the
basis of such information, government made informed decisions on how best to open land
for settlement and agriculture.
Baillairge recommended a new route for the road, to be called the Chemin Cartier. In
support of his proposal, he pointed out that the new road would be shorter than the one
underway, would make settlement of planned new townships easier and would travel
through potentially richer farmland. In his most telling point, he indicates that, through
"natural selection" in this terrain, habitants are already using his proposed Chemin Cartier
as a winter road, and are desirous of the government upgrading it to a "summer road" as
well. (It should be recalled that winter travel, on sleighs over snow, was far easier than
summer travel through mud, hard dry ruts or potholes). The Department, probably because
of money already invested in the original route, did not accept Baillairge's
recommendations.
The map, colourful and filled with commentary and text on roads and road-building in
the region, is historical evidence of the importance assigned by colonial government to
land communication and in the form of colonization roads.
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"Field Notes of Township of Fisher, Etc."
Immigration and settlement were of primary importance to the British colonies. As A.C.
Buchanan, Chief Emigrant Agent for Canada, declared in I860, "a first and chief object of
the Province of Canada must be the acquisition of colonists for the occupation and
profitable settlement of her wild lands." Before settlement could actually occur the land had
to be acquired from its aboriginal owners by treaty, and then laid out in concessions and
lots by surveyors.
The surveyors of the British colonies performed arduous work, especially those who
went into lands where few, if any, whites had been. Using a few simple instruments (the
surveyor's chain 66 feet long, theodolite, magnetic compass, and levels and barometers for
vertical measure), they laid out township boundaries, concession roads and farm lots.
Surveyors sloshed through bogs, crossed rivers and creeks, and scratched their way
through dense forests. They often worked in winter to avoid the frightful insects of the
forest; but they paid a price for this relief, suffering the winter cold and snows. While the
grander expeditions, like Palliser's and Hind's, acquired knowledge on a grand scale about
the British colonies and the future Dominion, the ordinary survey men, who went into the
unmarked bush, contributed no less to opening the land.
George Kirkpatrick was such a surveyor. Working out of Kingston, he was contracted by
the province in 1865 to lay out a number of townships in the Batchewaung Bay area of the
Algoma District, the most northwesterly point ceded by the Ojibway in the Robinson-Huron
Treaty of 1850. The document displayed here is from Kirkpartrick's field survey notes of the
township of Fisher, showing the concession road laid out between sections one and twelve
of that township. One can see from the record that surveyors, in addition to laying out land
boundaries, accumulated much useful detail on virgin lands and commented on types of
forest. They also captured in drawings and maps, the nature of terrain and the relief of the
land they worked. In addition, they prepared extensive manuscript notes on the flora and
fauna, geography and geology of areas surveyed.
Whether in the form of manuscript notes or in the artistic geometry of survey drawings,
Kirkpatrick's notes attest to the invaluable contributions of surveyors to mid-nineteenth
century society in the colonies of British North America.

George Brownly Kirkpatrick.
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"Toronto, Canada West. From the Top of the Jail"
In the 1840s Toronto became a busy steamboat port; gaslighting and sewers made their
appearance, an indication that the city was coming into its own as a significant urban
centre. Toronto benefitted greatly from the railway boom of the 1850s; by the end of the
decade, a web of railways radiated out to centres in New York State, to Montreal, to
Georgian Bay and westward along the Hamilton-London-Windsor-Detroit corridor.
Although its harbour was Toronto's original raison d'etre, the railway network strengthened
the city's hold over an increasingly large economic hinterland. Transportation, wholesaling
of staples, banking, manufacturing and servicing railway needs were the cornerstones of
Toronto's regional pre-eminence.
In this appealing handcoloured lithograph, printed by Endicott & Co. of New York, we
have the image of a healthy, vibrant town. The focal point of the image is the harbour,
wharves jutting out, with lake schooners and steamboats either moored or in motion. On
the wharves, or stacked just behind them, is the quintessential staple of the day — lumber.
Between the harbour and the town lies the Esplanade, down which traffic moves. In the
1850s, railways arrived at the waterfront, built on lands released from garrison reserves
along the lakefront; thus began the transport zone which sundered the city proper from its
harbour.
Behind the Esplanade are comfortable-looking homes built on streets laid out in a
regular grid. Significant buildings, many of them still standing, are identified on the print.
Churches of the major denominations dominate the skyline — St. James', St. Andrew's, St.
Michael's, St. George's and others. The Lunatic Asylum, then recently built, seems lost in
greenery far to the west of the city. In fact, just in from the harbourfront the whole city
seems lost in trees, with no perceptible border in the distance between city and
countryside.
But signs of change are already evident in the several smokestacks which, as they rise
up among the church steeples in the very centre of Toronto, emit plumes of smoke.
Industry is making its appearance, and within several decades, the greenery would be
gone, replaced by shops and factories at the terminal ends of the transport zone which is
still visible in this lithograph.
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Lumberman's Shanty Diary
During the era covered by this exhibition, timber dominated commercial activity. Logs and
squared-timber rafts made their way down rivers great and small to sawmills for processing
or to port cities for export. Railway lines opened new hinterlands for the exploitation of
forest wealth. Lumber merchants grew rich, and influenced the course of politics. Europe
was hungry for lumber; and the small lumber preference which Britain allowed until I860
after the dismantling of the mercantile system secured for the British colonies a very
significant lumber market. In addition, the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 opened up the
American market for the colonies. Millions of linear feet of logs and squared timber, and
millions of board feet of sawn lumber and staves, left the colonies, and later Canada, for
markets abroad. It was perhaps a fitting apotheosis that Ottawa, the lumber capital,
standing on a river down which floated the forest wealth of the interior to the St. Lawrence
ports, was also chosen as the political capital, first of the Province, and later of the
Dominion of Canada.
Members of the Meech family were important players in the lumber trade in the Ottawa
area. Charles George Meech, who maintained this "shanty" diary, was the son of the
prominent lumber merchant, Asa Meech. Charles Meech was often away, working the rivers
and forests north of the Ottawa River, and managing shanty operations. The shanties
became fully operational in early winter, when loggers would fell trees and transport them
over snow to river banks or to timber slides in preparation for the spring break-up. This
diary records Meech's winter experiences in 1856-1857, in a shanty near St. Guillaume,
Canada East.
Meech comments on the local customs, habits and life of lumbermen. He records the
vagaries of weather, how it was often far too cold or stormy to work when winter ruled. He
speaks of the monotony of enforced isolation in a shanty. He explains various operations
in locating, felling, trimming, squaring and hauling of logs. The diary, though written in a
cryptic, no-nonsense style by a man with rudimentary education, is a rich source of
information concerning lumbering at its basic level. Life was rough-and-tumble in the
forests and shanties. On page 156, Meech recounts a "recreational" event in the shanty,
during which he got a belt around the necks of two loggers and dragged them about the
structure.
The diary is a remarkable record which not only reflects its time, but also conveys to us
the colourful experiences of a lumberman from a time past "when lumber was king."
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"Plan of Proposed Booms at Carillon. Surveyed at the Request
of Henry Richard Symmes, Esq., for the Department of
Public Works (Three Rivers)"
The mnning of logs down rivers was not a simple case of just throwing them into water
and letting them float downstream. It called for hydraulic engineers to modulate log flows
along rivers, and for men of extraordinary skill with practical river knowledge to manage
the actual flow of rafts or loose logs. At all times, control of movement was imperative;
hence, currents, whirlpools, eddies, rapids, shallows, seasonal rates of water flow — all
these observations and more came under consideration as hydraulic engineers strove to
expedite the movement of logs and rafts from source to either market or port of export.
While not as spectacular as timber slides, such booms as depicted in this plan were as
significant, both in objective and in execution. The booms shown in this plan were built in
1857-1859 at Carillon Station, a strategic point on the Ottawa River approximately 30 miles
before its debouch into the St. Lawrence. They were designed specifically to manage the
flow of squared timber, sawn lumber and especially logs. The mid-river, wedge-like
stmcture deflected floating timber toward the deeper water near the banks, where, behind
massive retaining booms, the logs could be harnessed into rafts for the rest of the run
down river. The booms were massive, each approximately one-half mile in length, with
various gating mechanisms along their length to allow for manipulation of logs or rafts.
This drawing was prepared for Henry Richard Symmes, Superintending Engineer in
1858-1875, of the St. Maurice slides and booms, with a view to improving these works. It
captures for us the significance of the staples trade in lumber, which justified the substantial
costs of such booms all along major rivers. It reflects significant achievements by the
engineers who built the booms and slides. And it does so in an image which is graphically
pleasing, characterized by an effective simplicity of line.
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"Oil Wells at Bothwell, Ontario"
This watercolour records the early years of a new industry in Lambton and Kent counties of
southern Ontario, which were rich in petroleum reserves. The Lambton-Kent area become
home to an incipient petro-chemical industry; as early as 1864, 27 small refineries were
already at work in Petrolia alone. Bothwell was located in this petroleum-pioneering
region.
Petroleum, strictly speaking, was not "discovered" at this time. Such was the natural
concentration of petroleum in this region that it occasionally surfaced in tar pools and was
known to local inhabitants. What stimulated petroleum development was the creation of a
market for petroleum products, and technology to refine it.
In the creation of a market, Abraham Gesner, a geologist, inventor and chemist born in
Nova Scotia in 1797, played a remarkable role. His geological work for the government of
New Brunswick led him to successfully experiment with the distillation of "coal tar" from
solid hydrocarbons. He gave the end product the name of "kerosene," lamp oil, which very
rapidly displaced all other lighting oils on the market. With a market now for kerosene, as
well as for various lubricants, all distilled from petroleum, the petroleum resources of
southern Ontario were ready to be "discovered."
This watercolour informs us about the petroleum industry in its infancy. The building
with the smokestack houses a steam engine for pumping the crude, while the tower shields
the drill rig. There is a pump line from tower to storage tanks fashioned of wood. These
reservoirs were tapped by spigot, to release oil into barrels for shipping. Intentionally or
not, the artist used a brown wash to execute this watercolour, representing the image
through colours which remind one of oil.
Shipping oil was a difficult proposition then, whether by horse cart or train wagon; the
crude often leaked through wooden barrels, contaminating everything in its vicinity. With
further development of the petroleum industry came pollution. Before gas engines made
them desirable, the more volatile, light cuts of oil were often discarded in favour of the
heavier oils, out of which kerosene and lubricants were distilled. Some rivers in the region
became so fouled that they actually caught fire.
The petroleum industry was another harbinger of the dawning of a new era in the
British North American colonies.
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"Canada and New Brunswick Courts —
International Exhibition"
The Great Exhibition of 1851, housed in the Crystal Palace in London, England, initiated a
series of expositions staged periodically in the English capital. Such international trade fairs
became a phenomenon of the second half of the nineteenth century, reflecting the
headiness of the European age of positivism when, it was held, people through scientific
knowledge, could achieve unlimited aims. The fairs boasted the achievements of science
and industry, and promoted unencumbered trade. It was thus perfectly logical that such
fairs in the modern industrializing world should have been first conceived and lavishly
staged in Britain, the first nation into industrialization, the most fervent advocate of free
trade, and the world centre of trade and commerce. To the British, and to British colonials
who participated, such fairs were also a celebration of the achievements of the British
Empire, and an advertisement of the Empire's future, blessed as it was with every natural
product and manufactured good conceivable.
The British North American colonies participated in the International Exhibition of 18621864. This photograph captures what the colonies of Canada, New Brunswick and (barely
visible) Vancouver Island promoted at this exhibition. We see here some of the usual staple
or natural products of the colonies, such as timber and pelts; stuffed birds and deer provide
a rustic ambience.
However, it is interesting to note that the colonies offered much more than natural
products. The New Brunswick pavillion displays faucets, hammers, leather harnesess and
saddles, furniture, carriages, timber saws, ships' helms and agricultural machinery, all of
which indicate that the colonies, while not yet industrialized, were certainly manufacturing
diverse goods, and competing for markets abroad. This was the point the colonies wished
to make, to demonstrate that they were industrializing in emulation of the mother country.
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On the Improvement of Trade Relations
Between France and Canada
This letter of introduction was penned by the Baron Gauldree-Boilleau, the French Consul
stationed in Quebec City from 1859 on; the consulate was opened as a result of the mission
of Captain de Belveze of the Capricieuse in 1855. It introduces Alexander Tilloch Gait,
Minister of Finance of the Province of Canada, to the Comte de Lesseps, and asks that the
Comte assist Gait in his desire to meet with the French Minister of Trade.
Alexander Tilloch Gait (1817-1893) was born in England, and emigrated to Montreal in
1835, working for the British American Land Company (founded by his father) as it opened
land for settlement in the Eastern Townships. He became president of the St. Lawrence and
Atlantic Railway, well aware that the development of rail transport and the Townships went
hand-in-hand.
Like many railway promoters, Gait entered politics, to be better positioned to acquire
subsidies and loan and bond guarantees, from both provincial and Imperial coffers.
Because of his business connection through the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway with
New England, he was one of the original "annexationists" of 1849. A most able manager,
Gait joined the Cartier-Macdonald ministry of 1858 as Finance Minister, on condition that
the ministry support his resolution for a federal union of all British North American
colonies.
In his capacity as Finance Minister of the Province of Canada, Gait wished to strengthen
the province's economic situation through expanded trade in new markets; hence this
mission to Paris, to find another trading partner for the province. As the letter suggests, Gait
was well known to the French consul. He was most responsible for a recent reduction of
provincial tariffs which hindered trade; and he was most interested in developing direct
commercial relations with France. The letter's contents are an intriguing indication of a
certain coming of age of the Province of Canada which, though still a colony, was
beginning to look for markets overseas.
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"Grand Feu de Quebec"
This triptych is attributed to Elise-L'Heureux de Livernois, the wife of Jules-Isai'. A
photographer in her own right from 1856 on, she was active in the work of the Livernois
studio; when Jules-Isai died in 1865, she continued his photography business. The field
work in the preparation of this triptych might have been performed by another
photographer of note, Louis Fontaine dit Bienvenu, whom Madame de Livernois hired six
months after the death of her husband.
This triptych records the remains of Quebec City's Lower Town after the great fire of
1866. It is a spectacular piece, demonstrating in the starkest manner possible the absolute
destruction that this fire visited upon the Lower Town. Quebec City suburbs had known
fires before (St. Roch and St. John Baptiste, both in 1845), and would know many more
before the century was up. But other towns burned as well. For example, fires swept wards
of Halifax in 1857 and 1859; in 1866, four blocks in the centre of Charlottetown were
destroyed; and in 1868 Barkerville, the capital of the Cariboo gold region, was almost
wholly incinerated.
Fires were a scourge of urban life of that time. In response to them, urban administrators
developed or expanded fire codes which regulated the types of building materials, roofing
materials and spacing of dwellings. They provided for water works to deliver water. They
also acquired fire-fighting equipment and organized fire-fighting companies. Since fires
often destroyed older neighbourhoods, new building on fire-destroyed sites could be better
controlled by improved regulations.
However, because many city dwellings continued to be constructed of wood, because of
the need to keep stoves flaming hot in cold northern winters, because of human oversight,
great fires would yet devastate many towns and villages in British North America.
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"View of St. John, Portland and Carleton, New Brunswick. —
Photographed from Fort House by Bowron and Cox"
Founded on a spot where several merchants commenced a trade with Indians in the 1760s,
Saint John received a powerful stimulus to growth with the coming of the United Empire
Loyalists in 1783. It became the dominant urban centre in New Brunswick (administratively
separated from Nova Scotia in 1784).
Saint John developed as a port noted for the timber trade, receiving the great booms of
timber coming down the Saint John River for re-shipment abroad. Sawmills were set up to
process timber into sawn lumber. Shipyards sprang up in profusion, building vessels which
often carried the timber to markets in Britain and the West Indies, and were then
themselves sold along with their cargo. The town grew rapidly in the years 1820-1840,
especially with the coming of the "Famine Irish." This influx put so great a strain upon the
town's inhabitants that fierce riots in 1849 between Protestants and Roman Catholics
resulted in deaths.
By the mid-nineteenth century, Saint John epitomized the economy of "wood, wind and
sail." As this panorama suggests, the port was the nerve-centre of the town, nurturing it as
long as trade flowed through. Some years before this panoramic view was taken, however,
the remaining British preference for colonial timber was ended, hurting New Brunswick
much more than the Province of Canada, which was centrally situated to take advantage of
Reciprocity with the United States. Steam and iron were beginning gradually to displace
wooden vessels, with ominous implications for the town.
Saint John's glory days were not yet done; the market for wooden ships would linger for
several decades more. The merchants of Saint John also counted on Confederation and the
Intercolonial Railway to secure Saint John's future, to win the interior trade from the
Montreal-Portland railway route. But the world market for the city's products — lumber and
ships — was shrinking. Saint John never did win out as the terminal port for goods from
central Canada. Its merchants, despite attempting to diversify into manufacturing, could not
easily compete with central Canadian or American business, especially after the completed
Intercolonial (1876) brought in cheaper goods from central Canada. In the 1860s the town
began to lose dynamism, its population to stagnate; and in the 1870s "the exodus" to the
"Boston states" began, a phenomenon paralleling the French-Canadian outmigration, both
of which would last into the twentieth century.
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"Ship in Dry-Dock, Quebec City"
and also
"Shipbuilding in Field Near Dorchester, N.B."
These two photographs reflect a premier Canadian industry of the nineteenth century.
Shipbuilding extended back into the French era. With an extensive coastline, a long
tradition of shipping and fishing, rich forests descending virtually down to the banks of
great rivers or the seashore, the British colonies in North America were well situated to
develop this industry. By the early nineteenth century, Quebec city, the Bay of Fundy, the
coves of Prince Edward Island, the Miramichi Estuary with shipyards strung out 20
kilometres up each bank from its debouch into the sea — these were great centres of
shipbuilding. The second half of the nineteenth century constituted the glory years of full
riggers and barques, a time of colour, adventure and profit.
Samuel McLaughlin's photograph shows a three-masted vessel in dry-dock. It is probably
a merchantman, judging by its deep draught and broad beam which gave it a large cargo
capacity. The "gunports" seem just painted on. This was often done to frighten off pirates,
still a threat at that time, particularly in the Indies trade. The vessel may be undergoing a
re-caulk or re-coppering, perhaps with Muntz metal (a tin-copper alloy then commonly
used for such purposes). A new rudder may be going on the vessel as well, given the
shears that are visible just to the rear of the vessel's stern.
In Henderson's "Shipbuilding" we see a vessel in frame, a scene representative of
thousands of such undertakings throughout the coves and river mouths of the Maritime
colonies. In the foreground is the mill, yard and pond. Timber, the raw material, was
floated down to the pond from the forest, visible in the background, by way of the river
just back of the mill. Drawn up as needed, the timber was sawn in the mill, in front of
which lies a large heap of sawdust and chips. The absence of a stack suggests that the mill
was powered by water. To the right of the mill is the ships's hull, its ribbing having taken
shape on stocks and scaffolding; it is now ready to be planked. It is a fairly large merchant
vessel, possibly a barque; judging by the human figures next to it, the vessel may be
approximately 45 feet from keel to top of ribs.
As documents of the past, these two photographs reflect the talents of colonial
shipbuilders of the majestic age of sail, when ships built in the British North American
colonies came to ply every ocean and every sea.

Samuel McLaughlin.
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Steele's Brick-Making Machine. Montreal
This attractive drawing, executed in Montreal in 1866, was probably prepared for a patent
application. It reflects well the progress of technology.
Until technological development mechanized the process of brick-making in the closing
decades of the nineteenth century, bricks continued to be made in a slow and timeconsuming process. Once prepared, the clay mix was packed by hand into hand-moulds,
and the bricks baked in kilns.
The push-pull dynamic of need and technological development touched the process of
brick-making. A growing population, developing urban centres and growing affluence
sustained a demand for more brick. Affluence could underwrite a more expensive dwelling
made of brick rather than of wooden planks or clapboard. And brick provided more surety
against fires, an all-too-common occurrence in that time.
This drawing, showing various views and elevations of a proposed brick-forming
machine, reflects an early attempt at mechanizing the process. The drawing is important as
an indication of technological development, of the search for mechanized ways to perform
what traditionally was done by manual labour. It is also a testament to the artistic skills of
the draftsman who produced it.
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"Du Loup Gold Company's Hotel. Liniere, Canada East"
While gold rushes are generally associated with the west coast, from the Fraser River valley
to the Klondike, they also occurred in other parts of British North America. In the preConfederation period gold rushes drew adventurers to Nova Scotia, the Northwest (in the
North Saskatchewan River area) and to the Eastern Townships.
This poster advertises the Du Loup Gold Company's hotel in the Liniere region of the
Beauce, 75 miles south of Quebec City, located on the banks of the Riviere du Loup. The
Liniere region generally was part of the Chaudiere Gold District, which was very actively
worked in the 1860s and 1870s. The company's poster advises that the company has leased
2,000 acres of gold-bearing land, and that it will sub-lease parts of this land to prospectors.
Numerous tributaries provide water for sluice-works. The poster also sets out various routes
to get to the Du Loup gold fields, providing evidence of the continuing expansion of the
railway network throughout the Eastern Townships south of the St. Lawrence River and
into the New England states. Judging by the transportation information provided in the
poster, the company hoped to attract miners from the United States.
Prospecting and working gold fields brought profit only to a very few. But there was
money to be made by individuals and companies who knew how to benefit from gold
rushes which brought great numbers of gold-seekers into a region and stoked the local
economy. The Du Loup Gold Company obviously intended to make its fortune by indirect
and less spectacular, but more reliable, means, such as providing hotel services. By subleasing its claim, the company wisely shared the financial risks involved in searching for
gold.
Attractively hand-coloured, this poster is a fine example of promotional literature which
reflects the significance of gold rushes of the period, the dynamism of the Eastern
Townships of Quebec and early American investment in Canada (which would increasingly
displace British capital in the following years).

Du Loup Gold Company.

ca 1870.
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"Tremaine's Map Of The Counties of Lincoln and Welland,
Canada West. Compiled and Drawn from Actual Surveys by
the Publishers Geo. R. & G.M. Tremaine,
St. Lawrence Building, Toronto, 1862"
This map of Lincoln and Welland counties is indicative of a unique cartographic
phenomenon of the mid-nineteenth century which spilled over into the British colonies
from the United States — the county map. American county mapmakers used official
surveys where available in their work; where necessary, they either surveyed or compiled
required topographical information with odometer and compass. Once a map was
complete, showing the survey grid, concession roads and lots, the mapmakers acquired the
names of property owners from tax rolls and inscribed them on the maps. Several
American mapmakers who came to work in the British colonies produced 58 county maps
in all, ranging from Nova Scotia to Canada West. Thirty-two of these maps represented
counties in Canada West. Of these, George C. Tremaine (1805-ca 1875) and his two
nephews, George R. (d. 1901) and Gaius M. Tremaine, produced 15, including the Lincoln
and Welland counties map, which is displayed here.
Drawn to a scale of 1:39,000, the map is large, which allows for great detail. Hence the
map shows not only lots and landowners' names, but also the location of their houses.
Symbols indicate public buildings, such as post offices, churches and schools, as well as
the various mills scattered throughout the two counties. The map shows communications
routes and urban centres such as St. Catharines, Thorold, Fort Erie, Niagara (-on-the-Lake)
and so on; the urban centres are shown in accurate and detailed spatial relationship to the
rest of the map.
The map is graced by a number of vignettes of notable landmarks, public buildings and
homes of the wealthy. The latter paid for the honour of a graphic representation of their
establishment; in fact, such vignettes were advertisements promoting businesses or services.
Professionals and craftsmen who could not afford a vignette paid for a notation of their
services; grouped by town or village, their names were listed in open spaces near the
map's edges. The commercial purpose of this map becomes fully evident when one
realizes that it also noted which lots in the two counties were for sale.
Such county maps, compiled at private expense, could be prepared only for populous
and economically well-developed counties, where the mapmaker could hope to recoup his
costs. The Tremaines and others produced county maps for commercial reasons. However,
in doing so, they left behind maps that have become historical records shedding light on
land ownership, on genealogy, and on agrarian, urban and social history.
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Political Life,
Confederation and the
Northwest
The Province of Canada, the most populous and economically developed region of British
North America fronting on the great expanse of Rupert's Land, was the dominant colonial
player in the political manoeuvring that led to Confederation. Its political system, based on
sectional co-operation between an English Canada West and a predominantly French
Canada East, was unstable; its long border with the United States rendered it strategically
vulnerable; and it stood to lose most if Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory were
lost to American expansion. A modus vivendi between the two sections, worked out
through practice, made colonial government possible — but just possible.
In the search for a new order to secure political stability, economic development, the
continental interior and improved defence against the very real threat of invasion by the
United States and actual incursions by the Fenian Brotherhood, the province's political
leadership gradually turned to the idea of Confederation of the British North American
colonies. Supported by Britain, the idea carried the day. On 1 July 1867 the new Dominion
of Canada came into existence, incomplete but a Confederation nonetheless.
The Dominion government moved to incorporate Rupert's Land and the territory
beyond. Its apparent heavy-handedness provoked a rebellion of the Metis in the Red River
Settlement. Negotiations resulted in the admission into Confederation of a small area of
Rupert's Land, under the name of Manitoba, while the rest of the territory became Crown
land of the Dominion government. Indian treaties, the Dominion survey, and promotion of
settlement through a Homestead Act characterized the Dominion government's activity in
the newly-acquired territory.
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1851 Census
Until Confederation, there was little regularity in census-taking in the colonies. The 1848
Statistical Act of Canada established the principle of decennial censuses, starting in 1851.
Jurisdiction over census and statistics would be accorded to the future federal authority by
the British North America Act, a significant function because House of Commons
representation and provincial subsidies were based on population. From 1871 on, regular
decennial census have been held in Canada.
The results of the census of 1851, displayed here, offer very interesting data about the
Province of Canada. Demographic data reveal population totals by county and population
by origin. Economic data provide information on agricultural production and crop type by
county, on saw and grist mills, and on other types of mills, factories and undertakings, with
note made of capitalization of ventures and extent of labour force. Other significant social
criteria, (religious affiliation, for example), are reflected in the census results. It is a very
important source of historical information on social and economic history in midnineteenth-century Canada.
The 1851 census statistics revealed that Upper Canada was developing at a much more
rapid pace than Lower Canada, and that, for the first time since the Union of 1841, the
population of Upper Canada had surpassed that of Lower Canada. The original Act of
Union had given both sections of the province equal representation in the Legislative
Assembly. Canada West, then with a significantly smaller population than Canada East, had
thus been re-assured that its interests would be protected. However, political and cultural
tension had strained relations between the two sections, and many in Canada West, now
that it was more populous, began to demand representation in the assembly based on
population. From 1853 onwards, George Brown and the Grits would champion the cause
of "representation by population," one of the chief causes of parliamentary paralysis and
breakdown in Canada by 1864.
This census of 1851 not only recorded history; in the use to which it was put by some
contemporaries, it helped to make history. Some in Canada West grew heady with the
census findings and saw in them confirmation of their ungenerous perception of French
Canada East. In their view, Canada West was economically vibrant while Canada East was
stagnant. This, they held, had its root in racial and social factors, proving that Anglo-Saxon
Protestants were superior to corrupted French Papists. In their perception, Canada East was
a dead weight, paralyzing growth and development. Deductions of such a nature, not
surprisingly, only increased sectional tensions between the two Canadas.
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Letter to Joseph Howe on French-English Understanding
This letter was written to Joseph Howe by Francois-Xavier Garneau, the most renowned of
Quebec's historians and writers of the nineteenth century. Born in Quebec City in 1809, he
chose the notarial profession in 1825. Garneau clerked for Archibald Campbell for five
years, where he benefitted from a splendid library. He undertook some travel to the United
States and Britain and France. In the late 1830s he began his three-volume Histoire du
Canada, a sweeping synthesis of French Canadian history. Its leitmotif was the struggle of
French Canadians to survive all adversity and enemies, first the Indians, then the AngloAmericans, and finally the English-Canadian oligarchs. Published in 1845-1848, Garneau's
elegantly-written Histoire excited French-Canadians (although the Catholic Church did not
warm to Garneau's proto-Rougiste sentiment that religion should remain outside the
political realm, a position he later modified). Garneau became the national historian of
Quebec, giving French Canadians a sense of self, achievement and pride.
After attending a function in Quebec City in 1851, at which Joseph Howe spoke in
favour of a railway linking Halifax with Quebec City, Garneau afterwards addressed this
letter to Howe. He expresses his appreciation of Howe's kind words about FrenchCanadians. Reciprocating Howe's kindness (perhaps said tongue-in-cheek), Garneau is
forwarding to Howe a copy of his Histoire, so that Howe might come "to better understand
[Garneau's] compatriots." Noting that Scots, French, Irish and English have been thrown
together in a "vast and beautiful land," Garneau warns that if old hatreds are sustained, "life
will be intolerable in Canada." Regarding Howe's observations elsewhere about the "static"
nature of French-Canadian life, Garneau informs Howe that there are weighty political
reasons to account for this. Garneau closes with approbation of Howe's activity, which
could lead to "colonies permanently united, happy, strong and rich."
The letter reflects significant problems of the time — the lack of understanding between
the French and English elements, and Old-World tensions amongst the newcomers which
they brought with themselves to the New World. The letter points to future confederation;
but only awareness and tolerance, it implies, can lead to a happy future.
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"A New Convention to Consider the Abolition
of Seigneurial Tenure"
This document addresses a significant issue, which troubled the political and economic life
of the Province of Canada — the seigneurial system of land tenure in Canada East.
The seigneurial system had shaped the physical pattern of Quebec's landholding, its
property laws, its social mores and its administrative structure. Rooted in the history of New
France, the seigneurial system included most of the land along both banks of the St.
Lawrence, from Quebec City to Montreal, as well as the Richelieu and Chaudiere valleys.
Habitants held their land as leaseholders, paying established rents to legal holders of the
seigneuries. Modernizers, particularly members of the Institut canadien, led the movement
to terminate the system and secure the habitants/censitaires in full ownership of the lands
they held.
Canada West also had a historical anachronism whose time was past, the clergy reserves.
The clergy reserves had been created by the Constitutional Act of 1791, at a time when
church and state were still tightly welded. It had set aside one-seventh of the public lands
of Upper and Lower Canada for the maintenance of the Protestant clergy. In Canada West,
the reserves were originally intended to fund only the Church of England. Other Protestant
denominations vociferously began to demand their proportional share of income from
these lands, and the volatile debate spilled over into politics. To put an end to the
increasingly anachronistic church-state connection, and to remove from the political scene
an issue that was particularly divisive in a time of proud sectarianism, the movement for
abolition of the reserves gathered force.
In 1859, the McNab-Morin ministry (Sir Alan McNab, leader of the Upper Canada Liberal
Conservatives, and Augustin-Norbert Morin, leader of the remaining Lower Canada
Reformers), in a political trade-off that won support from both sections of the United
Province of Canada, abolished both seigneurial tenure and the clergy reserves. Two
political institutions of the past were successfully removed from the hothouse of Canadian
political life. The document displayed here marks a stage in the complex process of
liquidating the seigneurial system, which for several centuries had shaped the life of one of
Canada's founding peoples.
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"Reciprocity Treaty Between The United States of America and
Her Britannic Majesty"
Traders, merchants and staples producers throughout the British North American colonies
were shocked into a new reality when Britain dismantled mercantilism. Not only had they
lost a secure market for their own goods; they also lost the benefits that had accrued to
them by processing and trans-shipping American goods, which, to avoid duties, could enter
the Imperial market only out of British territory and on British vessels. One response to the
new situation was the annexationist movement of Montreal; but supported by few,
condemned by Britain as "treasonous" and largely ignored in the United States, it fizzled
out. The quandry remained, however — whither now?
Whatever course the colonies would take, most English speaking colonials were still
committed to Britain, to the Imperial connection, to British ways of governance and
traditions, which they counterposed against "levelling Yankee republicanism." Economic
survival, however, dictated closer ties with the large and dynamic market of an expanding
United States; this could replace the guaranteed staples market lost in Britain. The idea was
not new; free trade, or "reciprocity," had been advocated earlier in the colonies. But it took
on a new urgency then, especially as the world slipped into a severe depression in the
early 1850s.
Lord Elgin saw reciprocity as the colonies' salvation, and lobbied the Colonial Office to
press the matter with the Americans. The latter, themselves bountifully supplied with
staples, saw little gain in reciprocity. However, Americans wished access to the coastal
fisheries of the Maritimes; disputes in 1852 raised fears of naval conflict. Navigation of the
St. Lawrence — wholly under British control — was also of interest to the Americans.
Negotiations, handled by Elgin with remarkable finesse, resulted in the Reciprocity Treaty
shown here.
The Treaty established free reciprocal trade in virtually all staple and primary products.
For the right of free American navigation of the St. Lawrence and colonial canals, British
subjects were allowed free navigation of Lake Michigan. In return for American access to
Maritime coastal fisheries, fishermen of the British North American colonies received access
to American coastal fisheries north of the 36th parallel. The Treaty also created a Fisheries
Commission to resolve fisheries disputes.
To what degree the Reciprocity Treaty aided economic recovery is a matter of debate.
There are indications that recovery was on the way before the Treaty; the railway boom,
the Crimean War (1854-1856) and, later, the American Civil War (1861-1864) all stimulated
economic activity and provided markets. However, this Treaty remains a signal event, an
indication of a new direction for the British colonies in the three-cornered relationship
between Britain, her colonies in North America and the United States.
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"Blue Book" of Statistics
All colonies within the British Empire annually provided a wide range of statistical and
analytical reports to the Colonial Office. Responsibility for compiling the requisite data in
the specified format — the "Blue Book" of Statistics — lay with the Provincial Secretary.
The information the Secretary amassed served as the basis for planning and policy-making
in London and within the colony itself.
The 1855 report on trade is a most instructive document concerning colonial trade and
the impact of the Reciprocity Treaty. The Treaty was a commercial success. Both sides
imported and exported similar commodities, to the convenience and advantage of both. An
American, for example, could purchase products from just across the border, rather than
having to transport them from great distance internally within the United States, thus
avoiding the expenses and delay of shipping.
The report's statistics indicate that trade overall with the United States, in comparison to
1851, had more than doubled, from $13,000,000.00 to $31,000,000.00. At the same time,
contrary to fears that free trade meant the end of a market in Britain, colonial exports to
Britain increased by 10 per cent. While there was a temporary falling off of the St.
Lawrence carrying trade, it was more than compensated for by increased carrying on Lake
Michigan: in 1854 Canadian vessels had transported $8,000,000.00 of cargo; in 1855, they
transported $81,000,000.00 of cargo into the American heartland, a ten-fold increase.
Reciprocity also stoked local development. Many small centres along the frontier began
to develop their hinterlands as they drew off staples for the American market. Cobourg, for
example, pushed a railway back from Lake Ontario to Peterborough, to tap the forest
wealth of the backcountry. It became a booming lumber centre, supplying the central
American states; with their forests hewn down, these states were then beginning to
experience their first lumber shortage. Out of its growing port, Cobourg shipped millions of
linear feet of lumber and hundreds of thousands of bushels of wheat across the lake to
markets newly opened by reciprocity.
In the opinion of the secretary who compiled this report, reflecting the opinion then
current, there could be no question about "the wonderful benefit of reciprocal commerce"
which unquestionably functioned "to the mutual accommodation and benefit of the
inhabitants of both sides of the line."
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Annexation of Canada to the United States
William Henry Parker, born ca 1837 in Quebec, inherited lumber interests in both Canada
and the United States from his father. An avid sportsman, a "gentleman" who had made the
Grand Tour of Europe, Parker wrote this erudite and wonderfully synthesized analysis of
the problem then facing the British colonies as they tried to define their relationship with
Britain, with the United States and, ultimately, amongst themselves.
Annexation, Parker argued, was redundant — Canada was already open to American
capital and talents. Annexation would only lead to subordination, to loss of identity as a
people. Canadians (and other colonials as well, it might be added) were still monarchical,
and the link with monarchy could not easily be shaken.
The colonies were an expensive burden to the motherland, Parker observed. Neither
British people nor their statesmen wished to pay for costly colonial wars in defence of the
colonies. Nor did Canada wish to become a second Greece, propped up by foreign
bayonets (the British army). Canada wished to preserve her British identity, not to lose it
through rash annexation. Self-government, representative institutions and independence
would come in due time, as well as separation of the colony from motherland. But until
Canada grew into maturity, it was desirable that she hold to the motherland.
The trade, commerce and friendship of the United States were desirable, Parker argued
— but so was the protection of Britain, until colonial maturity. To avoid the dislocation of a
rapid rupture, to preserve an identity based on British tradition, to mature gradually, and
finally to strike out independently — this is what Parker advocated for Canada's future.
This intriguing document captures all the key elements of the annexationist-loyalist
debate. It is prophetic in large degree; the scenario of future development that Parker
sketched out closely approximates what did happen. And it is still germane to today, as
Canadians continue to debate the retention of British-based Canadian values, and the
nature of their relationship with the United States.
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On English-French Political Co-operation
in the Province of Canada
In this letter, John A. Macdonald offers to Brown Chamberlain his assessment on the
political situation in the United Province of Canada. Chamberlain (1827-1891), a member of
the English elite of Montreal, was a publisher of the Montreal Gazette, the Canadian
Commissioner to the International Exhibition in London in 1862, a member of Parliament
(1867-1870) and, finally, Queen's Printer (1870-1891). Macdonald's letter to him reveals the
political credo of the most significant politician of the era.
Macdonald recommends to Chamberlain that the English of Montreal lay aside their
sentiments of superiority vis-a-vis the French. "You British Lower Canadians never can
forget that you were once supreme — that Jean Baptiste was your hewer of wood and
drawer of water." It is far better to be realistic and to treat the French with equality:
"No man in his senses can suppose that this country can for a Century to come be
governed by a totally Unfrenchified Government. If a Lower Canadian Britisher
desires to conquer, he must 'stoop to conquer.' He must make friends with the
French. Without sacrificing the status of his race or language, he must respect their
nationality. Treat them as a nation and they will act as a free people generally do
— generously."
Contrary to the expectations of English Lower Canadians, Macdonald continues, the French
will not disappear. Immigration from Europe has stopped, while the French are spreading
into the Eastern Townships and into areas like the St. Maurice, newly opened to
colonization. They are filling the factories which are quickly developing in Montreal. The
French will survive, and accommodation with them is imperative.
Rejecting other accusations directed against the French, Macdonald maintains that they
are no more unruly than the English in Montreal — "you Anglo-Saxons are not bad hands
at a riot yourselves." He rejects the charge of French dominance in the civil service lists .of
Lower Canada; in fact, Anglo-Saxons are over-represented. To Macdonald the French are
less dangerous than the "Yankees and Covenanters" (Grits) with their cry of "rep by pop,"
because of the danger this poses to balance and co-operation in trying to manage Canada.
Macdonald's letter speaks of the political reality of the French Canadians within the
United Province of Canada. More significantly, it also advocates acceptance,
accommodation and co-operation between the English and French of Canada. To a very
large degree Macdonald's realpolitik, as set out in this letter, explains why he grew into the
dominant political figure of the watershed Confederation era.
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Seat of Government, Double Shuffle and Political Paralysis
The "seat of government" question disturbed political life throughout the whole Union
Period (1841-1867), when Canada West and Canada East, formerly known as Upper and
Lower Canada, were united into a single administrative entity known as the United
Province of Canada. To the city selected as capital would come the benefits of patronage,
of economic stimulus, and of prestige and power.
Understandably enough, sectional interests precluded concession on this point by either
Upper or Lower Canada. The compromise was a peregrinating capital. First Kingston (18411845), then Montreal (1845-1849) served as capitals; after the burning of Parliament in
Montreal, the capital migrated to Toronto (1849-1853) and Quebec City (1853-1858).
However, the expenses of constant moving, as well as the accompanying dislocation of
government activity, made this arrangement impractical. The debate over the location of
the capital, ongoing throughout this period, came to the fore again in 1857: unable to reach
a decision, the legislative assembly asked Queen Victoria to decide the issue.
This beautifully penned memorandum, from the Alexander Tilloch Gait papers, captures
in detail the acrimony of the capital city debate. But it also reveals how this issue was
linked with other significant events of the time. By the time Queen Victoria rendered her
decision, choosing Ottawa as capital in 1858, political life in the "two Canadas," raucous
and polarized at the best of times, had reached near paralysis. Following the general
elections of December 1857-January 1858, two broad political groupings, each consisting of
two-partner alliances, were almost equally represented in the province's House of
Assembly. Since political parties were still only amorphous agglomerations of individuals
rather than organized and controlled groups, there was no certainty that any ministry could
long maintain support of the House.
When the Assembly rejected Queen Victoria's choice of Ottawa in 1858 and countered
with a resolution that she reconsider and select Montreal as capital, this was construed as
an expression of want of confidence in the Macdonald-Cartier ministry, which then
resigned. The subsequent Brown-Dorion ministry, (George Brown, leader of the Grits of
Canada West, and Antoine-Aime Dorion, leader of Canada East's Rougistes), fell on a
motion of non-confidence several days later. Macdonald and Cartier returned, and through
the infamous ruse which has come to be known as the "double-shuffle," (shuffling
ministers in cabinet to avoid the necessity of their re-election) managed to survive to 1862.
This document records in excruciating detail the constitutional complexities of this political
manoeuvre and of the general volatility of provincial politics at that time.
While many legal and government difficulties continued to beset government in the
Province of Canada, at least the divisive issue of the seat of capital was removed from the
political arena, as construction on parliamentary and governmental buildings commenced
in Ottawa in 1859.
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Grit Motion on New Ministry and New Union
George Brown (1818-1880) emigrated from Scotland to New York, and then moved to
Toronto in 1837. In 1848, he founded the Globe, which became an influential newspaper
calling for political reform. In 1851, on the contentious matter of state-funded sectarian
schools, he championed the separation of Church and State. Partly on this issue, he won a
seat in the provincial Assembly. In 1853 he took up the "rep by pop" cry of the Clear Grits.
On both issues he earned the animosity of Canada East, which feared domination in the
provincial Assembly by Canada West.
This issue also contributed to the disintegration of the Reform party, dominant since the
Baldwin-Lafontaine Reform ministry of 1848. With responsible government attained, the
Reform movement began to split into radical and moderate wings. By 1854, it was a spent
force. While a small core of Reformers survived into the 1860s, Reform moderates
gravitated to Macdonald's Liberal-Conservatives in Upper Canada or to Cartier's Bleus in
Lower Canada, while Reform radicals swung to the Liberal and Clear Grit movements in
Canada West or the Liberal or Rouge movements in Canada East. This significant political
reorientation served as the genesis of the future political parties of the Dominion of
Canada.
George Brown played a significant role in precipitating a new political spectrum,
bringing together radical Reformers and Clear Grits. The latter, influenced by American
popular democracy based on "rep by pop," worked out clear-cut positions which they
defended in an abrasive manner (hence their name). Agrarian radicals, they wished the
annexation of the continental interior to secure unoccupied farmland for future generations.
As provincial politics grew more unmanageable in Canada, Brown, amongst many,
began to search for new directions. The Reform Convention of 1859, held in Toronto, drew
together liberal and radical political forces; here Brown played a crucial role in the
formulation of Grit policy. The future of a United Province of Canada dominated the
proceedings. Stymied in their demand for representation by population, feeling that Canada
East did not support acquisition of Rupert's Land (a larger and stronger Canada West would
not be to its benefit), the Reform Convention resolved that the only way out of political
and sectional paralysis was dissolution of the United Province, followed by federal union of
all British colonies.
This was the foundation of Brown's political credo. It is reflected in this document, an
amendment to a motion that he presented to the Assembly of the Province of Canada in its
I860 session. On the basis of the political program outlined in his I860 motion, Brown
made possible the "Great Coalition" of 1864 in the parliament of the Province of Canada,
which eventually led to the Charlottetown Conference and Confederation.
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"Map of British North America Comprising Upper and Lower
Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, British Columbia, and
the Islands of Prince Edward, Newfoundland and Vancouver.
Prepared under the Supervision of the Educational Department
for the Use of Public Schools of Upper Canada"
W.C Chewett's map is a noteworthy cartographic record of its time, reflecting new and
interesting geographical information, such as height above sea level and area and depth of
each of the five Great Lakes. It shows the uneven sectoral advance of communications in
the British colonies; while the Grand Trunk Railway was pushing through the Eastern
Townships, and Canada West was developing a large rail network, the Maritimes had but
few short lines.
The map very effectively reflects the administrative divisions of the colonies into
counties and townships. One can readily notice the legacy of seigneurial land tenure along
the North Shore and in the Montreal area on both banks of the St. Lawrence. The
irregularity of parishes in these regions is very noticeable in relation to the geometric
townships laid out in the British era. New districts under survey and colonization, such as
Pontiac and Chicoutimi in Lower Canada, and Nipissing and Algoma in Upper Canada, are
demarcated; thus, the map shows the advance of colonization into frontier areas.
The insets mirror the great issues of the era — communications and settlement. The
inset of the Northwest demarcates the Thunder Bay-Winnipeg-British Columbia overland
route, the proposed railway line through British territory, and points of settlement in British
Columbia and Vancouver Island. The British Colonies-United States-Europe inset shows the
colonies in relation to Europe, tracing out the trans-Atlantic routes with mileages and
distances, as well as the Trans-Atlantic Cable (with several unsuccessful attempts made, but
the cable not yet laid). The Newfoundland inset notes the Cormack Track, the main eastwest road across Newfoundland, as well as the land portion of the Submarine Telegraph
Cable, between St. John's and Cape Ray, along the South Shore.
Communications, settlement, Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory, as well as
the West Coast, are the central concerns of this map. They reveal the objectives — and the
biases — of Canada West, of its concern for breaking out past the Lakehead. One senses in
this large map, published by the Educational Department of Upper Canada, the province's
self-confidence and belief in its central role in the future.
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"Convention at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, of
Delegates from the Legislatures of Canada, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, To Take into
Consideration the Union of the British North American
Colonies, — September 1, 1864"
The Charlottetown Conference was originally planned by the legislatures of New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island to discuss a proposed Maritime Union.
The idea was not new, and it had surfaced now and then, especially in difficult times. Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, still piqued at Canada's reneging on a commitment in 1863 to
co-operate in the building of an intercolonial railway, were interested in discussing union
as a way to achieve this. "Greater Nova Scotians" dreamed of restoring eighteenth-century
Nova Scotia, which had included New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. High officials
in the Maritimes, such as Sir Arthur Hamilton Gordon, Lieutenant-Governor of New
Brunswick, encouraged local union.
Maritime union was only one of several possibilities. The concept of a union of Canada
and the Maritime colonies also had a long pedigree. In fact, in 1858, the Governor-in-Chief
of Canada, Sir Edmund Walker Head, had written the Colonial Office requesting
authorization to pursue this objective. His successor, Lord Monck, and the Colonial Office,
became active promoters of the idea. They saw, in a larger union, a way out of the ongoing
political crisis in the Province of Canada. Union was consonant with the British Crown's
desire to extricate itself from the burden of managing the British colonies in North America,
and providing for their defence. And for purposes of defence, union was imperative against
a United States angered at perceived British support of the Confederate states, then on the
verge of defeat in the American Civil War.
One can see the hand of the Crown at work in arranging the Charlottetown Conference.
One week after the Great Coalition was formed in Canada on 22 June 1864, with union of
all British colonies its stated objective, Monck wrote to the Lieutenant-Governors of the
Maritime provinces to secure invitations to the conference at Charlottetown for delegates
from Canada, and to broaden the conference agenda to include consideration of union of
all British North American colonies. Only when this request came did the Maritime
provinces themselves fix a date for a conference, till then only loosely considered.
This photograph of the delegates by George P. Roberts was taken on the first day of the
conference. Little is known of Roberts, except that he had a photographic studio in Saint
John from the early 1860s until the 1880s, and for a while during the 1870s in Halifax. The
size of the photograph and its quality, indicating substantial investment in money and time,
suggest that Roberts expected the image of the Conference delegates to sell well.
To the delegates, needs of defence, railway-building and economic development
suggested union; beautiful autumn weather as the delegates cruised on the steamer Queen
Victoria put them in a pleasant frame of mind; and visions of unlimited potential in a
glorious new union began to dance in delegates' heads. Idealism and bonhommie
characterized the conference, where the poetry of union was sung, put to words and
adopted in principle. To discuss the mechanics of union, the delegates agreed to meet later
in the year in Quebec City.
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"International Convention at Quebec of Delegates of the
Legislatures of Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince
Edward Island and Newfoundland — 27 October 1864"
This photograph was taken by Jules-Isa'f Benoit de Livernois (1830-1865). After trying
several business ventures, which included journeying to San Francisco by way of Cape
Horn and back, he settled in Quebec City, opening a books and sewing-machine business.
Venturing into photography, he was assured of success when he became official Church
photographer, which brought him a large clientele. He also began to photograph maps,
plans, drawings and paintings of Quebec's past, and to market these images; he in fact
became the Garneau of Quebec photography. His reputation earned him the commission
to photograph the Quebec Conference; his business acumen led him to realize what a
financially rewarding opportunity this might prove to be through the sale of many copies of
the photograph.
The Charlottetown Conference had approved union in principle; the Quebec Conference
(10-27 October 1864) hammered out the mechanics of that union. The Canadian delegation,
hosting the Conference, dominated the proceedings. While Canada's premier, EtiennePaschal Tache, chaired the sessions, its cabinet, dominated by John A. Macdonald,
controlled the agenda and re-wrote resolutions until acceptable to all present.
Some matters, such as the distribution of powers in a federal structure, were relatively
easily resolved. Other issues proved more difficult. In the financial realm, colonies feared
losing control of customs duties, their largest source of income. Maritime provinces were
uneasy about representation by population; with small populations they would lose selfgoverning status for a small role in a large confederation. To assuage their fears, they were
promised a one-third bloc in the second house, the Senate. The schools and language
questions worried Quebec and Roman Catholics outside Lower Canada, as well as
Protestants in Quebec, who feared that once the new political order came, and educational
and cultural matters passed to provincial authority, religious and linguistic intolerance
directed at minorities might worsen in each of the separate provinces.
Managed forcefully by the Canadians, the Conference produced the "Seventy-Two
Resolutions" that were to be debated in all provincial legislatures. Acceptance of the
resolutions was neither swift nor easy in any legislature but that of Canada.
Newfoundland's deputies rejected them outright. Only heavy pressure from the Crown
ensured acceptance of the resolutions in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Prince Edward
Island held out until 1873, and Newfoundland until 1949, when it joined on different terms.
It was perhaps understandable that the people of the Maritimes opposed union. With a
radically different historical development, they had little in common with centrally-located
Canada. Their economic, religious, social and cultural ties were with New England. Their
connection with Britain was stronger than with the continental heartland. Except for the
Roman Catholic Irish in Maritime cities, they were distinctly English in culture, with their
loyalty to the Crown re-stoked by the coming of the United Empire Loyalists: above all
things, they were British subjects first. There was a sense of superiority in the Maritimes;
they had achieved responsible government first, and their societies were quite free of
serious discord, unlike the political maelstrom of Canada. Since their sense of
independence had precluded even local union, not surprisingly union with distant Canada
was far less desirable.
The "Fathers of Confederation," though inspired by a noble vision, found themselves, in
the case of Canada, leading their warring children out of too-close-a-union, and in the case
of the Maritimes, leading unwilling children into a forced union.
Jules-Isai Benoit de Livernois.
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"Bienfaits de la Confederation" in Le Perroquet,
edition of 4 February 1865
Newspapers of the Confederation period were an influential opinion-making medium.
Political vehicles in a demonstrably political age, when people lived their politics with zest,
and when politics intruded into many areas of life, newspapers were expected to be
partisan, vocal and often extremist in advocating the positions of political groupings and
movements.
Political caricature, sometimes cruel and often exaggerated, was a given of the era, both
accepted and expected. Charles-Henri Moreau was a master of caricature. He edited Le
Perroquet which published from 7 January 1865 to 12 August 1865. The newspaper had for
its masthead the slogan "Let us laugh for fear of being forced to cry," an appropriate slogan
for an accomplished satirist. A satirical, literary newspaper, it was graced with his finelydrawn, powerful, effective and biting caricatures.
In this caricature, as Confederation was debated in the Parliament of Canada, Moreau
expressed his reservations about future union. In the image, a father-and-husband, seduced
by the new order, has left his wife and children to fend for themselves in the snow and
winds of winter. He himself has taken up with a new woman, with the English name of
Kate, and loafs back on a divan, enjoying a cigar and wine. In a direct sense, Moreau may
be expressing his fear of what Confederation might entail for French culture, based on the
family unit and Catholicism. That divorce becomes possible with Confederation damns
Confederation as a heinous option. In an indirect sense, Moreau may be commenting on
the immorality of vendus, those who, for personal gain, desert family and French culture,
as expressed in the broken cameo symbolizing love. The vendu in this case might be
George-Etienne Carrier.
To many people in Quebec, despite the obvious difficulties of forced co-habitation with
English Canada West, Confederation as then proposed was undesirable. This was especially
the case with Antoine-Aime Dorion, the Rougiste who in his L 'Avenir wrote, "this is not the
confederation we proposed but simply a legislative union disguised under the name of
confederation." He feared that the strong powers accorded to the central government, and
the increased number of English-speaking provinces ranged against Quebec, would destroy
Quebec's French culture.
Moreau's caricature likely did not represent mainline French-Canadian thinking on
Confederation. While the French of Quebec did not greet 1867 with resounding joy, there
was a general, cautious acceptance of Confederation, urged on by a Catholic Church and
moderate politicians satisfied that the new order left the province control of its culture and
destiny.
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Resolution Regarding Schools and Language of Instruction
At the London Conference (December 1866-February 1867) delegates from the legislatures
of the colonies of Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia met with British officials to
finalize the statutes that would unite these colonies. The basis of discussion were the
"Seventy-Two Resolutions" adopted at the Quebec Conference. To overcome reservations
that certain delegates felt on various points, a number of minor clarifications and alterations
were adopted.
For example, the Maritime delegates' fear of being swamped in a future legislature after
union manifested itself again. The Conference resolved that regional interests would be
protected in the upper house, the Senate, which would have 72 seats. Of these, the
Maritimes would receive 24 seats (one-third), divided between Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. Were Prince Edward Island to change its mind and enter the union, Senate seats
would be allocated to it out of this Maritime bloc. The number of seats would not change;
hence, the influence of the significantly less populous Maritime region would neither
increase nor diminish.
The thorny matter of education, at that time closely linked with religion, surfaced again.
The Catholics of Canada West and in the Maritime provinces (where they were a minority)
wished guaranteed protection for their separate schools. The Catholic bishops of Canada
East, as well as the Catholic clergy of Rupert's Land, were concerned about the future of
separate schools in those regions. Protestants in Canada East obviously wanted guarantees
that they be free to run their separate school system. This critical issue was long debated;
the document dislayed here is the result of this debate. In Sir John A. Macdonald's own
handwriting, this resolution reciprocally guarantees separate school structures in Canada
East and Canada West. Insofar as other provinces are concerned, it makes the "general" (i.e.
central) government the final arbiter of the fate of separate or dissenting schools. In the
bottom left corner the colonies represented at the Conference are named, with a "yes"
annotated to each, signifying their acceptance of the resolution.
Once the discussions were completed, and the "Seventy-Two Resolutions" redrafted to
incorporate changes, Macdonald submitted them to the Colonial Secretary, Lord Carnarvon;
he, in turn, transmitted them to the British Parliament for consideration.
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"Proclamation of Confederation"
Once the London Conference had done its work of amending and recasting the "SeventyTwo Resolutions" into legislation, they were submitted to the British Parliament as a basis
for legislation on North American union. The best efforts of Joseph Howe's Repealers could
not dissuade the British Parliament from passage of the legislation.
The legislation passed through the British Houses with very little debate. In fact, fewer
than sixteen lords were in their seats for third and final reading of the bill. On 29 March
1867, Queen Victoria gave royal assent to the British North America Act (known since 1982
as the Constitution Act, 1867), creating the new Dominion of Canada. The Dominion
consisted of four provinces — Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario, the latter
two separated out of the former United Province of Canada.
The document displayed is Queen Victoria's proclamation declaring the unification of
the four provinces into one Dominion of Canada. Dated 22 May 1867, the proclamation
fixes 1 July 1867 as the date on which the Dominion of Canada would come into legal
existence. The delegates to the Conference had intended to designate the new state the
"Kingdom of Canada." Fearing that the monarchism implicit in this designation might irk
American sensibilities, the British government insisted on a different title. At the suggestion
of Sir Leonard Tilley, Premier of New Brunswick, the delegates agreed upon "Dominion," a
concept drawn from the Seventy-Second Psalm.
This proclamation also names the individuals summoned from each province to the
Senate of Canada. Given the difficult birth of Confederation, and the regions' fears that their
interests would be ignored, it obviously was imperative to have the regional representatives
in place as quickly as possible to allay apprehensions about the new union.
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BY THE QUEEN.

A PROCLAMATION
For Uniting the Provinces of Ganada, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick
into One Dominion under the Name of CANADA.
VICTORIA R.
XR xm~TIIERLA.S In 1111 Ael of Parliament passed on the Twenty-ninth H a s of Xlareh One
XV xy
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" An Ael for t h e Tnion of Canada. \ o x a Scotia, and \ e w Brunswick, and The
" Government thei-eof, and fox- Purposes eonneeted therewith." after divers Reeitals. it is enacted.
Thai " il shall l»e lawful for the Queen, by ami ivith the Axlxia-e of H e r Majesty's most Honorable
" Prixy Council, to dechxre by Proclamation that on and alter a lAay therein ap]xointed. not being
" more than Six Months after the passing' of this l e t , the Provinces of Canada. Xiiui Scotia, ami
" iVexx' Rrunswiek shall form and he One Dominion under the \ a i n e of Canada, and on and alter
" that D a y those T h r e e IVoxinces shall form and he One D o m i n i o n under Mint Name accordingly :"
Ami it is thereby further e u a e l e d . that " saeh Persons shall he first summoned to (he S e n a t e as
" the Queen, hy XX arrant under H e r Majesty's Royal Sign Xlaoual. thinks lit to approve, and
*' their Names shall he inserted in the Queen's Proclamation of I nion:" XX e therefoi'e. hy and
with the Adxiee of Our Priiy Council, have thought fit to issue this Our Royal Proelmnalioii.
mid XX'e do Ordain. Deehire. mid Coilllliand, that on and alter the I'irsl Stay of duty One
thousand eight hundred ami sixty-seven fixe Provinces of Canada, \ o x a Scotia, and Aew B r u n s w i c k
slxall form and IK' One Dominion under the \ a m e of Canada. Ami XX e do further Ordain and
Declare, tlxat I he P e r s o n s whose \ n m e s ore herein inserted and set forth are the Persons of xrhom
W e h a t e , by XX'arraat under Our Royal S i g n Xlannal. thought fit lo approxe as the P e r s o n s xxho
shall he first summoned to the .Senate of Canada.
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"Two Dates. 1760 and 1867"
Sir Adolphe-Basile Routhier (1839-1920), born in Lower Canada, studied law at Laval
University. Named a judge in 1873, he completed his legal career as Chief Justice of
Quebec. A prolific and versatile administrator, orator and writer, he authored the French
lyrics to O Canada! in 1873. He was both general president of the Saint Jean Baptiste
Society and a charter member of the Royal Society of Canada.
Routhier personally inscribed the poem displayed here into an album belonging to Marie
Reine Josephte Gauvreau, who had married Narcisse Fortunat Belleau (1808-1894), a
former premier of Canada (1865-1867) and the first Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec
following Confederation (1867-1873).
Routhier's poem adheres closely to the teaching of the historian-theologian Father Henri
Casgrain who, in the 1860s, defined the literary values that would dominate French
thinking in Quebec for a century. Literature should, according to Casgrain, reflect faithfully
the life of a Catholic, religious and moral people, and honour New France of pre-1760 and
the reduced homeland of Quebec following Confederation.
Routhier's poem is almost a formulaic reflection of these values. The conquest of 1760
was a time of lament after Montcalm, the immortal hero, was buried in the colours of
France — everything but honour had been lost at conquest. Chevaliers and priests, rather
than submit to an occupier, returned to France. Abandoned by its natural leaders, would
the superb race of New France die out? No, Routhier declaims, because God, who cares for
the smallest blade of grass, let a ray shine from his heart upon the French of Canada.
The year 1867, Routhier continues, puts an end to gloom. Out of the tomb of conquest
rises a new people, born on the banks of a great river. A people which has long suffered
occupation, the French Canadians have survived all obstacles, matured and await their
glorious day. That day comes in 1867 when, within the walls of Quebec City, there
assembles a French Patiement, headed by a governor risen from the common people, who
had betrayed neither faith nor honour. After more than a century, he has taken his place;
and Routhier exhorts Quebec — "Oh, daughter of France! Oh, my sweet homeland" — to
be proud of her child, her own governor.
In writing this poem Routhier exalted Belleau (could one expect anything else, given
that he penned it in Madame Belleau's album?). But more importantly, he honoured the
office, the symbol of public authority returned to the French of Quebec. His attitudes and
perceptions of Quebec's history mirror the general line of the Quebec clergy and explain
why the clergy successfully convinced most Quebecers to support Confederation.
Confederation, in the context of Routhier's understanding, was a loosening of bonds that
had choked French Quebec in its forced union with Ontario, and a decentralization of
power. With its own parliament and its own governor, in the sphere of authority allocated
to the province, the French "race" was assured its survival.
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Canadians Forever. A National Song
Born in England in 1817, William Kirby emigrated with his family to the United States in
1832, and in 1839 moved to Niagara. He married into a United Empire Loyalist family. By
profession a literary man, he edited the Niagara Mail and Empire, which often supported
Sir John Alexander Macdonald, whom Kirby admired and came to know personally. He
wrote in 1877 what would become a classic English Canadian novel, The Golden Dog. The
novel exalts British, more specifically United Empire Loyalist, virtues. In fact, for Kirby, the
corruption of New France was overcome only with the arrival of the English, and with the
incorporation of Quebec into a state peopled by Englishmen who were given to loyalty,
probity and progress.
Loyalty to Britain and the exaltation of Empire suffuse this "song" written in honour of
Confederation. In the first stanza there is one mention of France ("Of France and England's
martial race"). Beyond that, the "song" is a glorification of Britain, of "loyal fathers," of
"British hearts that never fail," of "the glorious Union Jack" and "Victoria's regal throne."
There is also a sense of new growth and perhaps future expansion, as Kirby writes of a
Dominion from Cape Race in Newfoundland extending westward "along a hundred bright
meridians," "from sun to sun." The Dominion is populated by people of sterling character,
freemen of the best British model. Axes ring in towering forests and rifles find their mark.
Boatmen sing in cadence as they run rough water, and "loyal yeomen speed the plough"
and enjoy the bountiful yield of field and vine, then "rest beneath the maple bough." In a
new land, almost-heroic pioneers, sure of themselves and able and hard-working, are
busily creating an England anew in British North America. Bucolic and pure, inhabited by
loyal yeomen, this utopic "new" England seems straight out of Sir Walter Scott's novels.
Reflecting the attitude of English society in Ontario, Kirby's "song" vibrates with
optimism about the future of the newly-created Dominion of Canada.
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(Jape-Race with lofty beacon lights
"'Oar ocean-gates by tempests blows
And half s world of days and nights,
And lakes and lands is all our own.
From sun to son
Our waters run,
Niagara midway thundering down.
Canadians forever 1
iNo foe shall dissever
Our gloiions DominionGod bless it forever.

Give thanks to God To r all the gracv
Bestowed by His Almighty hand ;
Of France and England's martial race,
He planted us with firm command
To do and dare,
And guard wi'u cire,
This Canada, our native land.
Canadians forever 1
No foe shall dissever
Our glorious dominion—
God bless it forever.

Onr axes in the forests ring,
Our rifles mark the hunters' track
Onr boatmen blythe in cadence sing
Upon the rapids' foaming back.
'Tis freedom gives
The joy that lives
Beneath the glorious Union Jack 1
Canadians forever.'
No foe shall dissever
Our glorious Dominion—
God bless it forever.

It is the land we love the best,
The land our loyal fathers gave j
In battle fires it stood the test,
And valiant heroes died to save—
Io summer's glow,
In winter's snow,
A people steadfast, true aud brave.
Canadians forever I
No foe shall dissever
Our glorious Dominion—
God bless it forever.

By spreading oaks and towering pines
Our loyal yeomen speed the plough,
And reap their fields and dress their vines
And jovial fill the barley-mow.
With sturdy toil
They till the soil,
And rest beneath the maple bough.
Canadians forever 1
No foe shall dissever
Oar glorious Dominion—
God bless it forever.

A land of peace for fiiends we love,
A land of war if foes assail •
"We place our trust in God above
And British hearts that uever fail.
In feast or light J
And cause ot rigpt,
Our word and deed shall aye prevail
Cahadians forever I
No foe shall dissever
Our glorious Lominion
God bleBS it forever.

Then deck^Vdefei&is r'egal throne
With May floners and the maple tree;
And one for all and all for one,
The watchword of her Empire be,
And heart and hand
United stand,
Confederate end great, and free,
Canadians forever !
No foe shall dissever
Onr glorious DominionGod bless it forever-

From Newfoundland at break of day
The cheer is Westward passed along,
A hundred blight meridians play
like harpSstriogs to the nation's song.
From sea to sea
United be,
One great Dominion just and strong.
Canadians forever!
No fos shall dissever
Our glorious dominion— *
God bless it forever.

W.

KIMST.

Niagara, Ontario, Sep. 24,1867.
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Report of the Repeal Delegation
After the initial bonhommie of Charlottetown and the much stiffer horse-trading of Quebec
City, the Maritime provinces began to view Confederation with some doubt. They sensed
that they might exchange full self-government for a limited role in a central government.
Maritime politics were particularistic, shaped by specific local needs, which would not
necessarily receive much sympathy in a federal capital. Additionally, responsible
government had come first to Nova Scotia, and Nova Scotians had managed quite well; this
gave them, and Maritimers generally, a sense of achievement and pride. Finally, even
though Maritimers had experienced some bitter political feuding, over sectarian schools for
example, their political life was far less acrimonious than that of the Province of Canada —
and they feared being drawn into a political vortex over issues having little to do with
them. To many Maritimers, union with Canada presaged political insignificance.
Moreover, culturally and economically, the Maritime provinces had more significant links
with the American states of New England. Their trade lay along the coastal axis, and family
ties bound people living on different sides of the Canada-United States boundary. Perhaps
most significantly, the Maritimes were still emotionally and culturally oriented toward
Britain and looked outward toward the sea lanes of the great North Atlantic trading triangle,
rather than inland towards the continental interior. The further distant from the centre, the
greater the opposition to the idea of Confederation — hence Newfoundland and Prince
Edward Island rejected Confederation, and Nova Scotia, under Joseph Howe's leadership,
fought a belated struggle against entry into Canada.
Perhaps Howe's ego, bruised by the fact that he had had no role in Confederation,
disposed him to oppose union. But there was more to it than this. Howe dreamed of an
Imperial Parliament with direct representation from the colonies, and made telling points
with his scathing attacks on the back-room politics and political machinations of the
"Canadians" in league with Imperial authorities who had foisted Confederation upon Nova
Scotia.
The first federal election in 1867 was held jointly with provincial elections. In Nova
Scotia only one pro-Confederation candidate (out of 19 members) was elected to the
Dominion Parliament, and 36 of 38 seats in the provincial election went to opponents of
Confederation. Basing themselves on the voice of their electorate, Howe and other
opponents of union fought a spirited battle for repeal of Confederation, and Nova Scotia's
withdrawal from Canada.
Since the British North America Act was promulgated from London, Howe and three
other "repealers" took their struggle to Britain. In 1868, in the nature of a situation report,
they prepared this document detailing their struggle for repeal and withdrawl. The pages
displayed present some of their arguments against Confederation. British authorities,
however, had resolved on colonial union in British North America as the way of future
development, and the repeal argument fell on deaf ears in London.
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Letter on Public Health, Cholera and Confederation
Cholera was a frightening scourge that rocked the colonies in periodic epidemics (1832,
1849, 1851, 1852 and 1854). An acutely infectious disease of the intestines, often caused by
contaminated water, it came with the immigrants who crossed the Atlantic under frightful
conditions, which were only moderately improved by legislative intervention of the British
Crown in 1855. The epidemics killed at least 20,000 people in the British colonies in North
America.
They also caused great anxiety and fear; no one knew how the lethal cholera spread, or
how to stop it. This anxiety had disposed the Province of Lower-Canada, in 1833, to open
the Grosse lie Quarantine Station, on an island slightly downstream from Quebec City. All
vessels put in at the station for medical inspection and clearance; and although a dedicated
medical staff did its best to ease immigrant suffering on the island, thousands, particularly
the Irish, died there. In large part the threat of cholera and its obvious connection with
immigrants lay behind the restrictive immigration measures that the colony imposed in
1850.
Individual towns affected by large immigration also responded to the threat of epidemic.
Saint John, for example, whose dockyards attracted many Irish, passed new ordinances
concerning cleanliness and urban hygiene. The city was inspected for filthy sites, which
were cleaned up; the keeping of farm animals (it was common to keep pigs in towns then)
was disallowed; house-to-house searches detected persons who were ill, and doctors
commenced their treatment. The epidemics, along with the quickening urban growth which
was producing the first working-class slum areas, aroused public officials to an awareness
of the need for public hygiene. From this time onward municipal sanitation became a
public concern as city and town administrations moved to require toilet facilities in urban
dwellings, to prohibit the dumping of household wastes, as well as slaughterhouse remains,
indiscriminately into streets, yards and elsewhere.
Saint John may very well have been a leader in this regard because of people like Dr.
William Stenning Harding, who wrote this letter both about cholera in the 1850s, and about
public health within the new political context of Confederation. Dr. Harding (1814-1902),
son of the first mayor of Saint John and a graduate of the University of Edinburgh's medical
school, worked as a quarantine officer, performing "heroic service" against cholera and
diphtheria. He was pleased that, with the coming of Confederation, the effective system of
quarantine, as devised by the former Province of Lower-Canada, could be systematically
expanded throughout the whole Dominion.
The letter evidences a touch of self-interest, as Harding promoted himself for a new
federal position as a quarantine officer. Interestingly he points out that the true danger of
cholera is its contagious aspect, hence the wildfire nature of the epidemics. In fact, in 1856
a medical conference of Saint John doctors had concluded that cholera was a contagious
disease, a fact denied by all governmental authorities until the International Cholera
Conference came to that finding in 1866.
Harding's letter reveals much about the level of public health at the time, the medical
profession and the struggle against a fearsome death that killed, quickly and
indiscriminately, thousands of people in the colonies and immigrants on their way to new
hopes and homes.
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Great Seal Deputed of Canada
The new state required new symbols, as a formal outward expression of its existence, as a
representation of its traditional and legal authority devolved from the British Crown, and
for general purposes of government. The Great Seal is one such symbol.
This intricately-incised casting was produced in England by members of the Wyon
family, which had earned a distinguished reputation for its skilled medal-making. Until the
Great Seal's delivery to Canada, the Dominion government employed a temporary great
seal featuring the Royal Arms of England. Upon receipt of the permanent seal, this
temporary seal was to have been defaced and returned to London; it survives, and is held
by the Archives nationales du Quebec.
The intaglio (female) matrix of the first permanent Great Seal of Canada, shown here, is
one-sided. It depicts Queen Victoria seated beneath a triple Gothic canopy, holding a
sceptre with cross in her right hand, and in her left hand an orb with cross. Under each of
the side canopies are two shields each, bearing the arms of the four provinces originally
united at Confederation. These provincial arms were granted in 1868. The Royal Arms of
the Realm appear at the foot of the monarch. The seal bears the date of Confederation, and
a scroll above the canopy bears the motto Dieu et Mon Droit. The inscriptions, translated
from Latin, read "Victoria, by the Grace of God Queen of Great Britain, Defender of the
Faith," and "Seal of Canada."
Originally, the seal was to be a much simpler design. A royal warrant of 1868 had
intended that the seal consist of the provincial arms of the four founding provinces. Some
of the Fathers of Confederation wished the seal to reflect more aptly the nature of the
government and society which they were designing — a country with a strong central
government closely linked with Imperial Britain. Hence the imposing throne and canopy,
and the symbols of power — sceptre and orb — wielded by the overseas monarch. At the
same time, however, the provincial arms surrounding the central symbol of power continue
to remind one that the Dominion is a federation of provinces as well.
This first Great Seal was made of silver. It proved too soft a metal to easily impart its
impression to documents requiring an imprimatur. Hence, subsequent seals, prepared with
the accession of each new monarch, were made of fine steel.
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Canadian Confederation Medal
Sir John A. Macdonald, while in Britain in 1867, made arrangements for the creation of a
special commemorative medal to mark the advent of Confederation. On the advice of Lord
Monck, the Governor-General, Macdonald turned to the firm of J.S. and A.B. Wyon, Chief
Engravers of the Royal Seals, who also engraved the Great Seal Deputed of Canada. Both
Macdonald and the Queen approved the obverse and reverse designs of this medal, once
they felt that they were "in keeping with the historic dignity of the occasion."
The medal, three inches in diameter, bears a portrait of Queen Victoria on the obverse
side, surmounted by the motto, "Victoria, by the Grace of God Queen of Great Britain,
Defender of the Faith." The Queen, as a sign of great favour, sat for this likeness. The
reverse side shows an allegorical group of female figures. The leading figure, Britannia,
with trident in right hand and her left hand resting on a lion, presents the Charter of
Confederation to the four sister provinces joining together into the Dominion of Canada.
The four sisters each hold an implement of livelihood, symbolizing the chief source of their
respective province's wealth and economic activity. Ontario holds a sickle and sheaf of
corn, Quebec a canoe paddle, Nova Scotia a miner's spade (for the Cape Breton coal
fields) and New Brunswick a lumberman's axe. Encircling the whole scene is the motto,
"Canada Reorganized 1867, Youth and Ancestral Vigour."
The only Confederation medal cast in gold was presented to the Queen. Fifty medals
were struck in silver for distribution amongst the Fathers of Confederation and high
dignitaries. Finally, 500 medals were made of bronze for presentation to members of the
House of Commons and the Senate, delegates to the Charlottetown and Quebec
Conferences not present at the London Conference (whose attendees received silver
issues), members of colonial parliaments before Confederation, and to approximately 100
institutions in Canada.
Over the next several decades, some remaining medals were granted to individuals in
the nature of recognition for distinguished service to Canada. As well, a variant of this
medal, with the addition of an extra border and a loop so that the medal could be worn,
was granted to Indian chiefs ceding land to the Dominion in the numbered Western
Treaties. The medal thus symbolically admitted Indian chiefs and their tribes into
Confederation, and sealed the cession of Indian lands into the Dominion land reserve.
Held by some experts to be among the finest examples of the art of medal-making, the
Confederation medal, much like the Great Seal, symbolized a historic moment for the
former colonies of British North America as they joined their fortunes into a common
future.
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"Parliament Buildings, Ottawa. Centre Block. GRI-3"
The construction of the original Parliament Buildings commenced in late 1859, following
Queen Victoria's designation of Ottawa as the new capital of the United Province of
Canada. At that time, Ottawa was a dynamic lumber town, with a large trade in squared
timber. In the 1850s the hydro-power of the Chaudiere and Rideau Falls began to drive
milling operations of global significance. Through the Grand Trunk Railway, Ottawa was
linked into the American markets. Economic dynamism alone was insufficient to secure
Ottawa's selection as the capital — its strategic location was more decisive. Located away
from the American frontier, it was safer than other centres from attack. Additionally, it was
a compromise choice, on the border between the two sections of a quarrelling United
Province of Canada.
The architects Thomas Fuller and Chilion Jones won the design competition for the
Parliament Building. The government's choice of Fuller and Jones' Gothic Revival style
building was not surprising, as the British Houses of Parliament, completed only seven
years earlier, had been built in Gothic Revival. The drawing displayed here is Plan No. 10 of
the contract dated 18 April 1863, a detailed side cross-section from tower to library. It is a
design re-worked from the original, and signed by Thomas Fuller and Charles Baillairge
who, in 1863, replaced Jones as one of the supervising architects.
The Gothic Revival Centre Block pictured here reflects many of the stock elements of
that style as characterized in the pointed arches, lancet windows with tracery, turrets,
exposed and prominent buttresses and variegated stonework. The library resembles a
chapter house attached through a cloistered walkway to a Gothic cathedral. While inspired
by the British Houses, the Parliament Buildings were not a copy since, by 1859,
architectural tastes had changed to allow a freer interpretation and assemblage of Gothic
motifs and features.
This cross-section of the original building does not deal with structural engineering;
hence, we cannot see such engineering novelty as interior iron framing, among the first
such uses in North America. The drawing, however, does offer very interesting comment
on interior finish work. It bears such notations as "panels of ground glass," "concrete and
cement floor" and "iron door." It is these iron doors to the library, and the wrought iron
dome added later, which saved this structure from the disastrous fire of 1916, in which the
original Centre Block burned. Lighting was an important consideration in this pre-electric
era, hence the "panels of ground glass," especially in the clerestory windows of the roof.
Because ground glass was opaque it provided privacy, while at the same time it allowed
natural light to illuminate the interior.
Completed in 1866, the building housed the last session of the Parliament of the United
Province of Canada.
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"Parliament Buildings. Main Front. View from Sparks Street"
and also
"Centre Block"
and also
"Parliament Buildings, Ottawa..."
Samuel McLaughlin (1826-1914) came to Canada from Ireland. He took up photography in
the 1850s. During 1858-1860 he published Canada's first photographic album, The
Photographic Portfolio, consisting of views in and around Quebec City. Because of his
proven photographic ability, especially in images of buildings, he became official
Government photographer in September 1861. In that month, construction of the
Parliament Buildings halted when money ran out; in fact, substantial corruption
characterized much government activity at this time, including the building of Parliament.
In the ensuing embarrassment and confusion, it seemed wise to John A. Macdonald's
government to document construction of the buildings, and to assemble visual evidence to
disarm an enraged opposition and angry electorate. An ongoing visual record would be
vital to exoneration in any future investigation. Hence McLaughlin was hired by the
Department of Public Works.
In the photograph "Main Front..." we see the main facade of the Centre Block, and to
the right a portion of the East Block (the East and West Blocks were designed by Stent &
Laver). The central tower is temporarily capped. Derrick-like structures on the left side of
the roof drew up materials, such as the wooden beams to truss the corner towers and the
wooden planking to sheath the trusses. Before the Parliament Buildings stand temporary
wooden sheds to house material. To the bottom right of the main building is a winching
boom, with piles of lumber neatly stacked beside it. In mid-ground is a permanent wooden
dwelling, with vines weaving up along door-frame and verandah post, and a child's swing
in the yard. In the foreground, where there seems to be a precipitous trench, is Wellington
Street, between two rows of fences; the peculiar effect is due to foreshortening by the
camera lens.
The Notman studio image reflects the wonderful detail of the Gothic Revival
architectural style, evident in the intricate masonry of windows and walls and in the
wrought iron decorative roof work. The rough lawn and the temporary wooden stairs
leading to the Centre Block indicate that work on the site is still in progress.
Alexander Henderson's "Parliament Buildings..." is a splendid view of Barrack's Hill from
the river side, atop which sit the new structures (the Library has not yet been started). To
the left the Rideau Canal joins with the Ottawa River. There is a rich symbolism in this
photograph, with river, canal and Parliament Buildings — the past and future of Ottawa —
knotted together in one image. The photograph details how the Parliament Buildings
received their lumber supply. Massive rafts of squared timber, each with its own temporary
housing, lie beached near a sawmill that processed them. Some distance from the mill,
draught horses labour up a winding road, drawing sawn planks to the builders on the Hill.
These photographs record a significant achievement, the construction by native
engineers of a wonderful public building complex built in a grand style, symbolizing the
birth of a new political entity and its youthful aspirations for the future.
Samuel McLaughlin.
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Power of Central Government
The British North America Act of 1867 created a federation, dividing powers between the
central government in Ottawa, and the provincial governments. Section 91 of the Act
accorded to the federal authority significant powers, such as defence, post office, trade and
commerce, weights and measures, currency and coinage, Indian affairs, criminal law,
communications and so on. To the provinces it granted authority over property, local
works, municipalities, education, private law matters (contracts and torts) and so forth.
The powers given the federal authority were manifestly broad, strengthened by the
"peace, order and good government" provision of Section 91 which many at the time
viewed as bringing under federal purview all "residuary" matters not conferred upon the
provinces. The central authority was strengthened even further by the explicit primacy
which the Act granted to the federal government in areas where it shared power with the
provinces, such as immigration. Finally, the Act also authorized the federal government to
disallow any provincial act virtually at will.
The intent and distribution of powers of the British North America Act would be
challenged later by politicians, historians and legal theorists. But there is little doubt that Sir
John A. Macdonald, who virtually by himself designed the British North America Act —
aided by Alexander Tilloch Gait in economic matters, George-Etienne Carrier in provincialcentral relations and Judge James Robert Gowan in matters of law and justice — was an
uncompromising centrist, as set out in the document shown here, a letter to Macdonald's
acquaintance, Brown Chamberlain.
Expecting a conflict with "states rights" people, Macdonald writes to Brown,
"By a firm yet patient course, I think the Dominion must win in
the long run. The powers of the General Government are so
much greater than those of the United States, in its relations
with the Local Government, that the Central power must win."
It was Macdonald's contention that, in dealing with the provinces, the federal power need
treat them no differently than a municipal corporation, such as Montreal or Quebec City.
With the example of the American Civil War fresh in mind, Macdonald and many of the
fathers of Confederation feared a loose union. Additionally, only a strong central authority
could hold together regions as disparate as the colonies which came into Confederation.
And only a powerful centre could undertake the costly and crucial task of railroad-building,
a stipulation of the British North America Act. Without such central authority, Macdonald
feared collapse and surrender to "Yankee Covenanters" to the south.
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Proclamation of Federal By-election, County of Huntingdon
Once Confederation was proclaimed by Queen Victoria, it was necessary to have an
operational House of Commons as soon as possible. The members of the first session of
the first parliament were elected on the basis of provincial constituencies; it would have
taken far too long to conduct a census and draw up federal ridings. In fact, one can
construe the first federal election as four local plebiscites held after the fact in the four
confederating provinces. Save for Nova Scotia, which almost wholly defeated proConfederate candidates, the electorates of the other three provinces returned a large
majority of pro-Confederates, i.e. members of Macdonald-Cartier's Liberal-Conservative
party.
Although the two major political parties were well on the road to clear definition on the
basis of political creeds and human values, the electoral mechanism was dated and subject
to manipulation by the governing party. Until the election of 1878, election campaigns were
relatively decentralized, often managed under pre-Confederation regulations and practices.
General elections were spread out over many weeks. This allowed the governing party to
schedule voting in constituencies in a manner favourable to its election effort; for example,
it could hold electoral contests in "safe" seats, hoping that victory there would create a
bandwagon effect elsewhere. This also allowed a defeated candidate to stand for election
immediately in another riding. Moreover, voting by a show of hands, in constituencies
where electorates were numerically small, allowed for intimidation, bribery and other forms
of electoral persuasion, which was more or less the norm of the day.
Macdonald's Liberal Conservatives won the general election held in August-September
1867. The victorious candidate in Huntingdon was Sir John Rose (1820-1888). Prominent in
banking and railways, and former holder of key ministerial posts in pre-1867 Canada, Rose
was called to the first cabinet. Parliamentary procedure of the time required cabinet
ministers to resign their seats and stand for re-election, which is what Rose did. This
summons to the electors of the riding, issued in November 1867, calls such a by-election, in
effect to confirm a minister of the first federal cabinet. Rose carried the by-election, and
held the seat until his resignation from Parliament in 1869-
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Great Seal and Armorial Bearings
No armorial bearings were assigned, at the time of proclamation of Confederation, as
symbols of authority to the Dominion government. However, in 1868, Queen Victoria
granted and assigned armorial bearings to each of the four provinces which entered
Confederation, "for the greater honour and distinction of the said provinces."
This document, a contemporary copy of the original warrant, was certified on 21
September 1868 by the Registrar of the College of Arms in London. It granted Ontario arms
consisting of a maple sprig with three leaves, topped by the Cross of St. George. Quebec's
coat-of-arms consisted of two fleur-de-lis, a lion and also a maple sprig with three leaves.
Nova Scotia received arms consisting of a salmon and three thistles in flower, while New
Brunswick was accorded armorial bearings made up of a lion and an ancient galley. These
coats-of-arms, graphically represented in this document, were intended for use on seals,
shields, banners, flags and other symbols of provincial authority.
This warrant also authorizes a "Great Seal of Canada," consisting of the coats-of-arms of
the four provinces quarterly (all four combined into one shield). This was the original
design for a great seal rejected by Sir John A. Macdonald as lacking sufficient governmental
majesty. Thus, another great seal, shown elsewhere in this exhibition, was designed. This
combination of provincial armorial bearings, however, came informally to serve as the
Dominion government's coat-of-arms. As other provinces later entered Confederation, their
provincial arms were added to the original four, and the federal shield grew unwieldy. In
1921, a coat-of-arms designed specifically for the federal government replaced what had,
through usage, become a symbol of Dominion authority.
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Assassination of Thomas D'Arcy McGee,
Coroner's Jury Findings
Thomas D'Arcy McGee, born in Ireland in 1825, migrated to Boston, where he worked as
an editor. In 1845 he returned to Ireland to edit a nationalist paper, and participated in the
rebellion of 1848. He fled to the United States, and a decade letter moved to Montreal at
the request of the Irish community of that city.
In Montreal, he founded a newspaper, the New Era, which began to advocate a "new
nationality" in the New World. His paper became the tribune of union, which would spur
growth and create a distinctly Canadian people. Hence, he supported a transcontinental
railway, acquisition and settlement of Rupert's Land and protective tariffs to foster home
industry. In his program, he was closer to Grit and Reform Party positions, and initially cooperated with George Brown. But he quickly gravitated to Sir John A. Macdonald and
Carrier, who had a more comprehensive vision of future union.
Elected from Montreal to the provincial legislature in 1858, he participated in the "Great
Coalition" leading to the Charlottetown Conference, and in both the Charlottetown and
Quebec Conferences. His powers of oratorical and the lyricism of his prose convinced
many to support Confederation. A writer of Irish history and author of 300 poems, he could
rightly be called the bard of Confederation.
He also became the first political victim of Confederation. McGee always strove to
improve the lot of the Catholic Irish, both in Ireland and in North America. But the
community was politically rent, and the adherents of the Fenian movement saw betrayal of
the Irish cause in McGee's political and cultural activity. The Fenians, dedicated to winning
Irish home independence, proposed to achieve their objective by revolution and armed
seizure of Canada, which they would then barter for Irish home rule. McGee, completely
opposed to such a program and tactics, tirelessly and effectively criticized the Fenians. In
all likelihood, it was a Fenian who, in one of the few acts of political assassination in
Canadian history, murdered him in Ottawa in 1868.
This document, with jurors' signatures and seals, records the findings of the coroner's
jury called on 8 April, the day following McGee's death, to investigate the assassination.
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Commission to Sir John Young, Baron Lisgar
Sir John Young, Baron Lisgar (1807-1876) was named Governor-General of Canada in 1869,
a post he held until 1873- His tenure of office saw the completion of Confederation (except
for Newfoundland and the Arctic Islands), as Manitoba and the rest of Rupert's Land and
the North-Western Territory, British Columbia and Prince Edward Island all entered the
union by 1873.
Lisgar, a very active Governor-General, assumed office at a time when the young
Dominion was threatened by Fenians in the settled central and Maritime provinces, and in
the Red River region by Fenians and Metis led by Louis Riel. He very ably helped to dispel
Canadian-American tensions occasioned by the Fenian raids into Canada, and soothed
American displeasure at Canada's acquisition of the continental interior. While he
wholeheartedly promoted Confederation, he realized that the manner of Manitoba's entry
into the union could leave behind a legacy of ill-will. For this reason he strove to mediate
the conflict between Ottawa and those inhabitants of the Red River region who had taken
up arms against the Crown. His proclamation of 6 December 1869 to those participating in
the Red River disturbances offered a pardon to all who desisted from further disorders.
While Lisgar was Governor-General of Canada, the Hudson's Bay Company surrendered
title to Rupert's Land to the Dominion of Canada. The Company and the Colonial Office
had been negotiating terms of the surrender since the early 1860s. After Confederation,
Dominion representatives joined these negotiations. Finally, on 19 October 1869, all parties
agreed to the terms of surrender: the Company would transfer its charter territory to the
Crown in return for £300,000 sterling, title to the land on which its establishments stood
and one-twentieth of the territory's fertile areas, which would be opened for occupation
and sold to settlers.
Both the Company and Britain wished to hand over the territory as quickly as possible.
The Dominion government, however, for reasons of international law, did not wish to
assume authority over this region until it was pacified. Thus, until the territory was actually
admitted into Confederation, the Hudson's Bay Company was responsible — however
amorphous its sovereignty — for Rupert's Land. To avoid an executive vacuum between
April 1869 and August 1870, when the Dominion finally took title to the Company's lands,
the Company appointed Lisgar its representative as Governor-in-Chief of Rupert's Land.
This commission is one of several documents of empowerment to Lisgar. By virtue of it,
Lisgar combined in himself both the offices of Governor-General of the Dominion and
Governor-in-Chief of Rupert's Land, a symbolic as well as real affirmation of unified
sovereignty with executive authority to act in the resolution of the Red River Rebellion.
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Dispatch to Governor Douglas at Vancouver Island Regarding
Gold Rush, Administrative Measures and Security
With the discovery of gold in the Fraser River Valley in 1857, and the inrush of thousands
of miners, Great Britain reoriented its whole policy vis-a-vis British Columbia. Sir Edward
Lytton, the Colonial Secretary, enunciated this new policy to Governor James Douglas in a
number of memoranda of 1858, one of which is presented here. Douglas, a "Scotch West
Indian," son of a Scottish merchant and a "free coloured woman," had entered the employ
of the North West Company. After its merger in 1821 with the Hudson's Bay Company,
Douglas stayed on, rising through Company ranks. When Britain leased Vancouver Island
to the Hudson's Bay Company in 1849, Douglas became the Company's chief agent there.
In 1851 he was also named Governor of the Crown colony of Vancouver Island.
When gold-seekers came in the spring of 1858, the first wave 25,000-strong, Britain
moved rapidly to assert her claim against possible American expansion. She cancelled the
remaining year left on the Hudson's Bay Company's lease of the West Coast, created the
new colony of British Columbia and offered Douglas the post of Governor, requiring him
to sever his relationship with the Company.
In this memorandum, Lord Lytton assesses Douglas' actions, evaluates policies and offers
suggestions to the new governor. He approves Douglas' appointments of revenue officers
and gold commissioners to raise money for administrative purposes and to regulate gold
claims and mining. He proposes to send legal and justice officials from Britain, to avoid the
suspicion that "local interests" might be promoted. He approves Douglas' measures to
establish good relations with the Indians, with the gold commissioners setting aside Indian
reserves to avoid miner-Indian warfare. Surveying and postal services are required — Lord
Lytton allows Douglas latitude to take necessary measures here as required.
The memorandum, while empowering Douglas to act decisively to protect British
interests, also advises him to realize that he no longer acts for the Hudson's Bay Company,
which never had any authority on the West Coast other than the right to trade with native
people. Lytton also informs Douglas that he "will be empowered to govern, and to
legislate, on [his] own authority," but "as a temporary measure only." Douglas, with a
penchant for authoritarian action, was gently but firmly reined in and, on the pages
displayed, instructed to work towards establishing institutions of popular government in
British Columbia.
Gold rushes rarely occasioned lasting change. In the case of the Pacific coast, however,
the gold rushes galvanized Britain to action to secure the coast against loss to the United
States. To Britain's great good fortune, in Governor Douglas she found a person equal to
the task.
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"The Abandoned"
This unique photograph of a steamer run aground summarizes the fickleness of British
Columbia's gold-based economy in the late 1850s-1860s. An inscription on the reverse side
of this image reads, "The Abandoned / an old steamer run on shore as being of no further
use, the population having decreased so rapidly in consequence of Columbia gold fields —
engines of course taken out." A close inspection of the wheelhouse reveals, in barelydiscernible letters, that the vessel was named Alexandra. The smokestack is gone, probably
removed at the same time that the engines were salvaged.
The Alexandra was probably born of, as well as a victim of, the gold rush phenomenon
of the second half of the nineteenth century. The discovery of "placer" gold, small particles
of gold freely suspended in water which could easily be retrieved by amateurs, drew tens
of thousands to California in 1848. As the California fields gave out, miners moved
northwards, first into the Fraser River country (1850s), then into the Cariboo (1860s). The
gold rush phenomenon was an expression of substantial changes in human life, of a
communications and transportation revolution — mass newspapers and the telegraph,
railways and particularly steamboats, which could work the coasts and often go far inland
along rivers that led to gold fields.
Before her ungracious abandonment, the Alexandra perhaps plied the rivers leading to
gold fields, or the ferry routes among the channel islands, or worked the VictoriaVancouver run. However, the gold of the Fraser River gave out quickly. When prospectors
found gold in the interior, on the Horsefly River in I860 and around Barkerville in 1862, the
population of the coastal region depleted rapidly as thousands rushed to the new gold
diggings. The Alexandra's days were done. Despite the capital invested in the vessel, there
was nothing else to do but run the ship aground, dramatic evidence of the sparseness of
settled Europeans in British Columbia, and the migratory penchant of much of its goldseeking population.
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"Goldmining Asturias Claim 1867 or 1868"
Born in England in 1838, Frederick Dally arrived in Victoria in 1862 when the Cariboo gold
rush was in full force. After working as a merchant, in 1866 he turned to photography. He
is best known for his 1867-1868 photographs of the Cariboo Road and the workings in the
Cariboo gold fields. This image is a photograph out of that series, depicting a gold-dig
more intensive than primary panning for gold.
Once the easily-worked alluvial gold had been recovered by panning or surface-sluicing
in sandbars and gravel-beds, Pacific gold fields were quickly abandoned — unless gold
nuggets were discovered, or "underground pay streaks," veins of gold to be worked. As
Daily's photograph shows, using pick and shovel, miners have opened up pits and
excavated soil which is gold-bearing. With a spring as a source of water, they wash this soil
through their sluiceworks, separating gold particles and nuggets from the gravel and muck
as it makes its way down the sluices.
Extracting gold through this method was more costly in labour and financial terms than
alluvial panning, and often required partnerships and more permanent dwellings, which in
turn required regular supply and administration. Hence the phenomenon of gold towns
springing up, such as Barkerville in the Cariboo gold fields. To supply the town and its
miners, a company of Royal Engineers built the Cariboo Road, linking Barkerville with Yale
in the Fraser River valley; the road was 650 kilometres long, most of it blasted from solid
rock.
The method of extracting gold through sluiceworks and surface mining caused
significant environmental damage. One can see in this photograph the clear-cutting of
forest which gave miners access to gold-bearing soil on a denuded hillside. Miners could
then freely work the soil and gravel through sluiceworks. But after they were done, erosion
would continue the destructive work already evident in the photograph.
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Crimean War Medal and Canadian General Service Medal
The Crimean War (1854-1856), fought in a distant theatre (Crimean Peninsula and Caucasus
region of Russia), pitted Britain, France and the Ottoman Empire against the Russian
Empire. Although not directly threatened, the British colonies in North America were
affected by this war, fought half-a-world away.
The war immediately roused a great patriotic fervour amongst the colonials. The
provinces offered to raise and equip an infantry regiment to serve overseas, an offer
graciously declined by the Crown. However, many colonials did go overseas, enlist and
serve in the Crimean theatre. Lieutenant Alexander Dunn of the 11th Hussars, for his
participation in the charge of the "Light Brigade" at Balaclava, was the first "Canadian" to
receive the coveted Victoria Cross. Other Canadians received the Crimean War Medal,
shown here in both verso and recto.
The recto image of Queen Victoria was struck from the die of an earlier medal; the
verso, the figure of "Fame" bearing a wreath to honour a hero, was designed by Benjamin
Wyon, a member of the famed Wyon family of medal makers. The unknown recipient of
one of the medals displayed, judging by the clasps awarded for actions, participated in all
the major engagements of the Crimean War (Azov, Sevastopol, Inkerman, Balaclava and
Alma).
The Crimean War not only fired patriotism; it also posed very starkly the question of
defence of the British colonies. As Britain gathered her regular forces for the Crimea, the
colonies were left with approximately two thousand British regulars to defend them. The
"sedentary" militias of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and the Province of Canada, organized
earlier on volunteer and territorial (county) principles, were little more than paper forces.
The sobering realization of their defencelessness, the heightened sense of militarism of the
war years and mounting patriotism disposed the British colonies to organize effective
militia forces. The Province of Canada, for example, passed Militia acts in both 1855 and
1856 which provided for cavalry, artillery and infantry units, and which provided for the
purchase of equipment and for training.
The militias born at this time would later defend Canada against Fenian raids in 1866
and 1870, and participate in the 1870 Red River campaign. Interestingly, a military
decoration to honour veterans of these actions came into existence only in 1899- In 1897,
in connection with Queen Victoria's sixtieth jubilee, several prominent Canadians agitated
for a "Canadian" military decoration, and received Queen Victoria's approval for such an
award — hence the Canadian General Service Medal.
The recto of this medal was drawn from the India Medal of 1895, designed by T. Brock.
The verso, designed by George W. de Saulles, shows a Canadian ensign wreathed by maple
leaves, surmounted by the word "CANADA." It was suspended from a red ribbon with a
broad white centre stripe. In 1899-1902, 16,000 such medals were struck in silver at the
Royal Mint in London, and presented, ex post facto and always with a bar, to veterans who
defended against the Fenian raids (1866, 1870) and participated in the Red River Expedition
(1870).
Of the two full-size General Service Medals shown here, one was presented to Private
Hugh John Macdonald, the son of Canada's first Prime Minister, the other to Lieutenant
Wilfrid Laurier, later Canada's seventh Prime Minister. This medal became distinctly
Canadian when, in 1914-1915, 17,000 copies were struck at the Canadian Mint in Ottawa.
Alfred Benjamin Wyon, T. Brock and George W. de Saulles.
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"British Troops on the March — Canada, 1862"
Printed by Leighton Brothers (London, England) this print depicts the march of British
reinforcements from Saint John along the Madawaska Road to the citadel of Quebec.
The American Civil War had commenced in 1861; events south of the border necessarily
affected the British colonies in North America. In November 186l Captain Wilkes of the
USS San Jacinto, on his own responsibility, intercepted the British mail-packet Trent in the
Bahama Channel and seized two Confederate delegates on their way to Britain to negotiate
British support for the Confederacy. Since Union forces had violated British neutrality, this
incident enraged British public opinion; war between Britain and the United States, with
potentially disastrous consequences for the colonies, seemed possible. To bolster its
garrisons there, Britain rushed almost 12,000 troops to the British North American colonies.
The troops arrived too late in the season to steam into the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Consequently, they had to be moved overland to Canada, the probable theatre of
operations in the event of war. They landed in Saint John, New Brunswick. A snow road,
the Madawaska as it was called, was put into the best shape possible; and the troops set
out through forest and hip-deep snow for the citadel. In this coloured wood engraving, we
see the regular troops, hauling baggage sleds, weaving through the mid- to back-ground. In
the foreground stand Canadian and Indian guides. Unlike the troops, they are dressed in
skins, and supplied with snowshoes and toboggans, aboriginal inventions. Between 11
January and 9 March 1862, a force of 6,780 men with 18 guns passed into Canada by this
route.
The war scare, as it began to envelope Britain and the colonies in 1861, made
intercolonial co-operation on defence imperative. Nothing could better serve this end than
a railway linking Maritime provinces and the Province of Canada. Had such a railway
existed — it had certainly been talked about for many years — the winter march of the
British Regulars, with its attendant suffering for the men involved, would have been
unnecessary.

Unknown Artist.

1862.
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Engagement with Fenians
The Fenian Brotherhood was organized by Irish-Americans in 1857. A reflection of Old
World politics in the New World, its aim was to win Irish independence from Britain. While
one wing favoured an uprising in Ireland, another hoped to achieve Irish independence
through pressure upon Britain's North American possessions. By 1865, Fenians had a
substantial treasury and 10,000 American Civil War veterans organized into "clubs." In 1866
they moved against the British colonies. A raid into New Brunswick in April failed. Another
Fenian group crossed over the Niagara frontier in June and, after engaging a detached
column of Canadian militiamen at Ridgeway, made good their escape. Yet another group
crossed the Quebec frontier at Missisquoi Bay on 7 June and, several days later, withdrew.
This letter, written by Captain Ramsay Weston Phipps of the Royal Artillery, describes the
Canadian response to this incursion of 7 June. The letter, dated 11 June, recounts the
movements of Canadian militia and British Regulars in the St. John's-St.Armand-Pigeon Hill
region of the Eastern Townships, and their futile search for an enemy who was in no mood
to fight. Horsemen, gun batteries and militiamen went back and forth through the area, but
the Fenians had slipped away. "It was a great disappointment," writes Phipps to his mother;
"chance had thrown into my hands the only battery that were likely to be engaged, and
here was nothing to fight."
In an interesting notation, Phipps observes that a United States cavalry officer allowed
mounted Canadian guides to cross a parcel of American territory in search of Fenians. This
was probably the result of President Andrew Johnson's condemnation of the Fenians on 6
June, which denied them safe refuge on the American side of the border and ordered
American military forces to seize Fenian ordnance.
Following these events, the Fenian menace receded, although it did not go away
altogether. The failed raid upon New Brunswick was crucial in swinging that province to
favour Confederation. Leonard Tilley, ably supported by Crown officials working under
instructions from the Colonial Office, won passage of the "Seventy-Two Resolutions"
through New Brunswick's assembly. Defence against external threat lay in union, and a
railway to bind the colonies into one commercial and defensive entity.

Captain Ramsay Weston Phipps.

1866.
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"Action Near Freleysburg (Frelieghsburg, Quebec). Precipitate
Retreat of the British Vol. Cavalry 99 Strong, Near Freleysburg,
Canada East on the 8th of June 1866"
This handcoloured lithograph, drawn on stone by John McNevin and printed by A. Brown
of New York, is a most interesting exercise in Fenian propaganda. The information under
this depiction advises the reader that fifteen men under Major P. O'Hara of the 3rd
Massachusetts Infantry, "Army of Ireland," put to flight 99 British cavalrymen, and captured
the enemy standard.
While the depiction of this battle is quite dramatic, with Fenians rising in ambush out of
grass, wheatfields and bush, and putting to flight a much larger number of mounted
opponents, there is only one difficulty with it as a historical record — the event never
occurred. There was no red-coated cavalry militia in Canada East in 1866. The print was
circulated by the Fenian Brotherhood in 1866 to bolster the spirits of its adherents, and to
enlist men and raise money for its cause.
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"Halifax Harbour, Point Pleasant Defences. Fort Ogilvie"
Coastal defence had an importance in the latter half of the nineteenth century that could be
compared to missile and air defence today. Rapid advances in weapons technology —
steam-driven armoured warships, long-range rifled artillery and torpedoes — threatened
seaports with swift and devastating surprise attacks. To a naval power like Britain, control
and defence of colonial seaports was crucial.
Halifax had always been a cornerstone of British Imperial and colonial defence plans. Its
harbour gave British warships secure anchorage, while its position on the isthmus of Nova
Scotia, jutting out eastward into the Atlantic, put it astride the great sea routes linking North
America, the West Indies and Europe. As successive improvements in weapons repeatedly
rendered existing fortifications obsolete, frequent re-assessments of the defences of Halifax
harbour were followed by large scale construction and re-construction of the forts and
batteries around the harbour. A massive improvement of harbour defences began in the
1860s, continuing unabated virtually until 1906, when the last British troops withdrew from
Canada.
The drawings shown here were prepared by Lieutenant Hamilton Tovey of the Royal
Engineers, and reflect improvements to the overall plan of strengthening harbour defences
to meet the increased threats of the 1860s. Fort Ogilvie, originally a battery in the woods at
Point Pleasant overlooking the entrance to Halifax Harbour, had been built in 1793- During
the American Civil War the fort was entirely rebuilt and enlarged to accept rifled muzzle
loaders (RMLs). With the other defence works in place at Halifax at that time — amounting
to some 167 heavy guns — complete, overlapping coverage of the inner harbour was
possible; the naval anchorage was secure.
Fort Ogilvie would again be rebuilt in the 1890s. The renewed structure and other
Halifax defensive works would continue to contribute to the defence of Halifax and Canada
right up to World War II, when Fort Ogilvie came to house anti-aircraft installations.

Lieutenant Hamilton Tovey.

1867.
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Treaty of Washington. Macdonald's Fears of British Betrayal
of Canadian Interests
As the decade of the 1860s drew to a close, both Britain and the United States recognized
the need to resolve a number of outstanding issues which disturbed relations between
them and, necessarily, affected the new Dominion of Canada. This led to the Washington
Conference of 1871.
Americans still harboured much ill-will against Britain (and, thus, against Canada) from
the Civil War years. There had been the "Trent Affair." In addition, British shipyards had
built privateers such as the Alabama for the Confederacy, which had disrupted Union
shipping and caused heavy losses; Americans demanded compensation for these losses.
Americans also wanted access to Canadian and Newfoundland inshore fisheries. Their right
to fish had expired when the United States, in revenge for perceived British and Canadian
support of the Confederacy, had in 1866 abrogated the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854. The San
Juan Island dispute, an ongoing irritant, also came under consideration at the Conference.
The Imperial Commission to the Washington Conference was led by Lord Elgin, the
original architect of the Reciprocity Treaty; it included Sir John A. Macdonald, Prime
Minister of Canada. Macdonald was there to represent the Dominion's interest, for Canada,
bordering on the United States, would be most affected by the outcome of the BritishAmerican negotiations. But he could accomplish little on behalf of Canada. The Americans,
for example, refused to admit to the agenda Canada's claims to compensation for damages
caused by Fenian raids, or to consider reciprocity. Britain, very anxious to settle all
outstanding issues for the sake of tranquillity, was prepared to concede to the United States
all down the line.
Since most concessions were at Canada's expense, Macdonald held out against signing
the Treaty of Washington. In the letter displayed here, Lord Elgin entreats Macdonald to
add his name to the document. Viewing matters from the Imperial vantage, Eigin points out
that the Treaty "is fair and honourable," the best possible under the circumstances.
Macdonald's signature was mandatory. Without it, Elgin continues, the American Senate
would not likely approve the Treaty. Delicately pointing out to Macdonald that he is a
member of an Imperial High Commission, which had been instructed by Her Majesty's
Government to accept the terms of the Treaty in the overall interests of the Empire, Elgin in
fact advises Macdonald that he has no recourse but to sign.
On 8 May 1871, the Treaty was approved. Canada opened her inshore fisheries to the
United States, for which she received access to the American market for her fish products,
and a cash settlement. Canada would also lose San Juan Island in 1872. To soften the
harshness of the Treaty, Britain extended to Canada loan guarantees to underwrite a
transcontinental railway.
While harsh toward Canada, the Treaty was of fundamental importance. It signalled an
end to British-American hostility; tension between Britain and the United States always bore
a direct threat to Canada. The Treaty accepted the borders of the new Dominion of Canada
and allowed Britain to remove most of her regular forces from Canada (except for naval
garrisons in Halifax and Esquimalt), a victory both for the British taxpayer and the
American patriot.
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Examination of Sir George-Etienne Cartier Regarding
the St. Alban's Raid
The Treaty of Washington did not immediately resolve all outstanding issues between
Britain and the United States. Some issues went to arbitration. For the Alabama claims the
United States received $15,500,000.00 in damages in Geneva in 1872. In the same year the
San Juan Island issue, adjudicated by the German Emperor, resulted in the award of the
island to the United States. The Treaty created the Washington Claims Commission to
investigate other remaining contentious issues, and to recommend solutions. One such
issue was the St. Alban's Raid of 1864.
The raid had occurred on 19 October 1864. A group of Confederate agents, working out
of Canada, had raided the town of St. Alban's in Vermont, and there robbed banks in an
amount exceeding $80,000.00. Their release by a Montreal police magistrate on technical
grounds shocked Canadian officials and enraged Americans, who took this action as further
proof that Britain and her colonies were inimical to the Union government of the United
States. Americans had long complained that the colonies turned a blind eye to the activities
of Confederate agents on their soil; in their minds, the release of the raiders proved it.
The British provinces, in their turn, had their grievances against the American Union
states. While the Reciprocity Treaty had still been in force, and trade had been very active
during the Civil War, American customs officials had often hindered colonial merchants and
shippers to the point of Treaty infractions. There had been cases of American customs
officials firing at British colonials, and impressment of British nationals into Union forces
had occurred often. Tensions had risen so high that, for several months following the St.
Alban's raid, the United States government had required British colonials to present
passports for entry into the United States.
This was the historical context within which this document was created. George-Etienne
Cartier, as Attorney-General for the province of Canada East in 1864, when the raid had
occurred, was asked to clarify and explain why Canadian judicial officials released the
raiders, along with the money they had stolen. A most interesting document, Carrier's
deposition and the annexes to it reveal the intricacies of the event, of the technicality by
which the raiders had been released, and the Canadian government's determined and
successful efforts to re-arrest the raiders and recover the stolen money. Canadian officials,
through the Governor-General and the British Minister in Washington, had striven to satisfy
the demands of the United States; the American Secretary of State, William Seward, had
been pleased to recognize this.
The St. Alban's Raid was but one event of many which strained relations between the
British colonies (and later Canada) and the United States. Following the Treaty of
Washington, however, and the work of the Washington Claims Commission, relations
gradually normalized. Only with better relations with the United States could the disarming
of the Canadian-American border begin.
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"'Manitobah' Settler's House and Red River Cart"
William George Richardson Hind, born in England in 1833, emigrated to Toronto in 1852,
where he maintained an art studio. In 1861, as official artist, he accompanied his brother,
Henry Youle Hind, on the Moisie River Expedition. Following the expedition, he joined the
famed "Overianders" of 1862.
The Overianders, lured by the gold of the Cariboo, were organized by Thomas and
Robert McMicking of Welland county in Canada West. Groups of individuals from Canada
and England made their way to Fort Garry by various routes. Once there, the
approximately 150 trekkers formed up in a train of Red River carts and made their way
over the prairies. Led through the Rockies by Indian guides, they descended the dangerous
Fraser River by raft with the loss of only six lives. Most stayed in the Cariboo only a short
time, establishing themselves successfully in other occupations.
The trek was a notable achievement. Until then most people drawn by west coast gold
had taken the usual time-consuming routes — by ship around the treacherous Cape Horn,
or by steamer to Panama, overland to the Pacific and then by steamer up the coast. The
Overianders demonstrated that transcontinental land travel by settlers was possible, but
only with great hardship; British North America was in dire need of a developed land
route.
On this trek Hind prepared approximately 160 sketches and oils, including the one
displayed here. This oil painting reflects much that was symbolic and characteristic of the
interior. The land of the prairie stretches away unbroken, and is coming under the plow.
The thatched house on the left is probably of wattle-and-clay, perhaps a "first home" on the
prairie. The house on the right, however, is of wood, constructed in the Red River style.
Since wood on the prairie was scarce, and long, thick logs unavailable, whole walls could
not be built out of continuous logs laid horizontally atop each other and notched at the
corners. Houses were built of squared uprights, with short squared timbers set between
them, and tied across with lintels at the top. In this oil we also see the ubiquitous Red River
cart, an almost totemic attribute of much of the graphic record of Rupert's Land.
Perhaps Hind meant this oil to do no more than record the "Manitobah" countryside in
his time. But one might also see in the painting an interesting, perhaps prophetic,
symbolism in the conjoining of the Red River cart driven by a man with dark, possibly
Metis, features, and fenced settlers' houses alongside plowed fields fronting on the open
prairie.
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Journal of Events in Red River
William Begg (1839-1897) went to Red River in 1867 as agent for manufacturing concerns
in Hamilton. He settled there and ventured into business with local merchants. In the 1870s
he published trade magazines and edited the Daily Nor'wester and Daily Herald. Later he
worked for the Canadian Pacific as immigration agent, and in British Columbia as a
newspaper editor.
While in the Red River colony, Begg maintained a daily journal; the one shown here
may well be a contemporary copy written by Begg himself. It is a detailed, immediate
record, recalling the course of the Red River Rebellion as it unfolded. Perhaps even more
interesting is Begg's "Preface," in which he accounts for the long-term as well as short-term
causes leading to the "open and decided" resistance of 1868-1870.
Chief among these causes, Begg points out, was the Canadian government's ignorance
of the real conditions in the North-West Territories. Additionally, the Canadian government
made no effort to inform the 14,000 inhabitants of Red River of what it intended to do —
hence "dame rumour had full sway," and the inhabitants came to fear loss of freedoms so
long enjoyed. The "Ontario men," self-styled paladins of a Canadian manifest destiny, came
into the colony. As they agitated for union, which they understood as annexation of
Rupert's Land to Ontario, they mounted a crude smear campaign against the Hudson's Bay
Company. This, in Begg's estimation, backfired. Local inhabitants knew the truth about the
Company's administration; they came to see these representatives of their future as
dishonourable, and "annexation to Canada became a byeword of ridicule."
Several other immediate events had contributed to Canada's bad reputation among Red
River's inhabitants. The grasshopper plague of 1867-1868 had devastated the region. As a
relief project, Canada had hired local people for the building of the Dawson Road. It had
hoped to win credit in the Red River area for concern shown about the well-being of the
local populace, and at the same time to prepare a road for the expected rush of settlers
into Rupert's Land once the territory was turned over to the Dominion. But the Canadian
supervisors, Begg recounts, had abused the locals by fiscal improprieties, and had harmed
Canada's reputation.
Finally, Colonel John Stoughton Dennis commenced his survey of the North-West
Territories in August 1869, before locals were even consulted and before the Red River
region even entered Confederation. This, Begg suggests, was the final straw — the survey
was, in the very least, "arbitrary and presumptuous."
All of this was too much to bear. One portion of the population, the Metis, raised a force
of 600 men and in October of 1869 blocked William McDougall, the designated LieutenantGovernor, from entering the colony. The Red River Rebellion had commenced.
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"Fort Garry"
In this watercolour, William Armstrong depicts Fort Garry, the focal point of the Red River
Rebellion of 1870. Executed in soft browns and greens, the scene is tranquil, belying the
gathering tensions which would erupt in late 1869 in armed opposition to the new
Dominion of Canada.
In 1822, the Hudson's Bay Company had built Fort Garry, located strategically at the
forks of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, on a site formerly occupied by the North West
Company's Fort Gibraltar. The great flood of 1826 had damaged the post so severely that
the Hudson's Bay Company had erected a new centre, Lower Fort Garry, some 30
kilometres downstream on the Red River, where the ground was higher. However, the
confluence of the Red and Assiniboine was a much more natural location for administrative
and trade purposes. Consequently, the Company had returned to that point in 1836,
building Upper Fort Garry near the site of the original Fort Garry. It is now within the city
limits of Winnipeg.
Out of its headquarters in this post, the Hudson's Bay Company administered its vast
reserve, both its chartered Rupert's Land and territories further west and north which it
managed by license from the British Crown. As ardent annexationists, such as the "Ontario
men" and "Canada Firsters," began to dream of and agitate for union of the British colonies
and expansion westward, they attacked the Company. Its rule was harsh, they argued; the
Company was despotic, and kept its subjects in a form of economic and political servitude.
A majority of residents of the Red River Settlement, it seems, felt otherwise. They were
governed by a Council named by the Company; but the Company took care to canvas
popular opinion before nominating councillors to the Council of Assiniboia. In the
Company's lands a system of law and jurisprudence responsive to local needs was
evolving; in place of lawyers and suits, the residents more often had recourse to arbitration.
In times of crisis, like the grasshopper plague of 1867-1868, the Company did all in its
power to assist its "subjects" in the Red River colony. In a word, most locals felt themselves
free in every respect, and had little quarrel with the "good grandmother" who had
wardship over them.
But the "grandmother" wished to be relieved of her wardship of the vast interior lands,
and so transferred responsibility to a new guardian, the Dominion of Canada. In the
process, everyone — Company, Colonial Office and the Dominion — neglected to ask the
inhabitants how they felt about the intended new order.
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"Protests of the Peoples of the North-West"
The Red River uprising was originally a French Metis affair; few English "half-breeds" joined
in. But, as William Begg observed at the time, English half-breeds did not oppose the Metis,
refused to rally to the designated Lieutenant-Governor, William McDougall and, in the
event that McDougall would have imposed reprehensible measures, were prepared to take
up arms and support the Metis.
The Metis, in addition to fearing loss of land, lifestyle and rights, were uneasy about
union with Canada because of cultural factors. Roman Catholic and French-speaking, they
could expect little sympathy from an English-speaking, Protestant-dominated Ontario,
which treated "their" land as its future inheritance. In Louis Fuel, the Metis found a leader to
express their concerns and lead their movement.
Riel (1844-1885), born in the Red River Settlement, studied in St. Boniface, then at the
Sulpician College in Montreal. Not suited for the priesthood, he returned to Rupert's Land.
As the Metis' fears rose throughout 1869 with the impending transfer of Rupert's Land to
Canada, they resolved to take direct action. In October they halted Colonel Dennis' survey
and formed a National Council of the Metis of Red River. In November they occupied Fort
Garry. In December they proclaimed a "Provisional Government," headed by Riel. In
January of 1870 this Provisional Government and a new "List of Rights" were endorsed by a
convention made up of an equal number of representatives from French- and Englishspeaking inhabitants of the colony.
Neither the Dominion government nor the Provisional Government of the Metis wished
open conflict. After establishing contact, the two sides agreed on negotiations, and in
March three delegates left Red River bound for Ottawa. Somewhat earlier, on 4 March,
Thomas Scott, a Protestant "Ontario man" agitating for union, had been executed by Riel's
government for treason. This event had angered Ontario and especially the powerful
Orange Order to which Scott had belonged. Ontario's seizure of these delegates in transit
to Ottawa elicited from Riel the "Protestations" displayed here.
In this decree, Riel indicts the "trouble-makers" from Ontario for disturbing the Red
River, for forcing him to make an example of Scott. The "Ontario men" do not work for the
good of the British Crown, nor do they adhere to British principles of justice and
parliamentary government. The Red River, Riel affirms, remains loyal to the Crown, and is
not yet subject to Canada, with whom it is just discussing union — hence, his protest
against this unlawful seizure by Ontario.
The delegates were released and continued to Ottawa. Riel's Provisional Government
had earlier decided that only if Rupert's Land entered Confederation with provincial status
could local rights be guaranteed, and had empowered its delegates to negotiate provincial
status as a requisite for union. The result was the Manitoba Act, setting the date of 15 July
1870 for the entry of the Red River colony into Confederation. Only a very small portion of
the former Rupert's Land was designated as the province of Manitoba by this Act.
Nonetheless the Metis entered Confederation with their religious rights assured in schools,
their language secured in the provincial legislature, and their right to land ensconced in
law.
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Letter to George-Etienne Cartier on Metis Needs
Although the Manitoba Act responded to most Metis demands and halted disturbances, the
Dominion government nonetheless resolved to dispatch a military force to Red River. In
April 1870 there was a motion before the United States Congress on annexation of Red
River. Fenians were active again. In May they were turned back by Canadian militia at
Eccles Hill in Quebec, but were threatening to invade through Red River. In this disturbed
situation, Ottawa resolved to show flag and force in both Manitoba and the North-West
Territory. Under Sir Garnet Wolseley, 400 British regulars and 800 Canadian militiamen
made the arduous trek from Fort William to Red River along the river-portage systems at
the head of Lake Superior and the Dawson Road. Riel fled to the United States, returning
later in the year to raise a force against a threatened Fenian invasion, and then staying on
quietly in his home village of St. Vital.
Almost from the outset, promises made to the Metis were ignored by central authorities.
This is evidenced by Joseph Royal's letter to George-Etienne Cartier. Royal was a welleducated spokesman of the Metis, and the founder of the newspaper Le Metis. After
meeting with Cartier, on his return to Manitoba he wrote the letter displayed here, setting
out Metis needs. For governor, Royal wrote, the Metis need a man out of Quebec, who
knows the French language. They require judges, several of whom should also be from
Quebec. Since the large majority of inhabitants of the North-West Territory are of French
and Roman Catholic origin, they should, Royal argues, have representatives on the
Governor's Council. The land promised the Metis should be distributed. The public
buildings twice promised by Ottawa, such as legislature, justice building, prison and city
hall, have not been built. And the promised Winnipeg-St. Boniface bridge over the Red
River has not even been started. The Metis of Manitoba pay their taxes, and are in a
province which has entered Confederation — yet their benefits from Ottawa are less than
what the capital is offering distant British Columbia.
The letter reflects the disregard in which the Metis felt Ottawa held them; it did not rush
to secure to them their rights following the Manitoba Act of 1870. The lands promised the
Metis were lost to new settlers and troops who came in 1870 and later. Beaten and
threatened by newcomers, the Metis packed and moved, largely westwards. Those who
stayed were, by various stratagems, deprived of their lands. Of the approximately 10,000
Metis in Manitoba in 1870 out of a population of 14,000, perhaps two-thirds left over the
space of several years following Manitoba's admission into Confederation. Immediately
after the Red River was pacified, the central government, preoccupied with other issues,
disregarded its commitment to a people that fell between the cracks. Consequently Royal's
requests were already, in their own time, beyond realization.
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1872.
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"Men's Lodge Division P. at Elbow of
North Saskatchewan Sept. 71"
Charles George Horetzky, born in Scotland in 1838, came to Rupert's Land as an employee
of the Hudson's Bay Company. He was at Fort Garry during the Red River Rebellion. An
amateur photographer, he was hired in 1871 for the Canadian Pacific Railway survey, which
commenced laying out the route to British Columbia in that year. This photograph was
taken during that survey.
In this image we see the sweep of the flat prairie, and the majesty of the broad
Saskatchewan River in the background. A belt of shrubbery and trees lies between the river
and the camp in the foreground. To the left stands a teepee, an indication that the
surveying party, consisting largely of European Canadians, has turned to the ways of the
prairie. Six people relax at the campsite, one of them sitting on the shaft of a Red River
cart.
The carts were used by all travellers through the prairies — by Metis, by Indians, and by
people of European ancestry. They were the product of local adaptation to particular
conditions. The carts were of all-wood construction; no metal was used in their
manufacture. The wheels were concave towards the cart, and almost the height of a human
being; thus, because they splayed outwards from the hub, they did not sink as deeply into
prairie mud, and there was enough wheel to ride through the spring and fall mud flats that
passed for roads. There was no lubrication at hub and axle; constant dust and dirt blown
by wind would have rapidly mixed with grease and destroyed hub and axle. Consequently,
a cart train was audible for miles around as wood wore on wood, squealing and groaning
under heavy loads drawn over primitive roads. All travellers throughout the plains who left
written records recalled the unending, and to them torturous, shrieking and groaning of the
Red River cart.
In its time and place, the cart was an effective vehicle. The young Dominion, eager to
lay down a rapid and effective link from sea to sea to bind its provinces and territories,
devoted all its energies to a transcontinental railway — and the reliable Red River cart
served surveyors well on the western plains as they laid out the route of this undertaking.
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"Plan of the Province of Manitoba
on Mercator's Projection"
This map was prepared by Colonel John Stoughton Dennis (1820-1885), soldier and
surveyor. He began his surveying career in 1843, when he was commissioned a surveyor in
the Department of Crown Lands of the Province of Canada. Placed in charge of surveying
Rupert's Land in 1869, his activity spurred on the Red River Rebellion. In 1871 he was
named Dominion Surveyor-General, and was largely responsible for mapping the prairies
and determining the form of the western township.
This manuscript map indicates just how small Manitoba originally was at the time of its
entry into Confederation. But it also provides a wealth of other information about the
region and its inhabitants. There is a population census of the settled points of Manitoba.
The four electoral divisions are indicated, with the breakdown of population by origin.
Colour coding indicates what townships were intended for French Metis and for English
"half-breed" land grants.
The map also defines the form of the township which became the standard unit
throughout the whole western prairie under the Dominion Lands Survey system. Modified
from American practice, the township was fixed at six miles square, and subdivided into 36
sections of 640 acres each; each section was then further subdivided into quarter sections
of 160 acres each, which were the basic granting unit. There was a road allowance around
every section. The river banks along which the Metis had traditionally fronted their
holdings were exempted from this survey grid. Townships were numbered northwards
from a base line along the 49th parallel; ranges of townships were numbered east and west
from the original Fort Garry meridian. Five other meridians were established as the survey
moved westward.
The commencement of the survey, and the survey system adopted, were signal events.
Only after the land had been measured out could settlement of the prairies begin; and only
settlement could justify and economically sustain a railway. Only then would the NorthWest Territories be secured against outside threat and the Dominion reach from sea to sea.

Colonel John Stoughton Dennis.
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Indian Treaty No. 255 — Western Treaty No. 1
With the Red River Settlement pacified, the North-West Territories transferred to the
Dominion government and the mechanics of the Dominion Survey in place, there remained
the matter of aboriginal right in land. The British Crown, on transferring Rupert's Land and
the North-West Territory to the Dominion government, required Ottawa to assume
wardship over the native people, to commit itself to their "protection" and "well-being."
This included compensation for cession of their rights in land.
The Canadian government turned to the system of treaty negotiation developed in
Upper Canada, best represented in the Robinson-Huron and Robinson-Superior Treaties of
1850. Western Treaty No. 1, shown here, is the first Indian treaty negotiated by the
Dominion government, and the first of eleven "numbered" treaties which would extinguish
Indian right in land over most of the North-West Territories by 1923. By the terms of this
Treaty, the Chippewa and Swampy Cree surrendered over 40,000 square kilometres in the
area from the international border near Lake-of-the-Woods, north through the southern
portion of Lake Winnipeg and then southwesterly to the 49th parallel.
In return the Chippewa and Cree received reserves on the basis of 160 acres per family
of five, an annuity of $3.00 per person and rights to fish and hunt in ceded land as long as
it remained unoccupied. The Indians, however, sought more security for the future than
had been the case in the Robinson Treaties. They won a promise from the Dominion
government to build and maintain schools on reserves wishing to have them. The
government also agreed to provide the Indians with farm implements, seed grains, farm
animals and instruction in farming, and to prohibit the sale of liquor on Indian lands. The
native people sensed that the day of the hunt was done, and strove to secure their survival
by adaptation to new conditions and a new livelihood, farming.
In negotiating Treaty No. 1, and the subsequent western treaties, 35,000 Indians of the
plains realized that their choices were limited. They had to make the best of their situation.
Settlers were sure to come; rather than lose everything in future, it was better to sign and
secure at least some land for themselves in law. This Treaty thus has legal value; it has
historical-informational value; and, as the first of an important treaty series, it also has
significant artifactual value.

Canada: Superintendent of Indian Affairs.
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Emigration Posters
The posters displayed here informed travellers and emigrants intending to settle in the
Northwest of the communications route being opened to them. They provide information
on costs of the trip and on amount of luggage allowed. Much more interesting, however, is
the information the posters offer on the mode of transportation and the route, the former
North West Company's route into the interior.
Out of Sarnia or Collingwood, reached by rail from Toronto, steamers transported
passengers to Fort William. From Fort William passengers took wagons a distance of 45
miles to Lake Shebandowan. From that point, they commenced "broken navigation in open
boats" over a distance of 310 miles, a harrowing and wearisome trip over rough water and
steep portages. "For convenience of transport on the portages," the poster reads, packages
are to weigh no more than 150 pounds. Some convenience for the voyageurs who bore
them over the portages! In a young country, brute strength was a premium.
In the final leg of the journey, passengers travelled by cart the 95 miles from the
northwest angle of Lake-of-the-Woods to Fort Garry. This last stretch was the Dawson
Road. Partisans of expansion into the interior had advocated such a road from the 1850s; it
was finally developed following Confederation for strategic, as well as transportation,
purposes. Colonel Wolseley's force, on its 1870 trek to the Red River, in fact completed the
remaining work on the road.
This communications route wholly through Canadian territory was to facilitate settlement
under the Dominion Lands Act of 1872. Modelled on American legislation, the Act
authorized grants of quarter sections to settlers for a nominal $10.00 payment; settlers were
required to meet minimal improvement norms over a period of time, such as building a
house and bringing a certain acreage under the plow.
The Dominion Lands Act was another significant component of the Dominion
government's overall policy toward the Northwest — pacification and a military presence,
first in Wolseley's force and then, in 1873-1874, by the North-West Mounted Police; survey
of the Dominion lands; purchase of title to land from aboriginal peoples; and then
settlement through the homestead law. Only settlement of the newly-acquired Northwest
could truly make Confederation from sea to sea secure. And however much government
posters, such as the ones shown here, promoted the mixed wagon-and-water route, only a
transcontinental railway would effectively open the Northwest to settlement and
development.

Canada: Department of Public Works.
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Completion of
Confederation
British Columbia, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland still remained outside
Confederation following the admission of Manitoba in 1870. While the Dominion
government continued to woo these colonies, the Colonial Office in Britain exercised
unceasing, and not always delicate, pressure upon them to enter into the Canadian
Confederation.
In 1871 British Columbia, and in 1873 Prince Edward Island, agreed to terms of entry,
and became members of Confederation. In 1880 Britain formally transferred sovereignty
over the Arctic Islands, over which the Hudson's Bay Company had never had any
authority, to the Dominion of Canada.
The provinces of Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba continued to expand into what had
been Rupert's Land. Their boundaries, as they stand today, were finally fixed in 1912.
Alberta and Saskatchewan were carved out of Dominion Crown lands in 1905, and given
provincial status by the federal authority. The entry of Newfoundland in 1949 completed
the territorial gathering of former British colonies and territories in North America into the
Dominion of Canada.
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Discourse on Common Rights
In this discourse, probably read as a lecture at one of the Institut canadien's meeting halls,
Alphonse Lusignan presented an interesting assessment of Canada's political and cultural
climate.
It was fully in keeping with the universalist legacy of the French Enlightenment and the
Positivist philosophy then reigning in Europe. His views differed from the closed "small
homeland" approach of the Quebec clergy-Bleu alliance, from the too-British vision of both
Maritimers and Upper Canadians. The future of Canada lay in the development and
application of civil rights granted equally to all, without regard to race.
On the pages displayed, for example, Lusignan argues that expanded liberty should be
the true objective of everyone in society, and that youth of all varied nationalities should
strive to acquire knowledge outside national parameters. The English-French cultural
dichotomy is not desirable. Like friends and equals, the youth of both English and French
extraction should take what is good from both Shakespeare and Corneille, Newton and
Buffon and so on, from the great men whom both England and France had produced in
such abundance. Given the unparalleled opportunity which Canada's youth had to learn
both languages, the future would condemn those who refused to do so, because they
would deny themselves access to an instructive heritage.
In another portion of this discourse, Lusignan argues that a new nationality is in the
process of evolution on the north shore of the St. Lawrence and in the Great Lakes region.
Unlike the "Canada Firsters," who saw a new nationality built exclusively on the English
yeoman transported to the New World, Lusignan had a more cosmopolitan vision. The new
nationality would consist of immigrants to the New World from all countries of the globe,
of all races, "with all their thousands of beliefs, a great pell-mell of error and truth...all
pushed by Providence to this common meeting-ground to bind in unity and brotherhood
the whole human family."
Arguing from American developments, Lusignan pointed out that this was inevitable, and
already occurring, as evidenced by the 8,000 Chinese labouring on the great railway which
would link the two oceans and make America the commercial centre of the world.
(Lusignan was probably referring to the Chinese labourers completing work on the Union
Pacific Railroad, the first American transcontinental railway, which would be completed in
1869.)
In this intriguing manuscript, Lusignan expresses the Enlightenment's faith in the
perfectibility of society and in the equality of man, as well as unbounded optimism for the
future of North American society, which will be something new, fashioned of people from
all corners of the globe. Its credo will be liberty, equality and freedom.
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Our New Nationality. An Address. Canada First (No. 1)
Confederation had brought a legal and constitutional unity to the British North American
colonies. But it was an uncertain unity. The provinces of the new Dominion, with their
own particular pasts and concerns, were more crisply defined than the centre. The outward
form of Confederation required an inner substance, an intellectual, emotional and even
spiritual broth that would fill all the crannies of the new vessel, and give it a philosophical
cohesion and national unity. At least, so thought the Canada First movement.
This movement was founded in 1868 by a number of people like William A. Foster.
They felt that Confederation was a political achievement engineered by interested elites,
but not a national expression of the people. They drew their inspiration from D'Arcy
McGee, from his assassination and his poetry of a new nation born. Mostly Ontarians, and
representing the interests of central Canada, they set out actively to campaign and promote
a "Canadian" nationalism. Because of the Red River Rebellion, and the execution of
Thomas Scott, the movement gave vent to very forcible anti-Catholic and anti-French
positions.
In broad outline, the "Canada Firsters" understood Canadian nationality as a British
nationality; they argued for exclusively British and Protestant immigration. This immigration
would people a demanding, though generous, land. In the bracing climate of boreal forest
and northern plain would arise a re-invigorated Anglo-Saxon variant, better than the old.
Racial Darwinism, Imperialism and a mania for geography (and geographic influences upon
human development) characterized European thought in this era of empire and "the white
man's burden." These characteristics manifested themselves in the thought of the "Canada
Firsters," as is evident from Foster's Our New Nationality, the first pamphlet of a whole
series of publications intended to define and inspire Canadian nationality.
The pamphlet is a paean to achievement in the past, an appeal to pride and an
affirmation that, with faith and commitment, a future greatness will be secured for the
"Canadian" nation. To avoid American ways, to remain loyal to Britain, and to put Canadian
autonomy and interests first — these were the objectives of their program. The program's
narrowly British orientation, advocated largely by Ontario interests, did not win adherents
in all parts of the Dominion.

William A. Foster.
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CANADA FIRST;

NATIONAL P A P E R S .

NO. I .

O U R N E W NATIONALITY;
There is an intellectual vivification, at last, in Canada, and
there are indications that the native mind is at present awakening from the lethargy which has hitherto shrouded and dwarfed
it This is expressed in many ways, and is most observable in
the large reading constituency that exists in the country, in the
influence which has given tire impulse to the publishing and importing of the Book Trade, and in the recognized necessity for
a Canadian magazine—a vehicle of native thought and culture.
The present lecture, it is felt, will stimulate this to a further
degree, and incite, it is hoped, a more hearty interest in Canadian ariairs by the people of the country.
The Publishers trust to be able to issue, periodically, in the
series they now initiate, a succession of papers on subjects that
will prove of national importance, and their object will be gained
if it aid, even in a small degree, to promote a more ambitious
and healthy native literature.
T H E PUBLISHERS.
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V
Telegraphic Dispatch on Britain's Pleasure that the
British Columbia Legislative Council
Has Approved Union with Canada
and also
"The First Canadian Pacific Railroad and Geological Survey
Parties for British Columbia, July 22, 1871"
British Columbia (the mainland colony and Vancouver Island were united in 1866) did not
participate in the political process leading to Confederation. But its European population
and politicians were neither ignorant of, nor immune to, the attractions of joining a North
American union of British colonies. For example, in March 1867 Amor De Cosmos, editor
of the British Colonist and member of the Legislative Council, successfully introduced a
motion into the Council for future union of British Columbia with the Dominion of Canada.
De Cosmos, a talented eccentric, had a significant part in bringing British Columbia into
Confederation. Born William Alexander Smith in Nova Scotia in 1825, he made his way to
California in 1851. There he worked as an amateur photographer (and changed his name to
Amor De Cosmos, "Lover of the Universe"). In 1858 the Fraser River gold rush drew him
north. He reached Victoria, settled there and founded the British Colonist. In the Legislative
Assembly of Vancouver Island, and later in the Legislative Council of British Columbia, he
championed the cause of responsible government. He was one of the prominent members
of the "Confederationist" movement.
British Columbia was a debt-ridden colony. With the gold fields in decline, and no other
developed industry to replace it, the colony was losing both people and revenues — its
economy was perceptibly slowing down. Confederation would, it was hoped, open
markets for British Columbian lumber, fish and minerals. The inhabitants of the colony had
reason to fear American expansion (although, at the same time, they valued their trade
links with the United States). British governors, first Frederick Seymour and then Anthony
Musgrave, adhering to stated British policy, massaged British Columbia's politicians towards
Confederation.
These various pressures disposed the Legislative Council to debate union with Canada in
March 1870 and to set conditions of entry into Confederation. In July 1870 Ottawa accepted
British Columbia's conditions. The Dominion government agreed to assume the colony's
debt and, for purposes of federal grants, to consider British Columbia to have a population
of 120,000, twice the actual number. The Dominion government also agreed to a
transportation link, promising a railway — British Columbia had been prepared to accept a
carriage road — within ten years of union. British Columbia would be admitted with full
provincial status, and with her right to responsible government guaranteed.
These terms were debated by British Columbia's newly-elected Legislative Council in
January 1871, and unanimously accepted. The telegraphic despatch displayed here
expresses the British government's pleasure at this outcome.
The other document shown here, Baltzly's photograph, shows the joint Canadian Pacific
Railway (CPR) and Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) surveying party which went west to
survey a route for a transcontinental railway through British Columbia, and to study the
geology of the province. Within several days of British Columbia's entry into Confederation
in 1871, Sir Sandford Fleming, appointed Chief Engineer of the CPR, dispatched ten
surveying parties to lay out the transcontinental route. Baltzly was chosen to accompany
the Alfred Selwyn group to British Columbia. Thus he came to photograph the B.C. survey
group; seated centrally, in light suit and dark hat, is Alfred Selwyn, who succeeded Sir
William Logan in 1869 as director of the GSC.
With British Columbia's admission into Confederation in 1871 the Dominion, while not
yet encompassing all former British colonies in North America, did truly stretch "from sea
to sea."
United Kingdom: Colonial Secretary.
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V

Proclamation on the Admission of the Province of
Prince Edward Island into Confederation
The question of British North American union manifested itself every now and then in
Prince Edward Island. In 1859, for example, union with the Province of Canada was raised
in the Throne Speech. But the Assembly was too concerned with other island issues —
such as the schools question and the leasehold land system — to pay much attention to the
matter. As the Confederation conferences were taking place Prince Edward Islanders
listened; but their response to union was lukewarm. They valued their autonomy far too
much to consider a union which, in their opinion, threatened them with higher taxation,
decreased political power and loss of foreign trade overseas. Despite pressure from the
Colonial Office, in the words of Premier James Colledge Pope in 1866, "99 out of every 100
of the people are against Confederation."
Of far greater importance than Confederation were unique domestic concerns of the
Islanders, land being the most significant. The Island had been granted to a number of
absentee proprietors, most of them resident in Britain. The settlers on the land were
leaseholders, paying rent to the proprietors. Like the seigneurial system of Lower Canada,
the land tenure system in Prince Edward Island was a relic of times past, and offended the
Islanders. Successive tenant movements were organized to resist the system and demand
change. A Tenants League of 1864 succeeded in withholding land rents due to the
landlords; and tension rose so high that a force of British regulars was ordered to the Island
in 1865 to prevent a possible uprising.
Confident in its own ability to defend itself, Prince Edward Island also ventured into
independent foreign relations. In 1869 it discussed with the eager Americans a possible
trade treaty, giving Americans access to its fisheries in return for free entry of Island
products into the American market. The Colonial Office stiffly advised both Americans and
Islanders that Prince Edward Island's foreign policy was made in London.
Proudly independent, the Islanders came to Confederation only when crushed by the
financial burden of railway building. Prince Edward Island plunged into the construction of
its trans-insular railway in 1871, hoping to fire up its economy. However, the burden of
financing the venture became unbearable, threatening the Island with bankruptcy — and
the Island petitioned in 1873 for admission into Confederation. The Dominion government
promised the Island "continuous steam communication" with the mainland, made provision
for buying out the remaining absentee proprietors, offered a special operating grant for the
Island's legislature, gave special compensation to the Island for its lack of Crown lands and
assumed the costs of the Island's railway.
The proclamation displayed here announces the admission of Prince Edward Island into
Confederation, consonant with the provision in the British North America Act (section 146)
for future admissions into Confederation. Once the negotiations with Canada were
completed, a joint address from the Dominion Parliament and the Island's legislature
received royal assent. On 1 July 1873 Prince Edward Island entered Confederation. The
Proclamation bears the Great Seal of Canada. It is signed by Lord Dufferin, GovernorGeneral of the Dominion, and counter-signed by Sir John A. Macdonald, in his capacity as
Attorney-General of Canada.
With Prince Edward Island admitted in 1873, the gathering of the colonies into one
Dominion was completed, but for Newfoundland.
Canada: Privy Council.
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Concluding Remarks
The purpose of this exhibition is to capture the flavour of life in its fullness in the
Confederation era. It was never the intention of this catalogue or exhibition to reflect in
detail the complex political story which resulted in the union of the British North American
provinces. This has been done before. Rather, this catalogue and the exhibition it
represents are meant to show Confederation in its human context, to re-create the
background tapestry against which the Confederation drama was played out.
The selection of documents for this catalogue and exhibition may seem somewhat
eclectic or incomplete. However, neither catalogue nor exhibition aspire to historical
completeness. Both are venues in which the archival records and documents of the
National Archives speak to us. Like windows into history, they admit us into a past age,
where we can vicariously experience the lives of our ancestors and, in the process, learn
about ourselves. Hopefully, the various items displayed here will do that, and allow the
reader of the catalogue or the viewer of the exhibition to arrive at a better understanding of
life in Canada during the Confederation era.
A careful observer will have noticed that this exhibition is not a panegyric to
Confederation. As the archival records indicate, Confederation was a difficult birth and the
new Dominion came into an imperfect world filled with problems. Just treatment of
aboriginal peoples and their land claims, strong localisms, the role of the central
government, Canada's relationship with the United States (including free trade), the place
of Quebec within Confederation (and English-French tensions), the influence of geography
and space upon economic and political developments — these concerns and others have
been with us since before 1867.
It is hoped this exhibition will provide a historical context for Canada as we know it
today. If it manages this, and does so in an aesthetically enjoyable and intellectually
stimulating manner, then the National Archives will have achieved one of its chief
objectives, which is to make known to Canadians the intriguing and informative archival
documents of their own past.
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.1 Future Defined is the fourth volume published by the National
Archives of Canada in its series Records of Our History. Intended
for the genera] public, as well as for students, this volume reflects
broadly the development of Canada, and offers the reader a large
and varied sampling of archival documents used by researchers
to write the history of Canada.

The first two volumes of this series. Dreams of Empire and
Taking Root, cover the early period in Canadian history, from the
beginnings of New France to the end of the Trench Regime.
Colonial Idealities gives an overview of Canada's history from
1760 to ISIS. A I'm a re Defined oners a journey through the- era
1849 to l<sT3. a time of remarkable and fundamental change. The
text is lavishly illustrated with 176 reproductions of archival
records — maps, engravings, paintings, medals, stamps,
manuscripts, printed material, and photographs, All these
historical records are drawn from the vast fonds of the National
Archives of Canada.
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